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ABSTRACT

GENERATING NATURAL LANGUAGE

UNDER PRAGMATIC CONSTRAINTS

Eduard Hendrik Hovy

Yale University

1987

How and why do we say the same things in different ways to different people?

Natural language generation programs written to date are not sensitive to anything but

their input, and therefore produce the same output to all hearers in all circumstances. For

a generator to produce various versions of a single input it must have the ability to make

appropriate choices about the content and form of its text.

Due to the flexibility of language, speakers can communicate far more than just the

literal content of the words they use; the additional information usually serves some of

their audience-related goals. Thus the generator's choices should be governed by the goals

resulting from pragmatic issues such as its knowledge of the hearer and the setting of the

conversation.

This research investigates the types of interpersonal goals that speakers can have; how

they can be made specific enough to direct the generation process; the interpretation of

input, by generator-directed inference, to find suitable forms of expression; and the repre-

sentation of language in a phrasal lexicon. In the model of generation that incorporates

these goals, planning and realization are interleaved processes, where the interleaving takes

place at choice points. This view supports the standard top-down planning-to-realization

approach as well as the bottom-up approach in which linguistic options present themselves

as opportunities for the achievement of the active goals.

To illustrate these ideas, the program PAULINE (Planning And Uttering Language In

Natural Environments) produces, from a single set of input representations in each of three

domains, various paragraphs that differ in slant, content, and style.
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Chapter 1

Language: A Multi-Purpose Tool

1.1 Introduction

When you compare the languldge pr iuced by people to the text produced by existing

lan g iage generatiol prograls. lne thing t-be(tlne inime'iatelV ith ear people can say the

sanII thing ii vamio s ways to ach i ve varitous effec(ts. a lt, generators c annot . The generator

de(tsriled her,-. PA'LINE (Planing And IUttering Lagulage I" Natural Environments).

dresstis *kiortioiiig

It is straightfirward to Arite- a ,i gtiagr generati ,ai pr,,grni that produces impressil(\

text II. , ss at i ' a -witite. I, teniilato (,,r - Ioiv eq uital'ent general gra lilliat Ical form ) with

,l lb repreooent i t tiia it llt i t , t. I t h.,t "I L v ,i .i l rallr 'al .i , tihe templatet-it 'l , irfacI

r n r,'+,,r h k ,r ,, l oo . I , ol , r[. , I , ' r - t o i+i , t i t, I iliv 1 1t li Inp ut

t l \, t, 1 . r , £. 1+ 1, TI , - i t , . , u I , ' lt ++ t i' tr - , il l + , i , r it. m t a n , t J+' I ] ] )

,.h n IA[.+, 1 r , ~t ,vil£ i tv, %4-+ 1,+' I ' 1 ( ?+ , ? I + If r hI i+,+ I I t} lt,'. I u I ,.+i ¢..

, I'. t,, i
1  

,, t . -, il- II , p) r p, il . r , "i I i i t p 1 'i' H) ri ll I V ,

,11 t ' A -]+P"It, [ 1 , 'l+ , 1 1-J 1. i 1 fi l 'li t.! N ? J I I I , 1 t ,, *-- I , 1 t, ti h h , I , t t i

ho - ; ++ '-+ . lt il fi,,' l I ll, j In'+ It-, i I, J" I+ I I -j . t- 1 1 , - -.+ Il I- I, I I .t,

i of,,+<, +,.'. ;..-.. -- ++' :+ " +'++-'< "+ ' + +''
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text. As speakers and hearers, we attach various interpretations of the speaker, his goals,

the bearer, and the conversational circumstances, to the various ways of expressing a single

underlying representation. These interpretations are governed by rules. For example, we

use such rules to understand the different meanings of each of the following sentences:

-Old Bill finally kicked the bucket last night!"

'We are not going to see Uncle Bill any more...

-I am very sorry to have to tell you that Bill passed away"

Speakers use the rules to determine how to say what they want to say. In order to exhibit

the same degree of flexibility of expression, generator programs require such rules too.

What, then, is the additional information that speakers can convey'? Consider the

different points of view the speaker communicates in each of the following four descriptions

of an event that happened at Yale University in April 1986:

(a) On April 4, concerned Yale students constructed a shantytown on Boesak

Plaza as a reminder to those in Woodbridge Hall (and all over campus and the

". community) that Yale is complicit (sic) with the system of apartheid that creates

shantytowns where thousands of blacks are forced to live in squalor and fear.

The shantytown, Winnie Mandela City, served aus a focal point of education

concerning South Africa and Yale's investments there. At 5:30 am on April 14

the Yale Administration had the shantytown torn down and had 76 students

and community members who were defending the shanties arrested. After a

huge outcry, the Administration allowed the shanties to be rebuilt. We will not

he silenced, we will contin u, to challnge the Univeritv ''n their moral failure.

(From protet er lit erature: the prote.ters renalied the plaza after the Souith
,' African ( loin hinan Allant Boos ak)

(h) n April 4. It ',n IIll -r,ml. ,f -rijl,n t ... r ,, ,r , 'in ', kc Plaa nl b ilt

'n,' %hani ,.,: fh,% w t.r'l t, ,,r,,, 1 , tV (.. 01 ir t,,,k. in m ,i,. with

t'ran(th - bt-it,.! aj <,.,iu h .froa The, iuiver ,it .L.,k,', thc stwl,.tio t, njv
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the shanties to another location, but the students refused. The university then

granted then permission to occupy the plaza until the end of the week, so that

theY could be there to be seen by the university's trustees, the Yale Corporation,

at their meeting. But even after the meeting, the students refused to leave the

plaza, and police had to clear the shanties. Later, the university relented, and

gave them permission to rebuild the shanties. It also announced that it would

send a fact-finding mission to South Africa. (Speaker: anti-divestment Yale

student)

(c) On April 4, students at Yale built a symbolic shantytown to protest

their school's investments in companies doing business in South Africa. The

college ordered the shanties destroyed. The police arrested 76 protesters when

the shantytown was torn down. Local politicians and more than 100 faculty

members criticized the action. A week after it had ordered the removal of

the shantytown - named Winnie Mandela City, after the South African foe of

apartheid - the shantytown was reconstructed and the administration agreed

to allow it to remain standing. Concurrently, Yale announced that its trustees,

the Yale Corporation, would soon send a fact-finding mission to South Africa to

investigate the actions of corporations in which it owns between $350 million and

$400 million of stock. (From: New York Times, Sunday, 27 April, Connecticut

section)

(d) Some students erected a shantytown to protest Yale's investments in

companies that have operations in South Africa. The University tore it down

and arrested several of themn. The students continued to demonstrate andi finallY

the university said they could put up the shantytown again. The university said

it would investigate its invest ients in South Africa. (Speaker: neutral stud ent)

('learly the first two speakers incorporate strongly their opinions about the lhantVt owln

* issue: the second two speakers secin more neutral but differ in level of formality. But how

d d( yoi - in-corporate opiniorns arld whAt dtoes it niean to -seenli ore titra and to -be

1ne
*** , *. . .*-"- * ,t. ~ , * * *

1, s
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formal"? There is no single item in the texts that can be pinpointed a- carrying the opinion

or setting the level or formality; rather, each text seems to contain a number of little clues,

4 •and these clues cumulatively convey a certain impression to the reader. What are these

little clues? Where do they appear in language and how do we decide to use them? How

do they interact? What other impressions - information such as the speaker's emotional

state, his social status relative to the hearer, the ways he would like to influence the hearer's

future behavior -- can be incorporated into language?

Some additional, rather overt, techniques are visible in the following two example texts.

The first is an excerpt from an open letter to Yale President Giamatti from the university's

clerical and technical workers' labor union negotiating committee, November 9, 1984:

(e) It is time, in the best interests of all concerned, to settle the strike. It is

our understanding that the University administration, as well as the Union, has

received a document entitled 'A Statement of Purpose by the Coalition to End

the Strike'. We appreciate the spirit of the document. Clearly, the community

earnestly desires and needs a settlement, so that Yale can get back to what it

is supposed to be. Our members earnestly want a settlement. You have said

that you do. too, and we are prepared to take you at your word. We are willing

to compromise significantly to achieve a settlement. Therefore, we propose the

immediate resumption of negotiations on a daily basis.

In contrast, compare this excerpt from an open letter from president Giamatti to the Yale

co uminity. September 26. 1984:

(f) I write with great disappointment following Local 34's action in calling

a .triko against the University. The University negotiating team has made

(,n(,rted ,fforts lat,'lv with the help of the Mediator. Eva Robins, to find

n'nmion grofund an(! to bring ahorit a fair and rea.sonable settlement of the

ni, ttntal~di issus in a ma nnr a ti.sfautory to 1)0th parties. But the agreement

ha.s nt hoon achivd.

R49Id
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In both cases, the authors seem honestly to want a solution. But consider how the

former is a rousing call to action, while the latter is reasoned and calm, and see how each

side imputes blame to the other... The union "earnestly desires and needs a settlement";

they "are willing to compromise"; they will "take [Yale] at [its] word" that Yale wants a

settlement too. Clearly Yale does not really want a settlement! Clearly the union has to

prod an unwilling Yale into negotiating! In addition to being slanted, this letter is forceful,

exhortatory; taken at face value, it obviously tries to influence Giamatti's future actions.

Compare that with Giamatti's much calmer, more reasoned response, in which he writes

"with great disappointment"; his team has "made concerted efforts"; the agreement "has

not been achieved". It is clear that he is not to blame! In fact, his disappoint,-ent casts

Giamatti as an optimist, a reasonable man who hopes others are reasonable too. The fact

that he does not place the blame for the failure of the settlement explicitly onto the other

party (say, with "But the Union did not want to come to an agreement"), underscores

this impression. Clearly it is the union that is recalcitrant! Similar techniques are used

in the shantytown texts. In example (a), for instance, the protesters use such phrases

as "concerned Yale students"; "constructed a shantytown... as a reminder"; Yale "had 76

students.., arrested"; "a huge outcry". Clearly, the protesters were well-meaning, harmless

people with much popular support. But then what about the opponent's account (b) that

contains phrases such as "a small group of students"; "took over Beinecke Plaza"; "they

wanted to force Yale to..."; "police had to clear the shanties"? Obviously the university

did its best to remain conciliatory toward a few radicalized, rapacious students with an axe

to grind!

Techniques such as implying reasonableness, willingness to compromise, trust in the

goodwill of the opponent, etc., are obviously part of the art of creating opinion-bearing and

manipulative text. So are techniques such as maximizing or minimizing support, implying

the use of force, and the use of appropriate adjectives and adverbs.

~i.D~j. <L
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1.2 Some Generator Texts

PAULINE, the computer program described here, uses strategies based on these techniques

to produce various texts from underlying representations. In all, it has been tried on three

distinct episodes. The first set of examples are generated from a representation of the

shantytown episode. From a single representation - a network of about 120 representation

elements - PAULINE produces over 100 different texts. For example, as a quick informal

description of the issue, PAULINE says:

Example 1.

YALE UNIVERSITY PUNISHED A NUMBER OF STUDENTS FOR BUILDING A

SHANTYTOWN ON BEINECKE PLAZA BY ARRESTING 76 STUDENTS AND TEARING

IT DOWN ONE MORNING IN EARLY APRIL. THE STUDENTS WANTED YALE TO

DIVEST FROM COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA. FINALLY,

THE UNIVERSITY GAVE IN AND ALLOWED THE STUDENTS TO REBUILD IT.

This is the kind of description one may hear from a passerby who knows about the issue.

Compare this with the following version, in which PAULINE, now being a journalist, uses

much more formal language for its newspaper article (including, for example, such conjunc-

tive phrases as "so that" and "concurrentlv", such verbs as "construct", "request", and

"give permission", and the passive mode):

Example 2.

IN EARLY APRIL. A SHANTYTOWN --- NAMED WINNIE MANDELA CITY ---

WAS CONSTRUCTED BY SEVERAL STUDENTS ON BEINECKE PLAZA SO THAT

YALE WOULD DIVEST FROM COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA.

THE LOCAL COMMUNITY SUPPORTED THE ACTION. AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14.

ATHE SHANTYTOWN WAS DESTROYED BY OFFICIALS; ALSO. AT THAT TIME.

THE POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. THE STUDENTS REQUESTED THAT THE

UNIVERSITY GIVE THEM PERMISSION TO REASSEMBLE THE SHANTYTOWN

p )



WHILE SEVERAL LOCAL POLITICIANS AND FACULTY MEMBERS EXPRESSED

CRITICISM OF YALE'S ACTION. FINALLY, THE UNIVERSITY PERMITTED THE

STUDENTS TO RECONSTRUCT IT AND, CONCURRENTLY, YALE ANNOUNCED THAT

A COMMISSION WOULD GO TO SOUTH AFRICA IN JULY TO EXAMINE THE SYSTEM

OF APARTHEID.

Examples 1 and 2 are fine ways to introduce someone to the topic. They are the kind

of thing we would say if we were unbiased informers, such as passersby and reporters. But

what if we were protesters and were trying to convince someone of our opinion? When

PAULINE is set up to produce text supporting the protesters' cause, i.e., when it is given

the goals to slant its description of the episode toward the protesters, it produces:

Example 3.

AS A REMINDER TO YALE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES DOING

BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA, A LARGE NUMBER OF CONCERNED STUDENTS

ERECTED A SHANTYTOWN --- NAMED WINNIE MANDELA CITY --- ON

BEINECKE PLAZA IN EARLY APRIL. THE LOCAL COMMUNITY EXPRESSED

SUPPORT FOR THE STUDENTS' ACTION. THE UNIVERSITY TOLD THE

STUDENTS TO ERECT THE SHANTYTOWN ELSEWHERE. LATER, AT 5:30 AM ON

APRIL 14, THE SHANTYTOWN WAS DESTROYED BY OFFICIALS; ALSO, AT

THAT TIME, THE POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. THE STUDENTS

'REQUESTED THAT YALE UNIVERSITY GIVE THEM PERMISSION TO REASSEMBLE

IT ON BEINECKE PLAZA AND AT THE SAME TIME SEVERAL LOCAL

POLITICIANS AND FACULTY MEMBERS EXPRESSED CRITICISM OF YALE'S ACTIONS.
FINALLY, YALE PERMITTED THE STUDENTS TO RECONSTRUCT THE SHANTYTOWN

AND, CONCURRENTLY, THE UNIVERSITY ANNOUNCED THAT A COMMISSION WOULD

GO TO SOUTH AFRICA IN JULY TO EXAMINE THE SYSTEM OF APARTHEID.

In contrast, when PAULINE has to produce the official Yale version, it says:

!5

.'
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Example 4.

IN EARLY APRIL. A SMALL NUMBER OF STUDENTS WERE INVOLVED IN A

CONFRONTATION WITH YALE UNIVERSITY OVER YALE'S INVESTMENT IN

COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA. THE STUDENTS

CONSTRUCTED A SHANTYTOWN --- NAMED WINNIE MANDELA CITY --- ON

BEINECKE PLAZA IN ORDER TO FORCE THE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM

THOSE COMPANIES. YALE REQUESTED THAT THE STUDENTS ERECT IT

ELSEWHERE, BUT THEY REFUSED TO LEAVE. THE UNIVERSITY INTENDED TO

BE REASONABLE. THE UNIVERSITY GAVE IT PERMISSION TO EXIST UNTIL

THE MEETING OF THE YALE CORPORATION, BUT EVEN AFTER THAT THE

STUDENTS STILL REFUSED TO MOVE. AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14, OFFICIALS

HAD TO DISASSEMBLE THE SHANTYTOWN. FINALLY. YALE, BEING CONCILIATORY

TOWARD THE STUDENTS, NOT ONLY PERMITTED THEM TO RECONSTRUCT IT, BUT

ALSO ANNOUNCED THAT A COMMISSION WOULD GO TO SOUTH AFRICA IN JULY TO

EXAMINE THE SYSTEM OF APARTHEID.

Of course, this is not the way a protester or Yale official would tell you the story in

person. For one thing, they may cut it a little shorter, and for another, they will be less

formal and more openly opinionated. PAULINE illustrates:

Example 5.

I AM ANGRY ABOUT YALE'S ACTIONS. THE UNIVERSITY HAD OFFICIALS

DESTROY A SHANTYTOWN CALLED WINNIE MANDELA CITY ON BEINECKE PLAZA

AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14. A LOT OF CONCERNED STUDENTS BUILT IT IN

EARLY APRIL. NOT ONLY DID YALE HAVE OFFICIALS DESTROY IT, BUT THE

POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. AFTER THE LOCAL COMMUNITY'S HUGE

OUTCRY. THE UNIVERSITY ALLOWED THE STUDENTS TO PUT THE SHANTYTOWN

UP THERE AGAIN.
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Example 6.

IT PISSES ME OFF THAT A FEW SHIFTLESS STUDENTS WERE OUT TO MAKE

TROUBLE ON BEINECKE PLAZA ONE DAY: THEY BUILT A SHANTYTOWN.

WINNIE MANDELA CITY. BECAUSE THEY WANTED YALE UNIVERSITY TO PULL

THEIR MONEY OUT OF COMPANIES WITH BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA. I AM

HAPPY THAT OFFICIALS REMOVED THE SHANTYTOWN ONE MORNING. FINALLY.

YALE GAVE IN AND LET THE SHITHEADS PUT IT UP AGAIN, AND YALE SAID

THAT A COMMISSION WOULD GO TO SOUTH AFRICA TO CHECK OUT THE

SYSTEM OF APARTHEID.

The second set of examples PAULINE can talk about concerns a fictitious primary elec-

tion between politicians Carter and Kennedy during their race for the Democratic nomi-

nation for Presidential candidate. The numbers and dates are not to be taken seriously.

Again (from a single network of about 50 representation elements), PAULINE can simply
describe the outcome:

Example 7.

ON 20 FEBRUARY, CARTER AND KENNEDY WERE THE CANDIDATES IN A

PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. CARTER LOST TO KENNEDY BY 1335 VOTES. AT

PRESENT. KENNEDY HAS A BETTER CHANCE OF GETTING THE NOMINATION

THAN HE HAD BEFORE. CARTER IS ALSO CLOSER TO GETTING THE

NOMINATION THAN HE WAS BEFORE. BOTH CARTER AND KENNEDY WANT TO

GET THE NOMINATION.

However, this text is clearly inappropriate if the hearer already knows something about the

nature of candidates, nomination, and primaries. If, say, the interlocutors are in a hurry

for example, while making a long-distance phone call the following is better:

Example 8.

WELL, SO CARTER LOST THE PRIMARY TO KENNEDY BY 1335 VOTES.

.4

%1 Q
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Of course, if we had any feelings about the matter, we would not say it this way. Our

biases sneak into what we say so easily and so often that producing slanted text seems much

more natural than being neutral! Given the goal to support Kennedy, PAULINE says:

Example 9.

KENNEDY NARROWED CARTER'S LEAD BY GETTING ALL OF 21850 VOTES IN

THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. IN A SIMILAR CASE, CARTER DECREASED

UDALL'S LEAD IN A PRIMARY IN 1976. AND HE EASILY TROUNCED UDALL

TO BE NOMINATED BY 2600 DELEGATES. I AM GLAD THAT PRESENTLY

KENNEDY IS CLOSER TO GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN BEFORE.

This example is clearly spoken by a Kennedy supporter: it focuses on Kennedy's victory and

current standing, Carter's loss, and the way in which a front-runner can be overtaken. Note

that Kennedy is still behind Carter so the most the program can claim is that Kennedy has

many committed delegates. What happens if PAULINE is, instead, a Carter supporter?

Of course, it should make the most of the fact that Carter is still ahead in committed

delegates, as well as downplay his loss:

Example 10.

CARTER HAS GOT MANY DELEGATES AT PRESENT; WHAT'S MORE, HE HAS GOT

MANY DELEGATES MORE THAN IN THE PAST. I THINK IT'S GREAT THAT HE

HAS GOT MANY MORE DELEGATES THAN KENNEDY.

Of course, while slanting the text, the program can still vary its style. In contrast to

example 9, but with the same sympathies, PAULINE can be formal (say, while making a

speech):

Example 11.

I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAT CARTER HAS IMPROVED HIS CHANCES

OF WINNING THE NOMINATION. AT THE PRESENT TIME. CARTER HAS MANY

1V
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MORE DELEGATES THAN HE HAD IN THE PAST; ALSO, CARTER HAS MANY

MORE THAN KENNEDY DOES.

Here, PAULINE skirts the central issue, Carter's loss. concentrating on ,more, pleasant

aspects. But what would happen in an extreme case'.' what if you, a Carter supporter.

are speaking to your boss, an irascible Kennedy man, under pressure? How would you even

bring the topic up': Under these circumstances PAULINE chose to (1o:

Example 12.

... exactly nothing! (This occurred as a surprise. What happened was the following: Ini-

tially, the program didn't find any topics that it liked and the hearer also liked, and it didn't

have time to search the story representation for other topics or to find ways of mitigating

the unpleasant ones). The program can also be aggressive, if it is speaking to someone it

dislikes and wants to anger:

Example 13.

BUSTER. I THINK IT'S WONDERFUL THAT YOUR HERO. THAT JERK CARTER.

REALLY GOT JUST 20515 VOTES. SO CARTER GOT AS MANY AS 1335 VOTES

FEWER THAN THAT WONDERFUL KENNEDY DID IN THE PRIMARY.

FORTUNATELY. KENNEDY SUCCEEDED IN GETTING ALL OF 21850 VOTES;

ALSO. HE HAS GOT MANY DELEGATES AT THE PRESENT TIME. THAT MEANS

THAT HE HAS GOT SEVERAL DELEGATES MORE THAN HE DID IN THE PAST.

These are some of the variations that PA.I."LINE can prodlce, fr,,n a ,in j un I 'rlving

representation. unllder different circuni-itane etting,.

The third set of examples ,lirive as outtpi fro,,, tile .11 D(,I' Ir ,,rat (:Ba in s5. 5

that models the sentencing lhavior o)f ; jil . I a inutr;I -. ttit,.. ,n I i,t det rt1- , 1ri11i T

a typical c;ase, PAULINE says:

F O.P o
td -'g2d- c~ 2; - - ¢ :¢"- ¢ ¢ L* ., ,' €... '.,,.,.0, -1..'.,1' ' .. '. .,.I. t
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Example 14.

AFTER JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE. THEY FOUGHT. AND EVENTUALLY HE WAS

KNOCKED TO THE GROUND BY MIKE HE SLAPPED HIM A FEW TIMES MIKE

STABBED JIM. AND JIM DIED

The program is given a 1,)t l or information Aibut each a4 ti,on f th, fi~h~ t an i l, t''

select tippropriatv topi~s m. id group themn together. Being onm Ise. it 4 llsi.

Example 15.

JIM DIED IN A FIGHT.

Example 16.

AFTER JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE. THEY FOUGHT. AND EVENTUALLY MIKE
-p

KILLED JIM.

Being more expan ive. PATLINE can include information that the .IITD(;E prograin in-

ferred and used () produce a sentence. such as the actors' it ents and justiticat ions. in order

to slant its de,,crimtion toward the victim or the defendant. For example. when defending

.Mike. PAl;LINE -,;vs:

Example 17.

FIRST. THAT JERK JIM BUMPED MIKE HARD AND HURT HIM. THEN MIKE

JUST TAPPED JIM ONCE. AFTER THAT. JIM DID NOT EXPECT THAT MIKE

WAS GOING TO HURT HIM ANY LONGER; ALSO; JIM COULD FORESEE THAT HE

WOULD INJURE MIKE IF HE PURPOSELY STRUCK HIM. HE REALLY SMASHED

HIM. THE RESULT WAS THAT HE INJURED HIM.

(c. ..

MIKE REALIZED THAT JIM REALLY HURT HIM; ALSO, HE EXPECTED THAT

JIM'S GOAL WAS TO HURT HIM. JIM WAS STABBED. AS A RESULT, JIM

ONLY DIED.

[I%
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Example 18.

JIM COULD NOT EXPECT THAT MIKE WOULD BE HURT IF JIM ACCIDENTALLY

BUMPED HIM, ALSO, A REASONABLE PERSON COULD NOT FORESEE THAT IF

-- HE BUMPED HIM HE WOULD HURT HIM HE HAD NO INTENTiON; TO BCTHER

MIKE MIKE ONLY *AS BUMPED BY JIM ONCE THE ACTIo; OAS AN

ACCIDENT THEN MIKE REALIZED THAT JIM HURT HIM IN ADDITIC'. 'IKE

DID NOT EXPECT THAT JIM WAS GOING TO HURT HIM ANY LONGER MIKE'S

GOAL WAS TO INJURE JIM MIKE COULD F-RESEE THAT HE WOULD INJURE

HIM IF HE PURPOSELY HIT HIM ONCE HE HIT HIM THE RESULT WAS THAT

HE INJURED HIM HE REQUIRED JUSTIFICATION FOR CAUSING HIM TO BE

INJURED THE ACTION WAS AN ESCALATED RETALIATION

MIKE COULD EXPECT THAT IF HE STABBED JIM SEVERAL TIMES HE WOULD

KILL HIM HE STABBED HIM THE RESULT WAS THAT HE WOUNDED HIM MIKE'S

- CAUSING JIM TO BE KILLED WAS NOT JUSTIFIED AS A RESULT, JIM DIED

1.3 A Short Overview

H <,v," ,1,, ',,,uio p~r,- ll,f , i rl-'l lth +ilc ll
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'ltita,) au innotati-d tracr ,f i P.AULINE e's.ii and appendix B contins~ PATTLINE*\

Uike* in,)-! Al 1 *I-wrt;Itiohl'. In whichl the theu)r. Is udeveloped ir~t anid the imp;lelnen-

t~l ofn -t pr 'grmnl i, ltN(rile,-l Liter. t ji. dissertationl 1ee-, leth in parallel. [E(ch chapter
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Chapter 2

Pragmatics

Abstract

Since different realizations of a topic convey different pragmatic effects, the pragmatic aspects

of conversations must help to control the choices facing the generator. But, though there has

been much discussion about what pragmatics as a field of inquiry is all about, no generally

accepted scheme has emerged yet. After a review of some relevant literature, a classification

is presented of the kinds of pragmatic information that text can convey. Invariably, however,

pragmatic goals are too general to support rules that directly control generator decisions. Thus

an intermediate level of goals, specifically attuned to the requirements of language production,

are postulated; these goals, called rhetorical goals, determine the slant and the style of text.

2.1 What is Pragmatics? - Some Definitions

There has been much disussion about what pragmatics as a field of inquiry is all about

in both the philosophy and linguistics literature (see, say, [Carnap 38, 56, 591, [Morris 381,

[Katz 77) , l;;azelar 791, f;rice 57]. [Gordon & Lakoff 75]. [Cole 781, [MNcCawley 781, [Searle

79 , and in sin niarv [Levinison, 831). Ho,ever. beyond sketching out a numlber of areas

%18
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in which pragmatic considerations play a role, very little agreement has been reached on

what exactly pragmatics encompasses and what its relationship is with the other aspects

of language and communication in general.

This is not to say that attempts have not been made. In [Levinson 83, p 9], for example,

Levinson offers the following definition:

Pragmatics is the study of those relations between language and context that

are grammaticalized

Unfortunately, this definition sidesteps the issue of speaker intent. The slurred speech of

a drunk or the accented speech of a non-native speaker can also be "grammaticalized",

and these aspects also convey non-literal information, but they can only properly be called

pragmatic when the speaker uses them to definite purpose.

A definition by Carnap doesn't suffer from this shortcoming ([Carnap 38, p 21):

If in an investigation explicit reference is made to the speaker, or to put it in

more general terms, to the user of the language, then we assign [the investiga-

tion) to the field of pragmatics... If we abstract from the user of the language

and analyze only the expressions and their designata, we are in the field of se-

mantics. And, finally, if we abstract from the designata also and analyze only

the relations between the expressions, we are in (logical) syntax.

In other words,

" syntax = relations between words in a sentence

" semantics = relations between expressions and their designata

" pragmnatic = referenc(e to int(rlocutors and (ont ext in coininnnication

Though this prvil- sonm' idea of whait a definition may look like, it la(cks a clctr eou igh

d(sri)tion of interlocutor aid Conltcft: what of ""oh'- or "thw.These two 'xlpres,"i(nS
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illustrate the difficulty of separating semantic content -the meaning of -phew!" from

pragmatic information - tile mutual semi-humorous experiencing of a distasteful sensation,

with perhaps a plan to avoid it, and so forth. The same problem appears in a definition

suggested in [Gazdar 79, p 21:

Pragmatics has as its topic those aspects of the meaning of utterances which

cannot be accounted for by straightforward references to the truth conditions

of tile sentences uttered. Put crudely:

PRAGMATICS = MEANING - TRUTH CONDITIONS.

What is to be understood by "truth conditions"? Those aspects of semantics that semanti-

cists have succeeded in formalizing? Leaving all the rest to pragmatics? What, for instance,

would the truth conditions of sentences such as "can you pass the salt?" include?

The general problem is that no clear distinction exists between pragmatics and seman-

tics. Though atte'mpts to establish the distinction were made (see [Katz 80]) and were

countered (in, say, [Jackendoff 81]), the question is not yet resolved. For example, in [Jack-

endoff 85, p 105]:

... the distinction between "semantic" rules of linguistic inference and "prag-

matic" rules of linguistic interaction with general knowledge is less marked than

is often supposed. In a theory with an autonomous semantic level, the two kinds

of rules involve different levels of mental representation. Here, however, they

both are rules for the manipulation of conceptual structures; they deal with the

same primitives and principles of combination. If there is a distinction between

semantic and pragmatic rules, then, it lies only in the formal maiipulations the

rules perform on conceptual structure. For example, the principles involved in

Judging a sentence true potentially involve extralinguist ic information as well

a.s information within the s,,ntence itself: hence "true- is a pragniatic notion.

On tie other hand. a j iidgenient that a sentence is analytic involves only in-

fo :: ation colvey ed by tle sentence itself phus rules of (seinantic) inference:

d

Q4
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hence "analytic" is a semantic notion. In either case, though, the information

conveyed by the sentence is a conceptual structure.

and elsewhere ([ibid., p 1061):

Thus, although a terminological distinction between "semantic" and "prag-

xnatic" notions undoubtedly remains useful, it is an open question whether it is

a bifurcation of particular theoretical interest.

This work is based ol the belief that it is not of particular interest in functional terms

(... at least, not until we have a lot more knowledge about semantic representations, speak-

ers' goals, and speakers' conceptions of interpersonal relationships). In practice, in any

generator written today, no fundamental difference need exist between the nature of pro-
cesses that make use of so-called pragmatic information and the nature of processes that

work with semantic information. Hence no attempt will be made here to provide a definition

of pragmatics as a distinct, closed, formalizable field of inquiry. This does not, of course,

piohibit identifying a certain body of information and a certain class of considerations as

typically pragmatic. This is the sense in which the word "pragmatic" is used here.

2.2 Some Pragmatic Aspects of Conversations

In the philosophy of language, most work on pragmatics focuses on the ways in which text

can convey various types of information. The principal areas of interest are:

. deizxis: references within a discourse to the interlocutors, the time and context, and

to the discourse itself. Sentences such as "a.s long as I'm speaking, you must continue

doing that" and -three miles from her,, yesterday, a boib exploded" can only be

1"i ilerstood in context.

11 I
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" presupposition: the logical assumptions underlying utterances. Thus after hearing

"the king of France is bald" and "flying saucers appeared again last night", the hearer

may assume that (as far as the speaker is concerned) there is a king of France and

that flying saucers had appeared before.

" implicature: the implications (often social, script-based) that can be drawn from

utterances, if licensed by certain assumptions. The principal assumptions are called

Grice's maxims and cooperative principle (see [Grice 75]). For example, after "where

is Mary?", the response "well, her car is in front of the supermarket" is not perverse

only if the requester can trust that the responder doesn't in fact know where Mary is,

but does know that she travels by car, does know that her car is at the supermarket,

that Mary is quite likely to visit the supermarket by car, etc.

" speech acts: the effects of stages of utterances (the initial act of production by the

speaker, the hearer's understanding of the utterance, the hearer's reaction to it -

both his preparation and his actions), and the ways utterances can address certain

of these stages and (often only ostensibly) not others. The sentence "I promise to do

it" refers both to the speaker's intent to do it as well as to his actual making of the

A utterance. Very often studied are indirect speech acts, in which the speaker mentions

a less important part of a standard sequence of actions (while meaning some other

part) in order to give the hearer some leeway, as in the request "can you pass the

salt?".

In Al language generation research, most work has been done not on the general ways in

which pragmatic information can be conveyed, but on what types of pragmatic information

is used by speakers. In [Cohen 78], Cohen studied the effect of the hearer's knowledge on the

selection of appropriate speech act (say, REQUEST vs INFORM OF WANT). Reasoning about

the hearer's knowledge in order to plan the inclusion and organization of topics is described

in [Appelt 81]; the effect of hearer knowledge on user instruction is described in [Woolf &

McDonald 84] and on object description in [Paris & McKeown 87]; the explanation generator

of [Swartout 811 had a switch distinguishing between two tyl)es of hearer knowledge (either

programmer or medical expert). In [Jarneson 871, Jameson describes a program that selects

7'."
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appropriate utterances in evaluative contexts such as job interview situations, based on what

effect each utterance is defined to have on the hearer's belief state. [Bienkowski 86] describes

automatic elaboration of basic text. Much related work on the structure of discourse uses

some pragmatic information, for example, [Grosz & Sidner 85], [Grosz 86], and [McCoy 87].

In addition, a number of general classifications of speaker intent have been made by Al

, researchers. A very general discussion of speaker goals is given in [Bruce, Collins, Rubin &

Gentner 78]. [Johnson & Robertson 81] use goals to model a speaker having a conversation.

In [Schank et al. 81] the different "points" or speaker intents underlying a statement are

analyzed. Other goal classifications can be found in [Carbonell 78] and [De Beaugrande

4 84]. Furthermore, much sociological and psycholinguistic work has been done in this regard.

[Bloomfield 14] mentions the effects of emotional relations on sentences; [Gazdar 80] lists

general pragmatic constraints on sentences; [Biihler 34] names some pragmatic aspects of

conversations; [Jakobson 60] extends this list. Both [Grimes 75] and [Van Dijk 85] identify

a number of pragmatic features and discuss what roles they play in the topic selection,

focus, and realization. In the tradition of systemic grammar (see, say, [Halliday 76, 78]),

interesting recent work can be found in [Fawcett 80] and [Gregory 82]. The effects of

context on utterances is studied in [Clark & Carlson 81], [Clark & Murphy 82]; [Gibbs 79]

and [Gibbs 81] discuss the effects of context on the processing of indirect requests. [Osgood

57], [Osgood, Mey & Miron 75], [Osgood & Bock 77] discuss effects of notions such as

'naturalness' and 'vividness'.

What types of pragmatic information can affect language? What additional information

can speakers convey in their text? Based on the work mentioned above, the following

categorization will be used here (each aspect is briefly discussed below, and some relevant

goals are listed):

* interlocutors' factual knowledge

* interlocutors' opinions

" interlocutors' emotional states

*.Le
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" interlocutors' goals (i.e., future behavior)

" interpersonal relationship

" conversational atmosphere (setting)

2.2.1 Interlocutors' Factual Knowledge

The most common speaker goal relates to the hearer's factual knowledge. For example, in

A: "When does the New Haven train leave?"

BI: "The train leaves at 4:15"

each speaker is concerned with facts. (Frequently, though, utterances appear to address

factual knowledge but only do so incidentally; in such cases, this goal is subsidiary if present

at all; consider

B2: "Oh gosh, the train leaves at 4:15!"

in which the point is a sense of pressure and haste, even though the sentence topic is the

same as Bl's.)

A speaker can address the hearer's knowledge in one of the following ways:

1. goal: access knowledge (i.e., query)

2. goal: increase knowledge (i.e., inform, teach)

3. goal: reorganize knowledge (i.e., reinterpret, explain, teach)

4. goal: "decrease" knowledge (i.e., confuse. obfuscate)

Each of these goals can be achieved in many ways. For example, depending on the nature

of the topic, the goal to increase knowledge can take the following forms:

"4

" State fact: "The capital of Switzerland is Berne"

, Describe object: "The vase was blue with a wavy line around the top"

" Relate event: "After that, the victim left the bar...
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Sometimes a topic can be presented in various ways: consider the topic of buttermilk:

" Instruct: -Combine:

I quart 70o to 80( skim milk

t cup 700 cultured buttermilk

1 teaspoon salt
8

Stir well and cover. Let stand at 70 o until clabbered. Stir until smooth. Refrigerate

before serving." (from [Roimbauer & Becker 75, 1) 5331)

" Describe: "BUTTERMILK. Originally this was the residue left after butter making.

Today it is usually made from pasteurized skim milk and contains about 8.5(' milk

solids other than fat. A culture is added to develop flavor and to produce a heavier

consistency than that of the skim milk from which it is made." ([ibid.])

" Relate: First, Sue combined some skim milk and some cultured buttermilk. She

threw in a dash of salt, stirred it well, and let it stand for a while.

In computer language generation, differences of this kind are achieved by associating

with each knowledge goal a set of instructions to indicate which aspects of the topic are

appropriate and in what order to say them. Such script-like instructions have been called

schemata by McKeown (see [McKeown 82]) and Mann ([Mann 84]) and plans by Allen

and others (say, [Allen & Perrault 79]). The preponderance of knowledge-related goals in

conversations has sparked much work on recognizing them ([Allen & Perrault 79]. [Litman

& Allen 84]), expressing them by means of speech acts ([Cohen & Perrault 79], [Cohen

781), describing their elements ([McKeown 82], [Mann 84], [R6sner 87]), constructing plans

by reasoning about the world and beliefs ([Appelt 81]), planning while teaching ([Woolf

& McDonald 841), and extemporizing ([Bienkowski 86]). In [Rich 791 Rich describes a

librarian-modeling system that builds a stereotype of the user and uses information regard-

ing the user's likely knowledge level and interests to select what to say. PAULINE's topic

collection plans are described in chapter 4 and its planning methods in chapter 7.

% ~ ~ ~ . ~ *.~~j~f%
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2.2.2 Interlocutors' Opinions

Almost all spoken and written c(omlnunication contains the interlocutors' opinions, whether

explicit or implicit. In our daily lives, we constantly face a barrage of persuasive text

from blatant advertising to subtle cozening. In fact, our biases sneak into what we say

so easily and so often that producing genuinely unslanted text can be quite a problem!

Certainly (a) seems a more natural description of a fight than (b) does:

(a) After Jim, without any provocation, bumped into Mike, Mike just gave

him a gentle tap back. Then Jim hit Mike as hard as he could. Poor Mike just

had to knock Jim out in self-defense.

(b) After Jim bumped into Mike, Mike hit him back once. Then Jim hit

Mike moderately hard, and Mike knocked Jim out.

In order to make appropriate use of the stress words, adjectives, and all the other possibil-

ities for injecting affect into its text, a generator has to have explicit goals and strategies

that prescribe when and how to slant its text. For a given topic about which the hearer is

known to have some opinion, such goals are:

5. goal: make the topic seem good or bad, contrary to the hearer's opinion

6. goal: make the topic seem good or bad, bolstering the hearer's opinion

Pursuing affect goals can have side-effects that serve or hinder other goals. For example,

when the speaker's desired opinion opposes that of the hearer, the latter may become angry.

and eventually dislike the speaker. To forestall this, the speaker must attempt argument

" or persuasion. Analysis of the relationships among elements of arguments was done in the

context of understanding arguments by [Birnbaum 85], [Birnbaum, Flowers & McGuire

80]. and a study of manipulating them during arbitration was done by [Svcara-Cyranski

85]. In [.Jameson 87], ,Jameson describes a program that selects appropriate utterances

in evaluative contexts such as job interview situations. Strategies to achieve the goal of

convince the hearer to change his opinion are discussed in chapter 4.

s V
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2.2.3 Interlocutors' Emotional States

\Imny iit teraiice' p~ri n , trom t he ,le'"irc t ,, rte t v iN en'i iIt li in i itte ieir..r. Thi"'iii

Mi'~IN d cis i, iof 1,tln bei" 1, tov i lt' 'i , T (if ti' wkrk. 'olit 1.li)tjuiiil 'TtC that it

angetr Call he iliitvl reltit ivel\ h\il ta gteirat(r. by tfi imiple meitii .f ilivertiliv

ceirtain of it.' rile'. oif .t Mt" ii lI res.pt t .cl es( ri l-( int lhitpt er 5. Dl,( i1"si Ii-, I ofP lt41-

:1)elr in (k~ 'S!, HR. Latk if 77. twl ( 'lark St lhinrk S()

2.2.4 Interlocutors' Goals: Altering Future Actions

NI Many l anguiae interact lons ( ocli r \%he n at sp eaker W;A It St() a ffeCt th he Iiarer's flit lire itct i0111,

for exaniple.

Keept off thegrs

Oft en. suchI desires arises; in -service of the speaker's goals, for hiis own fuitutre. For example.

if thet speaker wanits to( know the time, he imust act ivatet in thle hearer the goal to inform

him (the speaker): t his can-ses requests suich a-s

"Exculse mne. do v-oi have thle t ine7!

All requiests., questions. orders, awd warnings attemplt somehow to affect the hearer's goals.

pia n,. and act ions. They are. in short, the applicable elements of the planflox of thle goal

D-('( NT in [Schaiik & Abelson 77]:

" Request: -Where is the station.'-

* Make inidirect request: "\oui are staiiiiig onl my foot"

* Order: -(;o wa .li thle floor"'

" Bargaiin: -If volt pay nme .{25 I'll cros thle street oil lilyv ha ids-

'4 Threate: "-If voil doint give mne soniei ice-creani I'll rud) sandl ini yonr hair-



* W arn "Bfr' t tI i, k-.tnit"

\\i h re.t,le t t , . h)t i r.r - , o l.. . t , ,wrator hilld ha v. at l ia- t t,. f,ll,, %ini , goal:

7. goal: a tivat, ,r dectivate :a goal in the harer

MNi, heh l ,pile+hA\i w1,k h ev i done on the linatire and interpretrion of reu.e;tN

'e' esw( i, l. Sarle GO. 75 oil irct speech acts, andr iL,.viii e 8...3. for a ummary).

With respect to c<olniputcr vstei,. (Cohen describes the select ion of appropriate spcch

Htct (IM1 Esi v, INHF()HM ( ) F % A NI) ill 1( 'oheii 78]: somic crit ,ria t hat ,hetermin t lh

,election of the form of a request are studied in [Kemlpen 77] and [Herriann & Laucht 78]:

a tliscusion of the relation between the degree of directness of at reque,,t andt the speaker's

certaintv of its being granted appears in jLaiicht & Herrmann 78].

2.2.5 Interpersonal Relationships

A large amount of psycholinguistic and sociological work studies the way language expresses

relationships between interlocutors. In [Wish, Deutsc(h & Kaplan 76], Wish, Deutsch and

Kaplan scaled subjects' responses and found that four d iniensions capt ured most of the

distinctions subjects considered important:

e regard: positive negative

* relative social status: dominant inferior

* intensity: intense superficial

* formalitv: formal informal

A ilar st b .lonaby ([.onca. 72]) yielded three distinct dimeneisions: regard, relative

social status, anl formality. Ii ISchank & Al'lsoin 77]. Scliank and Abelson discuss life

Am.: ! .. t:+.-+.L -. ' " "'''_ +r ++: '" +" +' -+ ++,
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themes (the long-ter1 goal,., people typically have). )f these, interpersonal theies give rise

to gooals of various levels of specificity that can affect langu uage generation. For example.

the speaker',; goal (,..%I 51 BE I NENT 1I,-.STA'E (IIAPPY) (al activate al appropriate

generation goal: the goal .%-RHESI'EC T (Y) can activate t V generator goal to incrcasc V.,

;ocjal ',tatws by using appropriate addre.s forms and expressions. Straker. in [Straker 801.

tested tie effects of intimacy, setting, and social status on language dialect and style with

23 students speaking both standard American and( Black English. By varying the following

three parameters

" Interlocutor status: dominant - equal (instructor - student)

" Topic formality: formal - informal (subject's aspirations - worst experience)

" Setting formality: formal - informal (office - lounge)

she found that the interlocutor and topic significantly determined language style: the sub-

jects used Black English only in intimate conversations when the interlocutor was a student

too. [Schank et al. 81] analyze the various kinds of "points" a speaker can make with an

utterance in a conversation, and [Johnson & Robertson 81) use some of these in a computer

model. [Brown & Levinson 78] describe aspects of language use that depend on social

relationships.

This discussion will address three ways in which speakers and hearers relate: interper-

sonal emotion, interpersonal distance, and relative social status.

(a) Hearer's Emotions toward the Speaker

Usually, speakers have the goal, at some low level of priority, of making their hearers like

them. This goal gives rise to a number of goals that most speakers have active during their

conversations and that act a.s default goals when more specific ones are lacking. Sometimes,

however, the goals to affect the hearer's emotions toward the speaker are of primary impor-

tance, and determine topic choice anl especially topic presentation: one typical result is,

9! - , . * 5 Y !
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of cours-e, tlattery. Againi. though t hisn is no~t the 1olace to (liscuss (.1iotioli., SOIIIC enio1tionial

etfects can Ie achieved lvY relativel straightforwardI gene-rat iflf techiqjiifs. Two typical

gols are:

S. goal: mnake the hearer resIpect thle speaker

9. goal: inake the hearer like or dlislike the speaker-l

(b) Distance between the Hearer and the Speaker

SIinilar to buit (list inc t from the hearer's feeling t owardI the speaker is his perceptio ii of the

I i t aine between t hem. The speaker can have the goal to( have the hecarer like him. %vt [lo t

feel verv close to him:ll this Is a goal, for examplle, thIiat mnany people in posit ions of ant bor it

have with resp~ect to their suboriniates. This goal inaX cause a speaker to ie formal yet

polite. as is (I iscuissed inl chapter 5. The generator' 5 pragmiatic, goal of (list arce shoi I he:

10. goal: make the hevarer feel closer to or i'iore d ist a t from the pea-;ke-r

(c) Relative Status of the Hearer to the Speaker

The relative social status of interlocutors has a large effect on their text. For example, after

the following interaction, what effects dIo A's resp~onses 1. 2. and~ 3 hav-e on B?.

A: -How are things.'-

B3: -Not goodl

A: -How ,oiie,.-

B: -I'dl rat her not dliscuss it-

(1) A: -Hyjust watchi %%ho yiou are talking to'

(2) A: -01h, sorry: oli'ase exilise Iuie(

(3) A: Ok-

C7learly. in 1I) A wants to) estahlish II domiiiiu fc (Ive(- 13. wlferoa: Ill (2 hIloig

indicates his sihorliniatiuoi ti) B. :mol1 in (3) h. igul Wndieither. Stiilies i,11 the was m.iiiwhch

or , P,
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lin gi~e' . i Hi n iar at u Iinforflin tl i( I d id fo r e~xampleJ1, set- (11 11 73). (Hadia 761.

iasser & DYer SGI nl iJaaiiese leict ic honorific,. Experiments described ill [St raker 80]

Ilv~1tlie effect of o(iiA litfe-ren(ce onl speakers' chioice of dlialec-t. Typically, a speaker's

,t.itli'-relitteuI pratgindtic goal afferts th.- way the t opic is exp~ressed rat her than which

' A, thlt, t po are chosen to be Included. In a generator, the status goal canl take thle

goal: mnike the heatrer feel 'ocialiy inferio o qa ih r(oitatoe h

2.2.6 Conversational Atmosphere

Eat h , inver'sat ioii taes place in a 'setting whiich, by v-irtue of factors such as privacy.

p of (1 iiver's at lol1 typically adldresseel or socially prescribed, and amiount of background

'4 I ir on i ve. hasv i tonev or level of formality and intimacy. The form of the language used

Ilpi's as' 11i1ich onl thle setting a-s onl the interlocutors' desires: it is mulch harder to be

f-rm111 it a i( ill( or at a foot ball ganie t han in anl office or at a conference; it is much

lir' In to he lin oihbited andl nt inate in a subway car than at home. Still, the speaker

Ill 111ipuniiilaitf to me'll ext elit thle at mlosphere of the conversation by selecting appropriate

Ti( ,n '111 em oplovling appropriate phrasing; conjsider, for exampIle, the difference between

-. (k1) - MayN I nt r'odline Mairia ... she is Pete's girlfriend."

'PI'i'se' to me11et you!' Is there any spec ial1 reason you are here, in Sydney?"

I' *Tlii 1, Pctti's girlfriendji Mla

-( )h ll' hi o S % what bii youl to Svdnley'7

Ill tii ,iM ir '1iwreitor hlouild l;ive ;i j)ragiilmttic goal of tile following formi:

12. goal: nrik, thol tor' fnrllAl inforinAl. oJr intimaute.

*~ ~ ~ ~~h 11 .lh wk Ilx ' ),I''jt,. *ethropologists. azil p'vh~no~sdescribes the clmiara-

\,IIiii ~etjc'm*id the, tprprrlate- limiige 'tle for examplle. Irlvine 701 and
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[Atkinson 821 describe formal events in various cultures: (Brown & Levinson 78] discuss the

use of honorifics in formal situations; [Levinson 83] presents an overview of some relevant

literature.

2.3 PAULINE's Pragmatic Settings and Goals

The above discussion is very vague. Each individual aspect mentioned, and its relation

to the generation process, is a large and complex field of study; certainly nobody is in a

position today to formulate the pragmatic aspects of language concretely enough to model

in a computer program. Nonetheless, if we want to generate flexible and appropriate

language by computer, we have to take into account pragmatic considerations in some

form or other. As a first approximation to characterizing the pragmatics of conversations,

PAULINE was simply given a list of features that are similar to those discussed above. The

(pragmatic!) justification of these features is that they are the kinds of features necessary

to make a generator produce these types of text. No additional claims are made about the

completeness or adequacy of this categorization.

In the representation of pragmatics used here, each feature is given a fixed number

of distinct values. Usually, the values lie on some intuitive scale; in a few cases, two or

more scales are conflated and the result is merely given as a set of distinct values; this can

eventually be refined. PAULINE's characterization of its conversation setting is (where

default values are the middle settings):

* Conversational Atmosphere (setting):

- time -- much. some, little

- tone formal, informal, festive

- conditions good. normal, noisy

" Speaker:

,',
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- knowledge of the topic - expert, student, novice

- interest in the topic - high, normal, low

- opinions of the topic - good, neutral, bad

- emotional state - happy, angry, calm

" Hearer:

- knowledge of the topic - expert, student, novice

- interest in the topic - high, normal, low

- opinions of the topic - good, neutral, bad

- language ability - high, normal, low

- emotional state - happy, angry, calm

" Speaker-Hearer Relationship:

- depth of acquaintance - friends, acquaintances, strangers

- relative social status - dominant, equal, subordinate

- emotion - like, neutral, dislike

In addition, PAULINE has been given the following interpersonal goals:

" Hearer:

- affect his knowledge - teach, inform, confuse

- affect his opinions of topic -- switch, no effect, reinforce

- involve him in the conversation involve, no effect, repel

- affect his emotional state anger, no effect. calm down

- affect his goals activate, no effect, deactivate

" Speaker-Hearer Relationship:

- affect hearer's emotion toward speaker make respect. like. dislike

- affect relative status make feel dominant, equal, subordinate

- affect interpersonal distance make intimate. close, distant
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2.3.1 From Pragmatics to the Generation Process

Rhetorical Goals and Generator Decisions

Though the pragmatic aspects of the conversation help determine the speaker's text, most

do not do so directly, since they are too general to be attuned to the requirements of

language production. -Vs a result, attempts to write (]own rules that relate pragmatic

aspects to generator production decisions are doomed to failure; inevitably, such attempts

quickly become bogged down in im inutiae and produce rules with little credibility. For

example, what is the effect on sentence length if the speaker is socially dominant over the

hearer.' If the speaker is antagonistic toward the hearer, should he make active or passive

sentences'. Is it right to sav that if the speaker wants to impress the hearer he should always

select formal words and phrases?

Yet, of course, pragmatic aspects do influence text production. Therefore, rules must

exist that relate these aspects to the generation process. These rules must depend on the

pragmatic aspects and must interact with the generation process in order to produce text

that serves the speaker's goals. Since the interpersonal goals are too far removed from the

syntactic concerns of language to provide such rules, there must exist a number of other

goals expressly designed for this purpose.

These goals will Ibe called rhetorical goals. They act as intermediaries between, on the

one hand, the speakers interpersonal goals and other pragmatic aspects of the conversation,

and. on the other, the syntactic decisions a text producer l] as to make. These entities are

Ca lled here goals rather than strategies specifically to emphasize their independence from

the il' interper-;oal goals. After all. alny' identifiably distinct collecti.,a of information

that i activ;atel to guide the lolhavior of the system toward a desired specific final state

Uati be calfl, at goail: in prmctice, we dignify those collections that we consider somehow

imlo(rtait or "naturail starting points by calling them goals, and die rest we simply call

-trat,,i,- ()r plins. In PAULINE. rhetorical strategies are only applied in decisions if the

rh' tri(al !go l c,,ntrlliri thin has ,en activated.

NX
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The production of a sentence involves a large number of decisions (in the form of select-

ing from a set of alternatives); a typical sentence, such as this one, can require about 50

. (lecisions (pretend you are a generator and count the tile number of ways you can say this!).

Consider, for example, the following simple representation elements (ATRANS represonts

the transfer of control over tile OBJECT; this is part of Conceptual Dependency Theory, a

system for representing semantic information, developed in (Schank 72, 75, 821 and [Schank

& Abelson 77]):

ATRANS ATRANS

ACTOR John ACTOR Mary

OBJECT book OBJECT money

TO Mary TO John

FROM John FROM Mary

LOCATION store LOCATION store

TIME yesterday at Ti TIME yesterday at TI

Any reasonably powerful generator must make at least the following six types of decision:

" topic choice: collect aspects of topic and related aspects as sentence topics

" topic organization: find appropriate groupings an(l interpretations of candidate

topics, find appropriate ways to juxtapose candidates ini multi-predicate phrases- find

ways of expressing relations among topics. For example, the two representation el-
ements can be related in various ways: by simple conjunction (using "and. as in

"John gave Mary the book and she gave him the lloney" ); by merging them (using

;"sell as in -John sold Mary the book"); or by subordinating one elenelt to tile

.. r , other (using a relative clause, as in "\Marv got the book from John. to whom she gave

the I1onov" 
)

. sentence inclusion: select appropriate a.slots of each sentence topic. In the examl-

II, ' theo in(liijnI of Jh,. Mary. ;ind th, book, as well as of the time and location.

'"
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must be determined. Some variations result in "John sold the book yesterday", -Mary

bought the book in the store", etc.

* sentence organization: select appropriate subject, pre-sentence adverbial clauses,

verb, predicate clauses, etc., and order them. For example, both John and Mary can

be selected as sentence subject; this decision will hel ) determine the verb ("John sold

Mary the book" and -Mary bought the book from John"). In addition, the position

and order of the adverbial clauses can be "yesterday, John sold Mary the book in the

store" or "John sold Mary the book in the store yesterday", etc.

Sclause/noun group inclusion and organization: determine which aspects of

each clause topic to include and determine their order. Different inclusion decisions

produce noun groups such as, for instance, "the big blue book", "the book", and

different ordering decisions -big blue book" and "blue big book"

* word choice: select appropriate words and phrases. For example, "tome" or -novel-

can be used instead of "book"; "boutique" or "shop" for "store"

The simplest existing generators, of course, perform these decisions by having only one

." available option. However, as soon as the generator is given the ability to realize the

topic in more than one way, it has to be able to make its choice in a princitple(] way.

Since different realizations convey different pragmatic effects, the pragmatic aspects )f

conversations must help determine the choices. As the agents of these a-pects, rhetorical

goals supply tihe criteria by which these decisions are niade: if the final text communicates

any additional information at all. it "s due to tihe control exercised over the generator by

the set of active rhetorical goals. This is the relationship between the rhetorical goals and

the text production system.

Pragmatics and Rhetorical Goals: The Case for Their Independent Existence

Oin the other han. the relati .. hip etwee.n the rhetorical ,-oal, and the Iragniatic aspects

of tihe coilversatio)n is iot -;o ,lf;ir-c(i.i ;1u il-I~se. ldnlge" eleraMioll would be

-.
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simple if each rhetorical goal reflected one and only one interpersonal goal or conversational

aspect. In this case, each rhetorical goal would simply be a repository for the generator-

specific knowledge required to express its pragmatic partner. But the pragmatic aspects of

conversations are not independent; they influence each other. This fact makes the rhetorical

goals more complex. To see why, note that a single rhetorical goal can express opposite

pragmatic aspect,; under different conditions. For example, if the speaker has the goal to

make the hearer feel close to him, lie may activate the rhetorical goal to be humorous (say,

by choosing funny words and by selecting funny topics). Usually this will work well, but

it will backfire if the hearer has just heard of his (the hearer's) mother's death. In this

case, an appropriate rhetorical goal is the goal to be serious and slightly formal - which,

under normal circumstances, would tend to alienate him. Different rhetorical solutions can

achieve the same pragmatic goal under different circumstances.

As it is, a pragmatic effect is seldom the result of a single rhetorical goal; combinations

of rhetorical goals act in concert to produce pragmatic results. For example, low formality,

high force, and high partiality together have an effect on the text that is distinctly

pragmatic and can be characterized as no-nonsense. (Similarly, blather is the result of high

formality, low force, and low partiality... ) Therefore, rhetorical goals cannot simply be

* -- paired one-to-one with pragmatic aspects, unless a distinct goal is defined for each possible

combination of aspects. Rhetorical goals have to be independent goals in their own right.

A second reason for lefining rhetorical goals as independent carriers of pragmatic in-

formation is more practical. At this time, the field of pragmatics contains a number of

very complex unsolved issues. In order to generate language with pragmatic effects today.

we can use rhetorical goals as a starting point. Whatever form tie eventual pragmatic

s; olu ions take. thev will be able to interface with a pragmatics-sensitive generator through

* a sot of rh,.trical goals. These intermediate goals then are a reasonable level to which both

voi'i.r;ttor builders adl rsearchers in praninatic issues can relate in order to find colnon

grouiind.

Firrh,.rm,)rf,. the notion of rhetorical g: wls a.s inoleeidchnt entities i-. useful from an

I/ A l/ rA )IN II -ilorl 1. poiit of view: they I'rovidh a use-ful level of org;l;ni/ation for

-p,I
-P
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certain types of criterial information. In practise, the generator builder sometimes finds that

when a number of generator decisions vary together, the text has an unexpected pragmatic

import. He can then assemble the relevant information and define a new rhetorical goal to

take care of the issue. For example, consider the honesty of a generator that says "tap"

when its input representation is ACTION lilT with aspect DEGREE HARD. If the generator is

to slant its text in order to support the hitter, and its verb choice strategies prescribe the use

of -tap" -- is it lying or not'? Must the generator stick to the 'letter of the representation'?

Furthermore, what should it do about the use of adjectives and adverbs: may it say "tap

iightlvIN" And what about sentence topics as a whole: may it suppress topics that hinder its

goals? In some conversations, the generator must be scrupulously honest; in others, it may

have more leeway. The generator designer can then group together the relevant decision

strategies and activation criteria and define a new rhetorical goal called honesty.

The advantages of identifying and using a set of intermediate goals should be obvious.

Not only do they seem intuitively plausible, but they furnish a place to make explicit, collect,

and organize many generator decisions and design characteristics that most generators have

left implicit or avoided altogether.

Each rhetorical goal causes characteristic effects in the text. Different combinations of

rhetorical goals result in differences in textual content and form. Some rhetorical goals

are achieved by slanting the text; others find their expression as the style of the language.

Through slant and style, the speaker can communicate additional information that the

hearer can inter)ret and respond to. The rhetorical goals of opinion are described in the

next section and discussed in chapters 3 and 4: following them. some rhetorical goals of

.tvle are listed. They are discusse(Id in nore detail in chapter 5.

2.4 Rhetorical Goals of Opinion

A rv f , (ninon ,p aker goal V, to alter the hearer's opinion about a topic. This is the goal,

. f,>r ,examiupl. in all adver i (in,. io' of th' primary goals in bia.sed reporting, and on(, of

th, go; 1- in "di, ( itiin, j()u e or h,'ltp. lf,uallv, at h.;.st two opinions (xist for the topic

'AD'-=

'I
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(sympathetic to it) and against (antipathetic to) it. Often two parties are involved - -our

side" and "the opponent". Language users have a number of techniques for manipulating

the presentation of the topic in order to slant it one way or the other. Consider again the

slanted texts quoted in the previous chapter:

It is time, in the best interests of all concerned, to settle the strike. It is

our understanding that the University administration, as well as the Union, has

received a document entitled 'A Statement of Purpose by the Coalition to End

the Strike'. We appreciate the spirit of the document. Clearly, the conimunity

*earnestly desires and needs a settlement, so that Yale can get back to what it

is supposed to be. Our members earnestly want a settlement. You have said

that you do, too, and we are prepared to take you at your word. We are willing

to compromise significantly to achieve a settlement. Therefore, we propose the

immediate resumption of negotiations on a daily basis.

(From: open letter from Yale university's clerical and technical workers' labor

union negotiating committee, November 9, 1984)

I write with great disappointment following Local 34"; action in calling a

strike against the University. The University negotiating team has inade con-

certed efforts, lately with the help of the .Mediator, Eva Robins, to find common

ground and to bring about a fair and rea.sonable settlement of the outstanding

is.sues in a manner satisfactory to both parties. But the agreement has iot been

achieved.

(From: open letter from YaIle trsidlelt ( iiatiatti to the Irniveritv c(olIliIfljtv.

September 26. 1984)

I I 5 , , m , , ,d4 i n t li w , t o ,( h i , , t h f - a, r l i , ' l m u , ,d t h , , ml t o , ; I % T , '. f , d 1 ( 1 , 1 Iwi : :

.,

0 "'in th. 1..t (itr-t- ,,f rli, rln tl'r , o,;iro, O t, u ti, ,inlvlr- t ' fib.

i •~ ~~ th,- m li t -", iriit- lv 1,- 11-d,~ ll,', -:I 4..,tt? ,l ll.l h, nw i - th awt T'... ,J1 ,''
NW
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" they -are willing to compromise significantly" they want to settle

" they will -take [Yale] at [its] word" they are trusting

" they -propose an immediate resumption of negotiatio " they want to negotiate

Is Giamatti writes -with great disa ppointlnent" he is reasonableu the union isn't

" his team has "lla(le concerte(l efforts" the" tried to negotiate

• -in a manner satisfactory to both parties. he cares about the union's goals

" the agreement "has not been achieved" the union won't settle

On April 4, concerned Ylle st(hents constructed a shanrYtown on B sak

Plaza as a reminder to those in Woodbridge Hall (and all over campus and

the community) that Yale is complicit (sic) with the sstemn of apartheiid that

creates shant>ytowns where thousand.s of blacks are forced to live in squalor and/

fear. Theshantvtown. Winnie .\andela ('it , served a; a f ocal point of education

concerning South Africa and Yale invesitmernts there. At 5:3) anim on April 14
the Yale Administration had the shantytown torn down awd had 76 sttudents

and comnmunitY ienembers who were defending the- shanties arresto(t. After a

hlge outcrv, the Adlini tration allowed the hanti,-s t Ie rl ilt I. 1I; will n,,t

,o silenrced: wie will contin e t, cl a llrono the 0 nivoritY e thi ir n ,r;,I I i ,r,.

(From: )rotester literature: the )rotestr, rclalnll, t , laia after the S,u h

African churchman .Allan B1,,i,- k)

()n April 4. a -m ,,ll 4r f -ru,lcti r, r .... k k,- .1'1, f i 1nl' ir

-in1' . ha rhi- thy ,tt,I r, f i,r l, eI. r -.11 it, K*,K- in z I.t irlh

Irntihl , lee t, in .<,,i: 'i Atri, ;. Th. ,ni ,r-ir- .4 -1 the rwl, nr r- .

t h ,, .hi;,ziri,-. t, ,n.rl,'r I ... ri.n. tt -t fh,..rre~f,.et 1,/.,, Th, ' -;tl . /.ir rl,

't r. ' t h ,i n t ,'r"n i i I t r.1. t I ,. I j i t . .. .I IIf t t , K . 'Ii; t
P

tic! ''tr -~tie.~,.. ~ r ,
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at their meeting. But even after the meeting, the students refused to leave the

plaza. and police had to clear the shanties. Later, the university relented, and

gave them permission to rebuild the shanties. It also announced that it would

send a fact-finding mission to South Africa.

(Speaker: anti-divestment Yale student)

Some more slanting techniques the speakers used:

* -concerned Yale students" they care about others' prosperity

* -constructed a shantytown... as a reminder to Yale" - they are not aggressive

* Yale -had 76 students. . arrested" Yale is aggressive and nasty

* -a huge outcry" -- they have much popular support

* -a small group of students" - they have little support

* -took over Beinecke Plaza" they overstep the bounds of propriety

S* "they wanted to force Yale..." they are aggressive, coercive

* -police had to clear the shanties" the police were forced into action

The main slanting loal activates subgoals, the rhetortcal goals of opinion, which are

,r\,ed lv th- mlanting techniques. Tecltniques for making one party ( 'our side-) look good

'an I. vl.-ifi,t- fllws (thty are described in mnore l!etail in chapter 7):

* Our goals: 'Sli v li,, ,lir i~t,. o l t , l. l,\ le,1.cri i,, h,% (.) we help ,tht-r
t',',I1": (t,! v, %;lilt l - 1uti-.n t,, the ....nfli, t: m id ~ 1 iir , : i re , J, , (,,,r,tiV,_

* O ur action.4: .I I im h - % r ' . ... I ' t, '- tI i l ' I, ItIP. (tri

04
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standards; and (c) they are performed in the open. In addition, describe (d) our side's

response to the opponent: which negotiations that have taken place and how we have

moderated our demands

* Our claim: State outright that our side is good

* Our reactions: Show our reasonable reaction to their actions, such as that we were

(a) disappointed: (b) hurt; or (c) outraged; or else (d) satirize their actions

* Our support: Show how other people believe that we are good, by describing (a)

their active support and (b) their statements and recommendations to that effect

The inverse goal to show how bad the opponent's side is can be similarly subclassified:

* Their goals: Show how their side has bad goals, by describing how (a) they are only

in it for their own benefit; (b) they don't really want a solution to the conflict; (c)

their demands are beyond reasonable expectations: and (d) their goals are immoral

and unfair according to accepted standards

9 Their actions: Explain how their side does bad actions to achieve their goals: (a)

they started the whole affair; (b) their actions are ugly. distasteful and overstep

the bounds of propriety: (c) the actions are aggressive and inciting: (d) they coerce

other people into doing things for them; (e) they disseminate false or misleading

information: an(l (f) they have a hidden agenla. In addition, describe their response

to our overtures: (g) they won't negotiate: and (h) they won't mo(lerat e their d(emands

* Our claim: State outright that their siihi is l

* Their reactions: Shiw their iinre,..ona;ie ri(ction Lv 'aving that they are (it)

.1' 1and~ pul~iteful: (h) -doIuu ;it our iinifrtllin 'iutfui, ind ju 2 tralwnI1t

* T heir support: Il i,,%% X's l,, i . ik, thji- (.0 th ,ir- , , ;ir, Ir n t ell-

: t t 4 . , I I -) h' Jt t 1 , k h,,. ,

hil
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The subgoals iin both cla;tsifications souggest specific sentence topics under appropriate

circumstances. Clearly. not all these suhtgoals are appropriate iii every conversation about

which opinion differs! Thus each subgoal must be associated with conditions for its activa-

tion: and therefore they can be thought of as inferences. The inference process by which

given topics are interpreted a-s other concepts is described in chapter 3. and the process by

which additional topics are introduced is described in chapter 7.

2.5 Rhetorical Goals of Style

In addition to opinions. text can convey a lot of other information. Consider the following

example: Whein ill\'odehon e 79, p 371. the butler .heeves says to his master Wooster

The scheme I would suqge.'t cannot fail of success, but it has what may seem

to You a drawback, sir, in that it requires a certain financial outlay.

and Woostcr paraihrases this to a frienl as

He means... that he ha.s gut a pippin of an idea, but it's going to cost a bit.

N"e ioler.taiifl thatt the former is urbane, formal, and perha)s a little smug, while the

litteOr V( i)IIlll, .1n1d trenly. By viryiii tle styd by iiiaking .levves's text highfalutin and

,),t'r' lauivy the ;uithr li;i., c muin icme( d far iiiore to is than the literal content

f the fortv--ix writ-

In tu t, , rl , .pr, 1 , : itj i,..,h . ,,o -lhi, t,.,l l;iuicii v. th.. Nv l have to unher-

-t;,.l- tv,: %%h it i I Wi t .!f- t, .ri1, i %- L , n th, hw;ir,.r. mdut wlat infiirmatioi

l I .I ) t i , I? t. it ti l l%,i .f I P ? i iJ] ... l ",. l t,, \t * . , i,
.4'I
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definitions are worthless). In order that geierat or. be able to produce j ra )ginat Ically vai .ed

text, we require a theory of style that provi(Ies coiponntit that can bIc usl Ii tr ,,ra -il

and from which we can build various styles (even heated and grea.sy on s).

A study of some of the major handbooks of good writing (such as ',eath,.rs & \Vi h-

. - ester 781, [Birk & Birk 651, [Payne 691, [Hill 1892], [Loomis, Hull & IPoliiiisoli 3G]. !Btk,-r

66]. [Cowan & McPherson 771. [Strunk & White 59]. [Willis 691) inli a tee that I he aith,,r-

* ities agree on a few such common broad-based features in their discussioms oif stvl. For

example, some of the more complete categorizations of various features of style are:

" formality, texture, emphasis (Weathers & Winchester)

" coherence, concreteness, economy, emphasis. formality, tone. unit., vari ty

(Birk & Birk)

* clearness, force, ease, unity (Hill)

These features they describe in terms of characteristics of complete paragraths of text.

Unfortunately. this descriptive approach is of very little use in a theory of language pro-

duction, since it never makes clear why and how each style is formed out of work: nor (les

it indicate any svsternaticitv behind the classification of the stvlistic features.

In contrast to such descriptions, a functional a IppIr;ch is to descri e .t xl,,- in tcr(nli

of the decisions a generator has to make. The declioili-based aljjr, a~h ella1 , a iulre

concrete dewcription (f ewach styl, and its rl;t i()ii to (Ither .tlI.

"u t a.s the rh tor al g oals If (,piill'i l dt,,rm ihI, the w li t f t .×t 1N , v ltI i i 'n'r-

-at r ,te'isi,,li. thet rht tor ral goal., (If styc 'l etriiiiie thIl - t, 1,' I 'Pi I 1, . -litt 1,1 1i1, h

tradlitiial noti on ;.s frill lit\. fi , ;1111 r -SIt hl.,i\ IL' li .I t, .ll i !, I ,

(,t -rr mi tio i ,,f tI '.INI: It.1  ,I } t1r1 Ii ' t , -. - i, 1 i- K ii: 11-1 .\

11- 1 li t, \ t "!1 1, 1 k
%,,
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cohierent groupings conform to t radlitijonal stylistic concepts. Thle classification of stylistic

goal-, presented here is not the only possible one: many groupings are open to reorganization

and reformulation. It is not complete or completely consistent. Tile claimis made here are

about: function of ,4tyle the expression of rhetorical goals in order to achieve pragmatic

o0als, Ii the text: intl method of definition of sityle defined as constraints on tile decisions

the- generator hia.- to make.

III this dissertation. al] P.AtLJ.NE*s rhetorical goals will be prefixed by RO:. Thus, for

exatiiiple. RO :fritiality refers to the collect ion of strategies that coiitrol thle generation of

formal or inforinal text. PAULINE's rhetorical goals of style are contained iii the following

list (namnes are, s;omewhat w-himsi1cal; this is to suggest their function without identifying

horn to o closely withi traditional stylistic termis). This list dhoes not contain all p~ossib~le

rho't )ritAI ls sIince such a lk-t is impossible to make: every sp~eaker has an idiosyncratic

swt (f goals andt tech ii iq ies for man ipu lat ing lan giage. However, this list contains of the

cinnio n rhet orical styles; most ot her rhetorical goals are refiniements andi extensions of

hemi, Anyhlotlv is welcome to dlefinle his own particular heated and greasy text styles in

this- mnan ner. either ili terms otf generator dlecisions or inl ternis of the stvles described here.

The goals, are:

e RG :forniality ( highfaiiutin. nornial. colloquial): H ighifalmitin language is 11sed for

Spec( lies antd toasts

* RG :slmiphic ity su zte. rnial. o-(flljtl) : Sin ple text ha;s short entvinees andit easy

* R(:tinlidity (trnd'!. -urial, r,,(kbe., ): 111(m1 ~i~. 11,1 1111,l pmin' ;it ill

* R(G:pa rt ia I ty rr iu ij'ar . )i' 1t. x'1j Pt 1 ,1 it I.\~ q'jl -Ill 'Tini Ir 'Ta

0 1G ( t a i 1 1 %.1 1 T nII\ 1, 111.

1,(e
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" RG:force (forceful. normal, quiet): Forceful text is energetic and driving

e RG:floridity (dry, neutral, flowery): Flower), text contains unusual words

" RG:color (facts only, with color): Colorful text includes examples and idioms

" RG:personal reference (much, normal, none - two ranges, for speaker and hearer):

Amount of direct reference to the interlocutors

" RG:openniindedness (narrow-iminded, openninded): Willingness to consider new

topics

" RG:respect (arrogant, re.spectful, neutral, cajoling): Techniques for communicating

relative status

Each of the rhetorical goals mentioned above is implemented in PAULINE. Each goal

is activated by criteria that depend on the program's initial set of pragmatic values and

goals: in turn, each goal activates a number of strategies that guide the generator during

the planning and realization of text. This guidance takes the form of suggestions at choice

point-, whenever the generator encounters more than one topic-related, phrasal. or syn-

"* .tactic option. The rhetorical goals RG:detail and RG:color aie discussed in chapter 3;

RG:partiality and RG:timidity appear in chapter 4; and RG:formality, RG:haste.

,101 RG:force are discussed in chapter 5.

2.6 Conclusion

IItt r l r t r t, .t l t'a 1, rw tr. atic i i .ed] in geoiration. a nulozber of rather crude

4' :,.--,lnt; '~1 i- t ,-t 1t t':l, ;tiliit jl;ii.illb, typs's of go al, of speakers and about the relevant

hr ri-t -t l,, r r- nItr, md 4 nvr.ito n This sqtstihc pragmatic features

I x ' I.. \f[; ir, 1.it t fir-t tep. Thiv arf, thic t ,s (f factors that play a role

, I. I:1 i i- 1 Ii. . i .- III i.,1  lf iit th ,ir hi ,ral vs'rscitv. ,inilisrlv. the .tratgies

1'-\!l.l\ K A f. k iit i in.1i. ftt'i i- t,, u. ct ITl t-ni,'rator d.c iis. i, h ii I '-

:, ,:, , ' : .f t tr-.,r, , 1 i;Ily 1riiiitivt: stain no trnig clains are
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made about their existence in people in exactly the form shown. However, in even such a

*. simple theory as this, certain constraints emerge, and these constraints, I believe, hold true

no matter how sophisticated the eventual theory is. The constraints pertain primarily to

the organization of pragmatic information in a generator: (a) the fact that pragmatic and

*interpersonal information is too general to be of immediate use; (b) the resulting fact that

intermediate strategies, here called rhetorical strategies, are required to run a generator;

(c) the fact that, as described in chapter 7, in a model of generation that incorporates these

goals rhetorical planning and realization are interleaved processes, where the interleaving

takes place at the choice points (this view supports the standard top-down planning-to-

realization approach. as well as a bottom-up approach, in which partially realized syntactic

options present themselves as opportunities to the rhetorical criteria, at which point further

planning can occur). This design can be called a limited-commitinent planner that satisfies

its pragnatic goals opportunistically.

Z.
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Chapter 3

Interpretation

Abstract

The computer maxim garbage in, garbage out is especially true of generation. When a generator

slavishly follows its input topics it usually produces bad text. One remedy is to give the

generator the ability to decide what topics to include and at what level of specificity -

that is, the ability to interpret its input as instances of other representation elements. Since

interpretation requires some inference, generators must be able to exercise some control over

the inference process. Some general strategies of control and some specific techniques, geared

toward achieving pragmatic goals, are described in this chapter.

3.1 The Problem

Siiply put. the generator's task. for a given sentence topic, is to find a form of expression

,ith,,r a ;vntactic rle or a phrase that will enale it to select and to order aspects

of tii' topic in ordher to hItild a sentence. The straightforward approach is to define a fixed
- "p.

correl, erlce . pween topic re[rowritation tv's on the one' ha nd and grammatical rules

and lxical elf,,111nts onl the other. This approach ha.s a flaw: the results are invarialy

48
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bad or boring. How bad, of course, depe.ils on the representation, but anything detailed

enough to be useful for other purposes, such as learning or diagnosing, simply does not

make great prose in practise. A good example is furnished by the JUDGE texts described

in chapter 1. In this example, the generator's input consists of a list of topics, where each

topic describes some episede in a fight between two people. Straightforward generation

(also done by PAULINE) produces:

(a) FIRST, JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE, HURTING HIM. THEN MIKE HIT JIM,

HURTING HIM. THEN JIM HIT MIKE ONCE, KNOCKING HIM DOWN. THEN MIKE

HIT JIM SEVERAL TIMES, KNOCKING HIM DOWN. THEN JIM SLAPPED MIKE

SEVERAL TIMES, HURTING HIM. THEN MIKE STABBED JIM. AS A RESULT.

JIM DIED.

This example is an extreme case because it contains only two main representation types,

ACTION and STATE, which can relate in only one way, RESULT. When the generator

knows only one way to express this combination, what more can we hope for? Though the

problom is less apparent in stories that contain more representation types (and hence a

larger variety of sentence patterns), it still is a problem.

Correcting this inflexibility seems straightforward. Though there is nothing wrong with

the sentence form used above, namely

[[SAY-TIME #TIME] [SAY-SENTENCE #ACTION , [SAY-PARTICIPLE #STATE]]

one can add to the gramiar a few more sentence forms expressing actions and their resulting

stat,,s, as well as some more time words and verbs, an( then make the generator cycle

through its options whenever it ,nouinters a choice point:
a.

-" (b) FIRST, JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE AND HURT HIM. THEN MIKE SMACKED

JIM, HURTING HIM. NEXT, JIM HIT MIKE ONCE. THE RESULT WAS THAT HE

KNOCKED HIM DOWN. AFTER THAT, MIKE SMACKED JIM SEVERAL TIMES AND

KNIIOCKED HIM DOWN. JIM SLAPPED MIKE SEVERAL TIMES, HURTING HIM.

AFTER THAT, 141KE STABBED JIM. AS A RESULT. JIM DIED.

T-7D
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Yet this p~roduces no rcal imnproeenlt Clearly, simply extending the number of phram.e

patterns for each represent at ion type does not solve t he prolem. WAhen we speak. we do a

lot more than simply cast input topics inl various forms: of thle fight, for examplle. a person

igh"It sax' the following:

(c) JIM DIED IN A FIGHT WITH MIKE.

(I) AFTER JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE, THEY FOUGHT, AND EVENTUALLY MIKE

KILLED JIM.

(e) AFTER JIM BUMPED MIKE ONCE, THEY FOUGHT, AND EVENTUALLY HE WAS

KNOCKED TO THE GROUND BY MIKE. HE SLAPPED MIKE A FEW TIMES. THEN

MIKE STABBED JIM. AND JIM DIED.

Illustratedl tlhi. waiy, the probl em seemns rat her sinmple. ( v iomislv. the solution is to group

together sini lar enough topics, where thle siilarity criterion can be varied depending onl

external fact ors, andl then to generate thle groupinigs imsteail of the indhividwil act ions. Doiig

t hV . PAULINE prodlucedl varianmt., ( c). (d),. andI (e) by group~ing together contiguous act iomis

of similar force. (Ili th lihrst variant, all act ioins were grouped toget her: inl thle seconld.

aill actioies more violent than Lumping hult less violent than killing: and( inl the third, the

grrouiping resui Ire fromn defining foulr levels of violenice : buimoping, hittinig and slapping.

knocking to th' .-rmind. iiil killing-.)

liox. thuil 1do We- ,rI1i~ Tt hr inlput topic.. \\'lit ;Ire appropriate gi'oipiiig criteriat.'

( l'';irlv. thouih it Iiiiprivi'sth .ii',TD(;E examples. the techinuquie of grouinmg actioui, I),

lovfls of force 1s \'-rv 1 -'cIii a i nor vr useful. However, when -,grouij) is ii,(,( inl a

wi1h1',r ''u''to ii'alii -iut''pr''t . t lll- techlijue I'conlios both difficult mid ilt utrf'-tii .win

;j x''' ;t pn,%% 'rful wxcux t( Ii( r -t thin I'l'" fxu lex iI tY ;mul it~ t quiiilifu )f;

',f'#ritjtr. So thi juu".ti' 11' xlt llltr, rppt;Iu/r()uIl ii~utii ~ru~~ ]'tl

fu".fil.' %V11ll auth )iokv thl ,I ' l 'utrt ,' IN711"P1t't Inut Inic ' l 'hwit lh It hiuth

;tp"Sj fr t ' .
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3.2 Interpretation in Generation

Consider again the examphl of the fictitious primary between Carter and Kennedy from

chapter 1. In straightforward generation of the outcome for each candidate, PAITLINE

(f) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, CARTER GOT 20515 VOTES. KENNEDY

GOT 21850.

However, -ince PA.ITLINE can notice that the two outcomes relate to the same primary. it

can say either of the following instead:

(g) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, KENNEDY BEAT CAR'iER BY 1335

VOTES.

(h) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, CARTER LOST TO KENNEDY BY 1335

VOTES.

0I' ,r an" of a nunl,,.r of similar setences with -heat". -win-, and -lose-). But why stop

there.' If PALTLINE examines the input further, it can no ice that (arter's current delegate

" count is greater than heine,',v'. that this was also the case before the iprimary. and that

othe primary i, part ofa w ,ri'. that ,iiliiat - in another election. the nom ination. In other

vor'l'. PAt'LINE r(,:c,, i/- tl,;t h at h:tpt)ei,',l in tlii. priiary was that

() IIN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, KENNEDY NARROWED CARTER'S LEAD

BY GETTING 21850 VOTES TO HIS 20515.

pv'4  . . , r I 1

fthi t

rifr
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(j) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, KENNEDY OVERTOOK CARTER BY

GETTING 21850 VOTES TO HIS 20515.

instead. If we %%ant good text fro our generators, we have to give thei the abilit to rccg-

nize that -beat- or -lose- or -narrow lead- (can be usewod insteadt of just the -traighitforwa rd

sentences of (f).

-This ability is more than sinply grouping together the two outcoells'. It is all act of

generator-directed inference, of interpretation, forming out of tile two topiic a Iew topic.

perhaps one that does not even ex*it in iemory vet. Ai] the iew topic is not sinply a

generator construct. but is a valid concept in ieiorv. The act of deterniining that -be;t

is appropriate is tile act of interpreting the input as an instance of the concept BEAT

denying this is to imply that hbeat" can logically he used where BEAT is not appropriate,

which is a contradiction.

A result of tihis view is the claim that lexical entities words and] phra.es can be

accessed only via conceptual entities. (This niav not h e conpletcly true, since ana lv'.es

of certain kinds of slips of tie tolgue indicate that lexical items call also l'e accessed

A'. mprely lionologicallv, However, phonological processes are not geriane here, since they

(prf siniably) occur only at a later stage in the generation of spoken laiiguage.) It is

not cl ar how lexical entities would have to be organized to eliale iioli-coicel)t ial access.

%%'hat other factors could possibly facilitate such access'! How woulod ciIe get "Ieat- from

the two conc'l)ts Carter's and Kennedy's anounts of dun,,T,,s, if not via eintics. This

claim provides some conifort for lexicon builders. It i tiii hat lexical ,,ntrit,- need bie

a.ioiiatel only with their conceptual coiinterparts, in oitler words that additioial inter-

eiltrv linkages are iiiinecessarv. To cLilin that people col] i-,e the, word lat' without

rei;ilv uirilerstaiiimg that they ar,, expre.sing the c ,i(lceft BEAT i, riliculi.

Till- point has further r;)iiiic-tioins. (o cool thl;it th ta.ok of finliin "'Mt " to

•a tifv ;I ,yIlitatctic t)r )ravrii;itic , ;Il is ;i l', iiit, ' , r;ltr fil i Ti,,ii. \whiero;i- the t;k

of 1Iut;ltit i;utiil it ;. s ;I c, el,'to t ;inl illc,ripor;ltiII!, it il , iit'rv i, I(,. hI [w vc r,  it is

1,,irlv iM ii,iiu t for the t''r; ot t in trprt it, i11,1it. .lv it. ;111 tl.ii. -inijliy to for,,t

.V,,

-9 A
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it ~Z i t'priatllv% wln t here I it) nopricilet re;Ls()n why the generator's inferences

'h111 1W eaae frito other iiTniory processes. Instead, after interpretation, tite niewly-

lijilt1 Ill't.111 0 4 tit, ( oinept '1oili Iw added to the( systemis representation of the( story,

whrit , IIII,( li'" 1i.% ov thIe' procv-55e5 or' by tie( generator itself the next time it tells

i t T, r i lit way tith' tintent of niemorv call chanige a~s a result oif generation. Til,

mplItll- ir llitii~ thalt %4i1 otte'ii uuiuertanh a topic better after you have toll sonmconie

Otit: lt,, alr t *t <i Ilccpft and their InterrelationdJiips ito coherent sentences

h u,, i- I v ii t- imiake xpli it inl reeniber sonic information vou didn'it have explicit

i - rt- h 'r lit tw ii~tllv Iw hi nk-uh iiki influence talking. hilt atl-o talking inluiences

huili'ij~i I.til N jew je tile' (jufe',t iiii: which process is rcsponsibbe for rmaking these

mfir, e,-s. Thilt P-'il -itili- onl tll,- isiic reflect the( animount of womrk oil, expects the

n Ioratt ir to do. Acci ir(lng to the strict niimniiali~t positionl a position held( by imost, if

ii t aill. geirtr uilers todlay .thme generator's repilhli~ ,t roduce text that

fithlfilk mirroir, te iipuit topics, with mIniimIIal deviation: each iiipuit tophic of senIteceI(

l.vlr-lois at 'lis timct olutpult senltence (t hough perhiahs colijoilie\ vith itr >umbornhnatcde

to Anir. This niminialist posit ion ulerives fromin a (presummahiy ) umnconvscmous rellice

k,1litilisto rlli imiadby grammarians two dlecades ago. The( arglmimentsasumei

*ut vor thrws'see for exampile C honsk\-65. pp 14S- 1631) a >s'hiarat iin bectween the

jee that ;erfrmi synitactic and cinauitiP ta,,k:. Ti l u~tim i the( ailteuedemt

4f th. 1-114 -f tha~iy' hueaorbilleltrs that tasks eudi av> inferiice towatrd aippri)piler

iliti rt ul(,I'- hini sehiimalt ic .irt, iit hutoh'rly thme con)cern if au 1commrArr.

B.%x -1:1rati mmiv ()it ;IIi' t;I~sk'- thIed ijwr't1-t yl(In Ot Altet the, -u'iieitiu 'litelit if the',

-~ lii., iiit hitse -ra mmjitri~m, n- tiiirat -,cniir~t-r : it-

tlre tit ii Ilie-rlit. :111 hntt~tm ' ii'dI vild' rih'l.'( t ii~et, 'uI'' 1,()Ihi d

tlit rI t I I:~iiil If -I," Iv it i Irl -I eIIt W\IthII tbj 111- 1 h it. T uip'. th It ~ " II ji)v le"-

inl. 1-4Ilil
't 1 ' 1 p 11 1 1 t- 1 I "I..I l ti' t ,
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fro", th-t, (if lij), -tljr sijrs

3.3 Controlling Inferences

3.3.1 U~nfortunate Practical Realities

Thugh -liziit'. Anir wniet-; fo)r tili- sepirationi of ynv~tactic and senmantic p~rocesses might he

miitIvmc wt ~ithin ;itriiiftrii tiiil approachi t( language, the arguments are certainly not

ippropri ite for le ro n~tilie poit ion of generat or builders. The result of holding such

iitieexiile mn11iiin ili-t i r ttle't, i. thl t programs lproilce text that resembles the JUDGE

t'Aliiiples 1a) a ' (h). T) circumivent tll!, proll~nm. inl practice. miost generator builders

e l inl t heir programs a wimbliler of special-purpose techniques, such as sophisticated
scelict ce ciall 'ts that are senisitive to thet sulbsequenit inlput topics. O ore hsi

tatcit acknowledgemient that the iimiialist posit ion is not tenlable.

Il pract ire mif )rtmu ateix. genierator progranis are, always back endsN for ot her systems.

The Ideal conidition, de,( rilel il yve are never foundl Anil. since generators canl hardly

expect these othe-r .% tcmis to ( ire about rhetori A l im1 styllstic' ('1cnrS. they have to

jmrforii inte~rpret iv iiferfmim- minbr thecir own-i pmwer. Thu'.. oni renouncing the hard-line

mi- iifrii - lositimi. loit not hiavinig ;ti'(s to til- re'.oirces of the pa~renit steone is

re ,l t, fiwe t it qui-'t iii how mouch mifvre net, must thc ecrvitor doV'

1 1- wot lelive thait a ~Impilo- ii~wr ial h4- ) ivcm to thijleston The lisu hevre is

Tile simile i1-s thatt telt "d hi immr, lit vcmietr~l hIw, iioui It time ca n hcspn developinig

~ilt~i~ii~s lmim.. l kiii, thulr tmioarliis..jl l-triiuimig til, likeN costs ansi the

Ilik-lv iti lit (,w-~r~it-r t-rm- . troltf oxi',. Isse ite time' andI ''fmmrt rv'qmiirs'l to

iimki,~ t,,mnlutumn 1 Th iI i Iu. ~ ill 111b 1 millti'111 aujtli Idm tItcrprisa. ~lml

te~xt ()I) th' -ther. ( ,r'mtr s u- in tim- m-l tfr di -rie licter text. But, if mir..

xls-Iwilditirs- '' thi'., r-i k~ - t ll ti. j, ik-r'. 1a- 1 ill htr psrainmatm

-S%
Nr 

"1
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P1 r esen a.. sl' c, , Ii ,' f t  .i lt,' a, It t ilv 1i lt in 1* j,, ', -,, T ,- .i~ ,V F

:F B has the goal that some actor X must do some action Z

A'D A has goal that X must do Z'

AND Z' conflicts 'with Z

A'D R's acton ACT forces X to do Z (disregardlng A)

THEP; ,nterpret and present ACT as a confrontatior, sth A

"' i'r4.,i l :fi c~lblIcdjItj(i li: -t t, .,.tt 
t
iL, ,i , r • l -,i I ; , 1 -iq l' ,.T q

- ~ ~ \rv'T i as, "(ni hatiw li t, I ' ",' i t li-

1F A has some goal G

AD B has some opposing goal G'

A';D ACT serves some other goal H

A*D H does not confIct : c'

A' H is 'or serves, a goa of the opponent B

'.HE.; interpret and present A7' as an act of on( i at ien

A,. X the .i r , ;S hr' , v . .. s ;. i d 7.

AU?[, Nhas, hai : n"era,' :n~S ,,*h ...

% %

le
S.? " " - - -" ? -- ' " - - ' -v -- .. . .. - - -- . . . - - - ..



THEN interpret and present F's actuon as coercing X. into

dc .n g AC11T .an~ ul;s e ' forte' ar, a I t oa I v er bs

su.as ''have do'. 'cus

p~~~~~~ * Frtv-tiit :k, :ijpjriqipr :if t4il

I. . S e

a-. AZ sn* serve one, of, U" gsod-s

A Se ae --



2EARLY APR:'.. A SYALL NUM' BER OF STUDENTS ['WERE, INVOLVED

:A COoOLArON IH YALE UNIVERSITY OVER YALE'S INVESTMENT

C ' O"A:ESDF BSNS SINSOUT7H AFRICA. THE STUDENTS

17.........,~.. EKEPLAZA AND CONSTRUCTED A SHAN:TYTOWNNAE

* '-Y, '''' ER '*'nRCK' THEUNVRIYT

DIVST~RO THSECOM'PANI:ES YALE RE'QUESTED THAT THE STUDENTS

TEHEE B*UT THEY REFUSED) TO LEAVE LATER, AT 5:30 A.M

AFFI 1 .. OF12 L HDT D:SASSE0.'BLEF THE SHANTYTOi!N.

FIN~l. A:., F E NC7 CONCLIATO-RY]' j, TC-'ARD THE STUDEN.TS, NOT

TO . RECONSTRUCT IT, BUT ALSO ANN"OUNCED THAT A

o'~:sION~OO 3:10 TO SOU:TH AFRICA IN; JULY TO

7ST O APARTHEiFD

A" LAO T7 SAY THiAT A FEA STUD'EN:TS LT2OOK OVER] ,.BEIN:ECVE

IN EARAAPrR:: AN*' BU ILT A SHANTrYTrAN; CALLED 'kINNIE M!ANDELA

TY ~ L A, Y.'F-IT TO] DIVE.ST FROM COM-PANIES DOIN;G

* - ..... r'AR:-A O FF ICIAI.S HAD T ERI D ~ B CEAUSE

A. F- AS A I-

3. 1 11OX A~l TINAL Im-. It

A7
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or pat t ers of concept ty pes mlid relationls aillol .g them11. The lilt erpreta t loll illecila ill

* matches canllidlate coiifigllrat bus againist its collected topics., aull if Iiat dhed . creates a

ll'VIII*-talce Of the luterpret at ioi mild adds1 it to mlemlory. The t, prigrm call thleii generate

* ~text from the lilterpret at loll jllsteadl. D tails of tile pirocess appear IllI di;l Ier 7.

Configurations: InI order to hnud applicable ilterlpretatioils. PAkT LINE uses patterlls

called( conhgu iratiolls. A c oiiiguratioii i,; thle (lescriltioll of the wav in wihichl a (ollt'ctj(llI

ot conlcepts mnust relate to each oth~er to forin a leg-itilllatt, lllstailc I "fa lil-elcice,

At, iescriheoi in cha pter 7. a JlT terll-llatcher matchles Tftil (alliliihte toj lic agl ll't ll

Matching confi gu rations: Dinmg the topic organzatioi -stage. PA I LINE gathers

likely lit erpretati~ IIilferellces (both top-dIown and lmittonulllp) mlid, ll ;tl a "ilple pi;l~ttni-

llittd 1r. applil''. thleir conhfguratlons to tile set o)f collectedt callilidate topiic' mrid ( oll('(tS

aldl the illattiled moccrrcllces. Weiu it ha.; a partilA mlat( 1 j)Irl al Ill tile scense th t~rhe

r'll~llllll illepts alre iiot animoig tile calldidate topics tile- pr(gr;lll (ll citier acp

r reject till nlatti. fit thiatter ca.se. It cani le the relhlimn4iffs Inl thle(illiIalq

- ~~To se;iniih lailir% fi)r tile renlailliilg ((lll(eIt5 . thlough th1ey mlay It orihiMa1l% have l'olt'i

111011r1 a.'. ri~pics. At pireselir. PAUILINE does iiot do this (it inpvrejects partia mlatchels):

itill iui ipaiili11ty to till pmugr;lnl would l'i a 111pi'' extllliiin. rcoilriLe ill ai-1'lt ;A

hrIldlT t-1 1. II,--Ie 1 I'I(I til 11:1t f0111 he Ill;rlitf'ri/(-l :is. ,I.. thoroughness. mln 'fihllp

I.~~~ I . . - \ 1 7 ;r fhi l 1-,i '1' 111" 1 1 jiterest, afrec(t 'I Ii .11

* ~ ~ rill il in1g.
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,t rat- teiu 4 iterjiru.iTionm 1 not i.(llilch.) Apiprupri~te .strateges dependl oin the

0 T T te iri' cofiTi~irit(ii L'. he mos~t (,i Ise,) whenl RGAdetail I-; iflter;)reta-

A1 ,ffect :'nI- r t ti ii i~ n itfvti v-'! cnilt ivc 1uipt~ ;In ten

Ii f . %\i~ 11111 ' - t t. ttf,- ,. lil tri r,,t At ii, j'r,,I'le ai %%,IN (4 ill liniiiig topics into tile

ipli ]!I t Ih, ircr' ii ut to heir thwin. I:Xr in'-t;inice. inl the (Carter-

THE PRIYARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, KENNEDY NARROWED CARTER'S LEAD

"\I xj Itlk unn-ltiii Ca'rtfr*X difei. The-u -strategii- are inuhepenout

* t'r- -in in' iti~ir itiIilt univ htt:1j11 fe-wer ort morie ei.t

11 'In ill, fit,-ru ti\-, -11 , ! I 11fIT1t *, 1, I ill iuTirt 11 elIn ;ta Ile - ie

ii j ij, -t i-,P Ir-iid ,if II(:;artiaity (%Oilt li hi- d i -- el ill

:j N It it f-'i jto t i i- i H G : a t al y 11)Ir

'a i n i d i i s 1 1 1 1 1 t t I , i l N ' 1 1 1t

% %
_A -. P
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Making interpretations: When a group of concepts matches the pattern of a con-

hc i'iration, this group can he interpreted as an instance of the configuration's associated

icolcept. If mi initerpretatioi wvith the group's concepts i 4hut Alrealdv present ili mlemory.

,1 lew higzh-lvel interpretltion cii 1e created and indexed off the interpretation. following

TlW i(eInorv Orglili/tioll principle, descriltel in ISchank 82]. PAULINE creates a new ill-

T..t11nCe of the Interpretation type an fills it with the concepts from the group that it found

li. i] matched the cnigiuration. It then pla(cs it ill memoiv andi(] links the pivot concept(s)

t,, ti, cnfiuirti,n that nlatched.

Fr 'a insih'. tle first timn,' PA.- LINE genwrate , a ('arter-K eniiedv story, it creates the

lit,\w interpretations; BEAT and NARROW-LEAD and adds them to the story representa-

t- ii. The next tine PAlTLINE generates the story, it finds the two new interpretations

immij;tlY. ,,iii_ links fromi ,n, of the pivot coiicepts. thereby avoiding the search and

- i. itc hiui proc ess. (Of course, at tlhis point. the progra ni tries to make further interpre-

toi,, ftf thse. hit fiii no appropriate concepts iii its limited nlenlory.) Thus, as a

ru'-ult ')f hiviii 'aid this ,n,. ni ieory ha;s ,een extended. and PAULINE cai be said to

"iir.taumih the topic better.

Generating interpretations: Finally. thi. interpre ration cali be said. Since it is a

-talliirit c "p, t (llot. ;I%. ; gunerator-so'citfic (,oistruiit). generatiol proceeds normally.

ir ,, h Ir,' it (-rIretit n rel Iac's t Ie( topics it uiii, : f( example, after deciding to

-,, BEAT ,r N\PP( )W-LEAD. th iiput tqlic- (C';rt'r's iid Ihni,,lv'- mtcomes become

,%%

7, r,'L'':'&:& % I 7, A k AL.

.-"v:,3.5 Determining the Appropriate Level of Detail

*! l: A - } i .. :. ,., 2 ' .. T hu t li- u iul ~t, ,l t, t ,tru .lil..\ ila t '.i , rot sp akergua

e ,.,, ,' - },. ':7; t L ,' ,. i + .t r ii ii aix ix,.i .i l,, -tul r ' hiu > I] .'
'  Wijui ' l uul'l I{  tue

-..
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trust him to make the high-level interpretations himself, then all you need give him are the

details. To repeat the two relevant sentences from the Carter-Kennedy example:

(f) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, CARTER GOT 20515 VOTES.

KENNEDY GOT 21850.

(i) IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY, KENNEDY NARROWED CARTER'S

LEAD BY 1335 VOTES.

If the hearer is a political pundit and lie is following the nomination race with interest, then

clearly (f) is better, since lie can draw the conclusion without difficulty, and, in addition, lie

has precise numerical information. If, in contrast, the hearer has only minimal knowledge

about or interest in the nomination procedure, then (i) is better, since it doesn't burden

him with details and require him to do the interpretation himself. What must you say,

however, if the hearer is interested and has a limited amount of knowledge - say, lie is

a student of the political process --, or if he is knowledgable but unlikely to make the

right interpretation - say, he is a strong Kennedy supporter, whereas you are pro-Carter?

In both these cases von must ensure that the hearer understands how you expect him to

interpret the facts. So you tell him details and the interpretations:

(ii) KENNEDY NARROWED CARTER'S LEAD IN THE PRIMARY ON 20 FEBRUARY.

-H GOT 21850 VOTES AND CARTER GOT 20515.

Th-o, consi(erations can be stated as the following rules (using the terms defined in

* ,,t, r 2 to eharacterize the pragmatic aspects of conversations ai(l )oals of speakers).

AI' VI.INI: li th:,'oe rules to activate tli rhetorical goal R.G:detail hiat control- the level

I1 -f . i gmr. n el. The goal takes one of the vahiies dot:, is. i'terpr,,tati,,ns. all-

:I ill I I InT,-rpr,'t;itiomi,)

L N ve,', . . .• . " -''". ."'-'£':'a " £ S~g _ ,D "''": :4"'.'".'" ." , r,:: ... .,€"".- . '. _.""t. "h&,
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" set RG:detail to details if the hearer is likely understand the details or if lie wants to

hear the details. This rule bears on his background knowledge, and in PAULINE, it is

decided by referring to its information about the hearer: is the hearer's knowledge

level marked expert (does lie know enough about the topic to be able to under-

stand the details and their significance?); or is the hearer's interest level marked

high (does he not care enough about the answer to want to hear anything but an

interpretation?)

* otherwise, set RG:detail to all if ie is likely to make the wrong interpretations of

the details. This rule depends on various factors: is the hearer's knowledge level

marked student or novice (does he have too little inferential knowledge to be able

to make the interpretation?); or is the atmosphere (time) not marked little: and

finally, will different sympathies cause him to make a different interpretation? (check

the hearer's sympathies and antipathies for the central topic of the conversation)

e otherwise, set RG:detail to interpretations

In addition to these considerations, the value of the goal can be affected by the desire not

to upset the hearer's sympathies:

* then, set RG:detail to interpretations if it is better to avoid painful topics, to ensure

that painful aspects (the details, the interpretation, or the inferences used to make

it) can simply be left out. This rule translates as follows: is speaker-hearer depth

of acquaintance marked strangers, or is speaker-hearer relative social status

marked subordinate, or is desired effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker

marked like. or is desired effect on interpersonal distance marked close, or is

desired effect on hearer's emotional state marked calm.'

In suinary, you niust he as sp ecific as the hearer ' k iiowle(t( of the topic allows: if

you are too specific he won't uiilerstand, and if you are too genemral you run the risk of

seeming to hide things from him. or of oilig 1111(N) ol'rative,. In the firt case. \'oi -iolate

the default speaker goal to he intelligihe. and in the wcon't, yo.o violate th goal to a'oild

.%
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unacceptable implications. In either case, you violate Grice's maxim of quantity to say

neither more nor less than is required ([Grice 75[).

3.6 The Inclusion of Remindings

3.6.1 Remindings

In [Schank 82[, Schank 1lescribes how memory is organized so that pecific instances are

indexed off general concepts to aid generalization and explanation. These specific instances

come ip during processing as rein indings. Since a gnerator's interpretations are thein-

selves concepts, they can furnish reImindings: these reinini in gs ca in he iird as exainlples in

argumentation. That is to say, if the generator has the ,al to ;av a inilr of concepts.

and it finds a interpretation which neatly expresses the concepts and their relations, and

the interpretation can furnish a specific instance of itself, this instance will be relevant and

can be used to strengthen the argument.

In the Carter-Kennedy example, the concept NARROW-LEAD was provided with two

S. instances: the instance when Carter narrowed lUdall's lead in a primary in 1976, and the

time when Hart narrowed Mondale's lead in 1984. (In a fictitious world such as PAULINE's,

anachronistic renindings are no stranger than normal ones' The names Hart, M ndale, and

Udall were simply chosen because similar instances did in fact occur to them during their

bids for the nomination.) When biased. PAULINE uses an appropriate reminding:0

(n) KENNEDY DIMINISHED CARTER'S LEAD BY GETTING ALL OF 21850

VOTES IN THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. IN A SIMILAR CASE, CARTER

DECREASED UDALL'S LEAD IN A PRIMARY IN 1976, AND HE TROUNCED

UDALL TO BE NOMINATED BY 2600 DELEGATES. I AM GLAD THAT KENNEDY

IS NOW CLOSER TO GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN HE WAS BEFORE.

(a) KENNEDY SLIGHTLY DIMINISHED CARTER'S LEAD IN THE PRIMARY IN

MICHIGAN. IN A SIMILAR CASE. HART DECREASED MONDALE'S LEAD IN

N No%
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1984. BUT MONDALE EASILY BEAT HART TO BE NOMINATED BY 1500

DELEGATES. CARTER STILL HAS MANY MORE DELEGATES THAN KENNEDY

DOES.

A reminding found off an interpretation concept obviously has the same structure as

the configuration of the relevant input topics. That is what makes it relevant. The details,

of course, are different. That is what makes it interesting. Sometimes a reminding may

contain parts that do not correspond to any input topic, requiring tile generator to decide

whether these parts should be included. (There is, for example, no equivalent to Carter's

beating Udall for the nomination, since tile Carter-Kennedy nomination has not yet, in

the hypothetical example, taken place.) Sometimes a concept may furnish more than one

reminding, and the generator has to pick the one relevant to its goals. Just as it did when

selecting an interpretation, the generator must choose a reminding whose details serve its

goals.

In order to select a reminding, a mapping must be set up between the input topics and/or

interpretation and the reminding, so that the corresponding actors, objects, times, places,

etc.. are determined. Aspects of the reminding must be replaced with aspects of the input

to create the hypothetical case, which can then be used to determine affective suitability.

Thus, in the examples, PAULINE "translates" the Carter-Kennedy case into both the

Carter-Udall and tile Hart-Mondale scenarios and finds that in the former, Kennedy would

Nwin the nomination (since in 1972 front-runner Udall lost), and in the latter, Carter would

win (since in 1984 front-runner Mondale won). Depending on its sympathies, it selects

a suitable reminding. At this point, the generator cai either spawn the goal to say the

reiniiding u imiediately, or it can start doing further topic collection from the aspects of the

remimiiling. (In PAULINE. the decision is based1 on the the rItorical goal RG:haste: the

lss hastv. the more t ime to (10 further topic collection.) If said iimnediatel. the reminding
is woven into the text just after the concept that gave rise to it, using phrases such as "that

reminds ine- or "ill a sinilar ca.se'.

'I.,o4
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3.6.2 Adding Color to the Text

4Pi Color means any reference to personal experience to illustrate general statements: Specific

instances (as remindings). idiois and frozen phra-ses (as lilt erpretat ions of tle situ ation).

and descriptions of occurrences of personal evaluation.

..

When and w hy should the speaker include examples and idioins'.' What conversational

circumstances and speaker goals influence the relevant rhetorical goal? When used appro-

priately, a well-chosen example makes abstract points clear and (dull text alive. Nobody can

V forget the agony of suffering through a textbook containing few or no examples. Though

the speaker seldom has to include instances and idioms, they certainly make the text more

understandable. Also, as shown in (1) and (in), the speaker can strengthen the force of his

argument by citing an appropriate example. In addition, since instances ard statements of

personal evaluation are in some sense interjections, they are the perfect way ef repairing

goals that are in danger of being thwarted by the text or even simply goals that have been

ignored for too long. For example, why would the speaker refer to his French in

-You don't speak proper English -- it's better than my French, but it's still not

good

thereby doubling the length of the sentence? Clearly, because the speaker had active both

the goal to express his evaluation of the hearer's English and the goal to have the hearer

like him. The former goal gave rise to the first part of the sentence. After it was said, the

goal tracking mechanism inferred that that part of the sentence could he taken a.s an insult.

Nwhiich conflicted with the latter goal; so it had to be repaired. This conflict gave rise to the

goal to mitigate the effects of the sentence by using one of the following strategies:

0 sa' soniething good about the hearer: - but at lea.st you write tolerablv well"

0 say solething bad about the speaker: ' hut it's better than my French"

0 say how nolodv else is any bette'r" though second languages are never perflct-

e motivate or help the hearer to improve: ]how about attending a writing cla.sS'.-

-1



(Tsil l., then. xa:iples help to clarifv th, topic or help to serve other goals that require

some attention. These are the rules PATILINE us,,s to establish a valle (one ,,f with

examples. normal. no examples) for its rhetorical goal RG:color:

Sset RG:color to with examlles if the following goals are present: desired effect

on hearer's knowledge is marked teach (since a paragraph explaining something

i usually more effective if it contains an example; or if desired effect on hearer's

goals is marked activate (for example, if the speaker ha.s tle goal to suggest to the

hearer possible future plans and actions, since concrete examples are more direct and

effective than simple injunctions; compare

-If you want to become rich. try the lottery"

-If you want to become rich, try the lottery. Last week a woman won 10 million

when she used her family's birtlidates').

Also. if desired effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker is marked respect

or like and the speaker's and hearer's affects for the topic differ (since explaining

his reasoning or reactions can help to make the speaker be better understood): or if

topic collection goal is marked convince (that is, when the speaker wants to present

support for his interpretation or affect; for example, in the following sentences,

-" -Stalin. a ruthless man, was a charmer"

-Stalin, a man who killed 15 thousand people. was a charmer"

the latter underscores the speaker's antipathy. Almost any' concrete facts that are

mustered in support of an argument lend it force).

In addition, repair a goal that has been slighted (by saying appropriate examples

using one of the foiir strategies ruentioned above)

. set RG:color to no examples if the following goals are presenlt (since an example can

aid most goals,. it is perlaps bost to note when they should not be included): desired

effect on interpersonal distance is marked ditant: or if atmosphere (tone) is

marked formal (esprc'iall. for example. if the ,opic itself is enibarra.ssing or intimate

4-.l oi' do(es not tascri, your ,nt;l l)rlhiis in ,t spc ,. even if approl)Iiate): or

if desire(] effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker is marked dislike: or if
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desired effect on hearer's knowledge is marked confuse, (that is. when the speaker

(loesilt wait to b1) 1nl erstood)

'The following stratgies are associated with RG:color anl serve to increase the color

of text hN electing appropriate options at the following decisions points:

" topic selection and inclusion: include, as exam ples. other instances similar to the

topic, such Ls those found off interpretations

" topic inclusion: suiinarize an argument or a point by including an appropriate

idioin rather than general st atements. for examleh by adding -So don't count your

chickens before they're hatched!- to texts (n) or (o) (PAULINE cannot add such

puilhrase , though it clearly has some of the requisite information and goals)

" topic inclusion: include sentences describing personal evaluations

" clause inclusion: make adjectival clauses of appropriate instances, for example the

Stalin example above

" phrase/word selection: select metaphoric and idiomatic phrases and words, such

as -crowned with the nomination" rather than -got the nomination"

3.7 Conclusion

As generators become larger and imore complex, and as they are increasingly used together

with other programs,. they should use the capabilities of those programs to further their own

enrad, especially. to produce better text. Therefore, we should study tie kinds of tasks

that generators share with other processes and the purposes generators require them to

fulfill. This chaptter describes somle of the kinds of demands a generator can be expected to

place oin a general-purpose infrenc, engine. And even with the limited inferential capability

lescri d heire. PATITLNE can greatly enhance the quality of its text an1( the efficiency of

its colun ication of non-litral tragniatic information.

-p.



Chapter 4

Affect in Text

.1

Abstract

This chapter discusses the communication of op)Jion. Natural languages contain a large num-

ber of linguistic techniques for slanting text - techniques that control both %hat to say and

how to say it. All decisions made by these techniques are based upon one general rule, the

affect rule, which is derived from the goals all speakers must have in order to ensure their

hearers' attention. In order to use the techniques, a generator must be given opinions and the

ability to derive opinions for related topics.

4.1 Introduction

Any sp)eaker who is sensitive to the pragmatic sl)('ects of couversa tion tmitst l)e abhle to

itIclule his opinions itl Ilis text. People (Io this all the timue: our biase sueak into whiat we

say so ea.silv awtl so ofteu that pro~t'ing getuinely umislailtd text catl be (1 ite a ptrol~let!

Aul when we ,to manage it, the resulting text is often b+oring. For e'xamle, the following

text in Twltral ieWspaper stvle:

71
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(a) YALE UNIVERSITY PUNISHED A NUMBER OF STUDENTS FOR BUILDING

A SHANTYTOWN. WINNIE MANDELA CITY. ON BEINECKE PLAZA BY ARRESTING

76 STUDENTS AND TEARING IT DOWN ONE MORNING IN APRIL. THE

STUDENTS WANTED YALE TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN

SOUTH AFRICA. FINALLY, THE UNIVERSITY COMPROMISED AND ALLOWED THE

STUDENTS TO REBUILD IT.

ertainlv makes le.ss tirring reading than the slanted texts:

(b) I AM ANGRY ABOUT YALE'S ACTIONS. THE UNIVERSITY HAD

OFFICIALS DESTROY A SHANTYTOWN CALLED WINNIE MANDELA CITY ON

BEINECKE PLAZA AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14. A LOT OF CONCERNED

STUDENTS BUILT IT IN EARLY APRIL. NOT ONLY DID YALE HAVE

OFFICIALS DESTROY IT. BUT THE POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. AFTER

THE LOCAL COMMUNITY'S HUGE OUTCRY. THE UNIVERSITY ALLOWED THE

STUDENTS TO PUT THE SHANTYTOWN UP THERE AGAIN.

(c) IT PISSES ME OFF THAT A FEW SHIFTLESS STUDENTS WERE OUT TO

MAKE TROUBLE ON BEINECKE PLAZA ONE DAY --- THEY BUILT A

SHANTYTOWN. WINNIE MANDELA CITY, BECAUSE THEY WANTED YALE

UNIVERSITY TO PULL THEIR MONEY OUT OF COMPANIES WITH BUSINESS IN

SOUTH AFRICA. OFFICIALS HAD TO CLEAR IT FROM THERE. FINALLY. YALE

GAVE IN AND LET THE SHITHEADS PUT IT UP AGAIN, AND YALE SAID THAT

A COMMISSION WOULD GO TO SOUTH AFRICA TO CHECK OUT THE SYSTEM OF

APARTHEID.

(7learlv. in ainv real accouilt of the episode, the protesters" version is going to differ appre-

ciablv from t he university's. The differences will be not be haphazard: each speaker will

make the deci~ions that l;tnt the text in his favor. WVhat are these (lecis ions'.)

The previous chapter ds, ribes how one of the po .ible effects of interpreting inplt

topi s is the si inting of txt. But, is these examples show, that is hy no niealns the only
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techl iquc to 1usc. Note the a Iject ixes koiicecd itud sl f es(~ dit)andI ii uge

. (ouItcrv)': the stateiullit", of ,xlli it ulmion. .uih ;L. -1 ti rtii r, ll -it lI,es tile- 'ff-

A*( I. the upprt-." i u. of tolie-, thAt ;t, inrapropriit , to (1;t(i I juillt 'of ,i .. t - ,u1 a.. the

'tatel ex pliitlI. I'i IIttunient. -T'Ih t., -I think X i- , o. &,r ;ill Ihe iii.,tel into th,

trxt at \ iiou- polit, lhiring tlhe reahi/Ation lo'r110. Tilt litter 1,t-i m~nore' effectiWe.

-. liire it incorloratc!-. OPlini0r1 1i11io11icitly into hoth the contenit andI The form of critctce.

PA.II NE use-. t hese strategies to produce the following two version., of the repjresenta-

ti(nI of it fighit ( iijilt lvN the JITD( ;E prorani. at caset-based exhort -. T~ithat mlodl- the

-sitelicInle behavior of a jielg'. a.s Ih.rilwd iin chipt.r 1; swe [B in SO. 84j). If PAITLINE's

,,yii t hije. are for Mike, thet, program say.:

() FIRST. JIM BUMPED MIKE HARD AND HURT HIM.

MIKE JUST TAPPED JIM ONCE.

AFTER THAT. JIM DID NOT EXPECT THAT MIKE WAS GOING TO HURT JIM

ANY LONGER; ALSO, JIM COULD FORESEE THAT HE WOULD INJURE MIKE IF

HE PURPOSELY STRUCK HIM. HE REALLY SMASHED HIM. THE RESULT WAS

THAT HE INJURED HIM. THE ACTION WAS A SIMPLE RETALIATION.

NEXT, MIKE HIT JIM, KNOCKING HIM DOWN.

NOT ONLY DID JIM EXPECT NO THREAT FROM MIKE ANY LONGER, BUT HE

COULD FORESEE THAT HE WOULD HURT HIM IF HE REALLY SLAPPED HIM. HE

SLAPPED HIM REPEATEDLY AND HURT HIM.

MIKE REALIZED THAT JIM REALLY HURT MIKE; ALSO. MIKE EXPECTED

THAT JIM'S GOAL WAS TO HURT HIM. JIM WAS STABBED.

AS A RESULT, JIM ONLY DIED.

... t;kiI,,, iiliti ;,tioii t'. it (il),mi , tl extrinic ). From the -;mai i n t, if P. ITI.ILNE i-

,tfdti g Tim. it ,.tre'so-. \1iki'" actiins ill ulpodihity tuil iliud immi/-, .Jih ,-:
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(c) JIM COULD NOT EXPECT THAT MIKE WOULD BE HURT IF JIM

ACCIDENTALL" BUMPED HIM; ALSO, A REASONABLE PERSON COULD NOT

* FORESEE THAT IF HE BUMPED HIM JIM WOULD HURT HIM. HE HAD NO

INTENTION TO BOTHER MIKE. MIKE ONLY WAS BUMPED BY JIM ONCE. THE

ACTION WAS AN ACCIDENT.

THEN MIKE REALIZED THAT JIM HURT HIM. IN ADDITION. MIKE DID

NOT EXPECT THAT JIM WAS GOING TO HURT HIM ANY LONGER. MIKE'S GOAL

WAS TO INJURE JIM. MIKE COULD FORESEE THAT HE WOULD INJURE HIM IF

HE PURPOSELY HIT HIM ONCE. HE HIT HIM. THE RESULT WAS THAT HE

% INJURED HIM. HE REQUIRED JUSTIFICATION FOR CAUSING HIM TO BE

INJURED. THE ACTION WAS AN ESCALATED RETALIATION.

NEXT. JIM REALIZED THAT MIKE INJURED JIM. JIM JUST TAPPED MIKE

ONCE. THE ACTION WAS A SIMPLE RETALIATION.

MIKE DID NOT FORESEE THAT JIM WAS GOING TO HURT HIM ANY

LONGER. MIKE WANTED JIM TO FALL. MIKE COULD EXPECT THAT JIM WOULD

BE KNOCKED TO THE GROUND BY MIKE IF MIKE HIT JIM HARD ONCE. HE

SMASHED HIM, KNOCKING HIM DOWN. HE WAS NOT JUSTIFIED FOR KNOCKING

HIM TO THE GROUND.

JIM REALIZED THAT HE FELL. NEXT. HE ONLY SLAPPED MIKE.

AFTER THAT, MIKE FORESAW THAT JIM WANTED TO HURT HIM. MIKE

p WANTED TO KILL JIM TO PREVENT HIM FROM SLAPPING MIKE. HE COULD

EXPECT THAT IF HE STABBED JIM SEVERAL TIMES HE WOULD KILL HIM. HE

STABBED HIM. THE RESULT WAS THAT HE WOUINDED HIM. MIKE'S CAUSING

JIM TO BE KILLED WAS NOT JUSTIFIED.

AS A RESULT, JIM DIED.

~~~~III til, hlii.'T .- . \ . ,tlr, t ,., , t,.Ihm ilqu ., [,,r -h:iti i,: T(.xt m '( ,.cli H't confont-

.,, , , t, } i - l , IL Ii i pI ( t "'i . ,til . ;tilI f,,rm -r !atd techniques.
ir,.,lvi,,.: th,. 1 ,. , ,Ih:l,,r :'f t l i i..tr. ~ 'ippi,pl~ itf, (ut)I i i~ <f top~ic., iII

... ......,..

V" .
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p I r Lc-. t Iit OrIt r I I t I - iltelin I, It t'. .iiil I hoW Itc,(f -iil)ject .cl I. I c (()ntenIt. a I IIw vrk

Fir ~ ~ Wt ho11rPw Iu't le i. i~tO uv r 1iii (jli''

4.2 Comiputing Affect

W. 11Ihtit,)% i E m .IIIeanIingI o , it 'lait I ng t he te in lii's fav'or-! ('Iteatrly.toprsn

)UP"en Li('fvo qiil id 'I to trto vEgt tite hevater to view' himi !,iniipat lit ic~tIlv. Ini order to

b 10> t ilt 11pe;iker iiooit he alile to dlist inguish between what the heairer is likely to findI

Yv ilat betc v what lit is likely to Is.like, andi what he Is likely not to care about much.

Therefore, three valuies of affect are required to model this deck.ioni GO(O()D. BAD, and

NE I TTHAL. O f courise. Iiiiman affect is not a simple valuie onl a linear range. But affect is1

niiot use I here to mefan all iuian feelings. It simply denotes somethling akin to *like- Anid

* W~"ithi till, islmiite( do enotat ion, three,( values are sufficient to give the program a great deal of

imteret ing behavior. Ini this, regard it is similar to thle work onl narrative summarization

,I mue by Leb nert. which also uses, at simnple thlree-valued affect with very interestinig results

Lou cnert S21).

Ill genleral, affect (lerives from two soiirces: fromn thle speaker's opinions, about some

cont~ent ious topic, an I from the defauilt intrinisic affects associated with conicejpts. To a

generator programn, these sources are the user and the intrinsic affects defined for the rep-

rescnt at i eliemnts. For PAU ILINE, the first source is sim ply im pleiment ed by hinlg a

,vnupatlyao '1 antipathy list. Elements onl these lists- will be chiaracterizedl as GOOD

awli BAD respectively. Ili thet .11ID(,E examiples. when PAIl LINE dlefemnds Mike. the symi-

patluv ll't conltalins tilte concuept -Nfik" and( the autipatthv list the concept "uhf' . Ini the

'aIrter-Keemumoely rxailluIdes. PAY'LINE is moual'o aI ('artcr supporter 1w inoakiing thle leniient

re(Prferito (sIrt#er's goal to wnthe iohiiatioli av> (()()D a;i( ming Km ds ga

:t~s BA D. In, tn l# 11a mt\t , iX;opl . ITINE .~ gT,1 lien one1 Ilrntaguu i st ;1l( his, gToad ls

tE'E'It~ti~i pe thm;t ( ri -'lie iittiii'ic ;tf,(-t in~ tilt 11,1llu,~io i tll, atffect

r II" . -.
wv



deftinedl. For exmijIpe. inl nieutral context in the 11IDGE Hiai.te coiicets -lilt- and~

p lie- are BAI). the coilcel)t -1llii11T elit ioiiall\ i', GOOD, mol jAl (tit hr (,oiicel)ts, s-ili ;is

T' iin , and \ike~ are NEU7TRAL. (Sinijir infritio~i is iisel Iy die JUTDGE programn

to deterrinire its initeriretationi (f each actlii.)

Inl orie(r to lIeterijule it, opiliiioni a ny aiN i~trarv ilece ,f mIimt repre.seitaticin. tile

giVf~n Affects iliu-.t he0 -oiihiiietl %vit I thle con1cepts' Hit ninsic affect, and( muiist Ibe prop~agated

11Il ii thle reltolo wmeen coli'ep~ts. Thie ha.-ic ruiles are:

Rules of affect propagation:

o affect is preserved when combined with NEUTRAL

o like affects combine to GOOD

* unlike affects combine to BAD

* When the two affect-bearing concepts are related in certain ways the comn-

bined affect inverts (for example, when one affect bearer is a BAD action

and the other is its conceptual patient). Rules of affect propagation must

be defined for each possible relationship between affect-bearing concepts

jl io fli eir exaict formn of)hiiuslv (lepeid(s onl the dlei-1n of the represenitati. Tb is rule

Is siliilar to tHie Thalanlce prnil ilsculssedl inllbli & Rosenbherg 58] . A (]esc-rip~tion

of hio%% PAT LINE coniiiut es affect from input reireelitat 1 hi is giv-en inl chapter 7.

Wlihi Ihi affect tif lie harer is likelyN to have( for a represenitat ion element is computed- ill

Nalv,% tHie aiio Way excIit tha;t thie linitial svlilpat liles aii(I aitilathiies are takeni from

4.3 The Affect Rule and its Application

ll % 'ill~ 1vvit ;Itfft th1,11; br(r li thr eaichli ec of thlcerjresuitat ioi duoes int vet tell

tI ,,.tkfr %%vh it t, fl, jui' trtte that indlite whnaiil limw to sayN (,00D
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things and when and how to sax BAD ones. \Vith regard to affect, tile strategies used in

most conversations are all based upon one very general rule, which is called here the affect

rule.

All speakers have the low-level goal to ensuire that the hearer will he receptive to the

:iplications of the generated text. That is, the speaker must not say things that will offend

the hearer and cause him to terminate the conversation. Differences of opinion i.e.,* .

conflicting affective values for topics is it common cause of offense. Since his sympathies

and antipathies reflect so accurately the speaker's disposition toward the world, any opinion

\%with whici the hearer disagrees signals distance betwxeen them, and perhaps even censure

on the part of the speaker. The speaker should avoid such opinions if he wants the hearer

to accept his conversation. Therefore, this goal requires that. whenever there is a conflict.

or eveni a potential conflict, between the affective implications of the text and the hearer's

opinion. tile speaker ha.s to skirt sensitive issues and achieve effects indirectly. On the other

h -ai when tie speaker and the hearer agree on the affect of a topic, this agreement can

he stressed to enipliasize their agreement.

Fort unatelv, most languages have a large body of techniques for skirting or emlhasizine

issues. The application of these techini(Iiies (xxhere enhancers are words or phra-ses that

strengthen the affect of a concept aid mitigators are words or phrases with the oplpe,i,'t

effct) is controlled by the

Affect Rule:

To convince the hearer that some topic is GOOD or BA), cojnhInt-

it with other GOOD or BAD topics using enhancers and miit w:,i -

. for a GOOD effect, say GOOD topics with ENll PNV' "-

4BAD topics with MITIGATORS

* for a BAD effcct, say COOl) topic- !(i- II1. 

BAD topics with ENITAN(EIS

d'.
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This rule is the basis for all affect-related generation decisions. (It is, however, clearly

not applicable to all conversations. In an argument, the speaker may violate the affect

rule and still have the hearer listen to him. In this case, the hearer is receiving alternative

forms of "payment" - even if the only reason he continues the argument is his reluctance

to walk away and appear the loser. Another common violation is a comedy act in which

the comedian insults his audience. Here the alternative payment is entertainment; if the

comedian isn't funny, he loses. All such cases can be described as exceptions to the general

rule, and their strategies as inversions of the normal strategies based on this rule. The

affect rule is the basis on which everything else rests.)

The techniques PAULINE uses to enhance and to mitigate topics are described next.

The use of these techniques is determined by strategies that are applied to the options

at decision points during the generation of sentences, in exactly the same way that the

strategies to achieve the rhetorical goals are applied.

4.4 Content: Topic Collection Techniques

Part of a generator's task is to determine what to say. Though it is possible to claim that

the generator should say only what it is given, in other words that the task of finding and

filtering topics belongs to some other process, this constraint can hamper the production

of pragmatically sensitive text, of affect-laden text in particular. For assume the "other

process" decides it is important to say that that Jim was stabbed by Mike. Then if the

generator has the goal to support Mike, it should legitimately be able to decide not to say

that at all, or at least to mitigate the bald statement "Mike stabbed Jim" by, for example,

"... but Jim bumped Mike first". If it is not able to suppress topics or to find mitigating

circumstances such as Jim's starting the fight, it really cannot do much to help Mike.

By the affect rule, there is no problem when the speaker and hearer agree on the affect

of the topic. Such topics can simply be said directly. But when they disagree, the speaker

hws to be more careful.

,#]
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4.4.1 Evasion

One strategy the speaker can try is evasion: dealing with the topic indirectly, through hints

and implications, by referring to something that is in some way related, and trust that the

hearer will perform the final bridging inference himself. Various evasive techniques exist.

The simplest one is:

* Wishful Suppression and Mitigation:

- say GOOD topics

- juxtapose NEUTRAL topics with GOOD ones in enhancer phrases

- leave out BAD topics altogether, unless they can be mitigated using

.' mitigator phrases and words, or unless they are central to the story

PAULINE uses this strategy in the JUDGE examples. The input from the JUDGE

program consists of a list of interpretations, wh, r, each interpretation describes an action,

its justifiability, and the actor's motivations and culpability, in the JUDGE's opinion. To

illustrate, a literal rendering (generated by the JUDGE program) of its interpretation for

the first action of the fight is

(f) JIM KNEW THAT MIKE HAD NOT YET HURT HIM. HE COULD PERCEIVE

NO THREAT AGAINST HIM FROM MIKE. A REASONABLE PERSON IN SIMILAR

CIRCUMSTANCES WOULD HAVE PERCEIVED NO THREAT AGAINST HIM FROM

MIKE. JIM COULD NOT FORESEE THAT MIKE WOULD BE HURT IF JIM

ACCIDENTALLY BUMPED MIKE. A REASONABLE PERSON COULD NOT FORESEE

THAT IF HE BUMPED HIM JIM WOULD HURT HIM. HE HAD NO INTENTION TO

BOTHER MIKE. JIM BUMPED MIKE. THE RESULT OF THIS ACTION WAS THAT

MIKE FELL. JIM'S INTENTION TO BUMP MIKE WAS NOT JUSTIFIED. IT IS

SIMPLY UNCLEAR FROM THE INPUT AS TO WHY JIM ACTED AS HE DID.
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Instead, when PAULINE is defending Jim, it computes its affect for each part of the inter-

pretation and, using the wishful suppression and mitigation strategy, decides whether

or not to include it. From Jim's point of view, almost all the parts of the interpretation

are GOOD; after all, Jim didn't intend to hurt Mike. The first three sentence topics are

NEUTRAL and are ignored. The fourth is GOOD; it is paired with the NEUTRAL fifth

using the also enhancer. The sixth is GOOD, and the seventh must be included, since, in

this domain, actions are defined to be the central elements of the story. The last sentence

is also GOOD. Thus in defense of Jim the result is

(g) JIM. A NICE FELLOW. COULD NOT EXPECT THAT THAT UNPLEASANT

MIKE WOULD BE HURT IF JIM ACCIDENTALLY BUMPED HIM; ALSO, A

REASONABLE PERSON COULD NOT FORESEE THAT IF HE BUMPED HIM JIM

WOULD HURT HIM. HE HAD NO INTENTION TO BOTHER MIKE. MIKE ONLY WAS

BUMPED BY JIM ONCE. THE ACTION WAS AN ACCIDENT.

On the other hand, when PAULINE is defending Mike, there is much less to say. From

Mike's point of view, the only GOOD part of the input is Jim's action and its result, and

PAULINE must make the most of it. Therefore, out of all this, PAULINE chooses to say

only:

(h) THAT NASTY FELLOW JIM BUMPED MY FRIEND MIKE HARD AND HURT HIM.

For the full effect of this strategy, compare the contents of texts (d) and (e) above.

Two other evasive techniques (neither of which PAULINE can do, but mentioned here

for completeness) use different bridging inferences: if the topic has been forbidden

because of some aspect that is sensitive to the hearer, then

o Analogy:

search for an analogue for the topic that contains an analogue of the sen-

sitive part, and make an analogy. The fact that an analogy is being made can

. . .. ,
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be expressed explicitly by using phrases such as "It's just like...". The analogue, its

parts, and its presentation, are, of course, also subject to the affect rule: there is no

point in blindly substituting one sensitive topic for another.

* Evidence:

search for evidence for the new value of the sensitive aspect and, if appli-

cable, evidence against the hearer's particular value of it, and say that. In

this rule, evidence for a value means any fact, belief, or concept from which the hearer

can infer the value. The fact that further inference is expected can be indicated by

techniques such as ellipsis: "Your brother was involved in an accident and...". As

before, the evidence itself and its presentation are subject to the affect rule.

4.4.2 Selectivity

A second topic inclusion strategy is selectivity. Sometimes, rather than evading unpleasant

facts, the speaker just has to mention them directly and violate his goal not to offend the

hearer. In such cases, though, he can be selective in his presentation: he can say appropriate

aspects of topics that imply that the unpleasantness need not be considered important, or

that the difference between what the hearer believes and what he is presenting is not too

large. Most persuasive discussion is of this type.

This approach requires much more of the generator. In particular, it requires that the

generator be able to search not only what it has been given to say, but also through the

rest of memory, in order to find aspects of the topic that help achieve its pragmatic goals.

The problem is how the generator must know where to search for such useful aspects.

Much work on topic collection for generation was done by McKeown (see, say, [McKeown

82, 83], [Paris & McKeown 87]). In her system, the program has goals to answer four

different types of descriptive query to a database. Each goal has a set of strategies, called

a schema, that contain instructions indicating which parts of the relevant database entry

the generator should pick as answer. These strategies are, in fact, ossified plans, since they

contain a fixed set of instructions in a fixed order. For example, one schema serves tile goal

-' A1.01
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to identify (i.e., give a definition for) an object. This goal is activated in response to, for

example, the request "what is a submarine?". When asked about a whisky-submarine, the

identify schema directs the generator to say (produced by the TEXT generator, [McKeown

821):

A whisky is an underwater submarine with a PROPULSION-TYPE

of DIESEL and a FLAG of RDOR. A submarine is classified as a

whisky if its CLASS is WHISKY. All whiskies in the ONR

database have REMARKS of 0, FUEL-CAPACITY of 200, FUEL-TYPE

of DIESEL. IRCS of 0. MAXIMUMOPERATINGDEPTH of 700.

NORMALOPERATING_-DEPTH of 100 and MAXIMUMSUBMERGEDSPEED of 15.

[McKeown 82, p 251]

In similar vein, PAULINE has three plans that indicate where in relation to the current

topic it should search for additional sentence topics: the DESCRIBE, RELATE, and CON-

VINCE plans. The DESCRIBE plan is used to describe objects (McKeown's four schemas

are specializations of this plan) and the RELATE plan to relate events and state-changes.

The CONVINCE plan serves the goal of winning the hearer over to the speaker's opinion

of the topic when they disagree.

In contrast to McKeown's schemas, the strategies contained in PAULINE's plans need

not be applied in a fixed order. That is why the CONVINCE plan is called a plan and

not a schema. When running the plan, PAULINE applies as many strategies as it has

time for (depending on its rhetorical goal RG:haste), collects their results, and to them,

in turn, applies an appropriate topic collection plan, until it runs out of time, or until no

new candidates are found. Following that, the program is free to rearrange the candidate

topics in order to achieve maximum effect. under guidance of other strategies based on the

affect rule. The advantage of using a free-order plan instead of a schema is the additional

flexibility it provides. PAULINE's plans simply make suggestions about what to say. The

inclusion and rearrangenvcnt criteria are described in the next section; a more detailed

overall description appears in chapter 7.
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The CONVINCE plan serves the goal to support a specific affective opinion. In following

it, the generator produces an argument in favor of its views. Each strategy of the plan helps

to build up the argument by indicating where in relation to the current topic the program

can search for supporting evidence.

Work in understanding and representing the structure of arguments, from which topic

collection strategies an be derived, has been done by [Birnbaum, Flowers & McGuire 801,

[Birnbaum 85] and by [Sycara-Kyranski 85]. In [Birnbaum 85] Birnbaum presents a scheme

for representing arguments and for reasoning about the status (established, in jeopardy)

of each of the argument propositions. He describes three rules by which propositions can

support (or attack) other propositions in an argument: appeal to authority, responsibility

attribution, and justification. Clearly, when the proposition the generator wants to establish

is already represented in an argument graph of this type, with all the support and attack

links made explicit, finding supporting topics is no problem. But since different hearers

may find different lines of argument compelling, the generator must be able to assemble

an argument supporting its opinion from scratch, taking into account the hearer's affects.

., What's more, it must be able to do so without relying on a hearer to make counterarguments

that suggest new aspects as further topics. Thus PAULINE is conceived along the lines of

a speechwriter, not a party in an argument.

When saying the argument, the generator should make clear what type of support

or attack it is making; this is most easily achieved by beginning the sentence with an

appropriate phrase - for example, "Well, Einstein said. . .", "Well, Pete's to blame for... ",

and "Well, don't you agree it's good that.. ." for the three types appeal to authority,

responsibility attribution, and justification, respectively. The type of support or attack a

proposition forms is determined by the relation its topic bears with the central topic of the

argument: thus, for example, to find topics for responsibility attribution propositions, the

generator must inspect the actors of concepts. In order to asseimble an argument, then. the

generator must test the speaker's aud the lwarer's affects for coucepts with certain sl)ecific

relations to the central to)ic.

Based on thiese consi(leration,. as well a.s on analysis of variols written arguunents (taken
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from communist newspapers, pro- and anti-labor strike leaflets, etc.) the CONVINCE plan

contains the following strategies or suggestions for finding topics that support the speaker's

version of a topic with a sensitive aspect (i.e., an aspect over which speaker and hearer

have opposite affects):

The CONVINCE plan:

" Consider worse examples of the topic with the sensitive aspect - from

the concept(s) immediately superior to the topic in the hierarchically or-

ganized memory network, compute the affects of other, similar instances,

and collect those with affect equally BAD or worse

" Consider good results of the topic with the sensitive aspect - examine

all the results and outcomes of the topic; if it is (part of) a goal, a plan, or

a MOP (a stereotypical sequence of scenes; see [Schank 82]), examine the

final outcomes too; collect those with GOOD affect

" Consider concepts with good relations to the topic with the sensitive

aspect - compute the affects for the intergoal relations that the topic is

part of (e.g., those goals the topic supports, opposes, is a side-effect of)

and collect the GOOD ones

" Consider good side-effects of the topic with the sensitive aspect - ex-

amine all the side-effects of the topic (if it is a goal or a plan) as far as

they are known in memory and collect the GOOD ones

" Appeal to authority - if any of the immediate aspects of the topic refer

to people or organizations who share in, have, or support the sensitive

aspect, and if the hearer's affect for these authorities is GOOD, collect

theni

" Simply enhance or mitigate the topic with the sensitive aspect

collect the topic and allow subsequent realization decisions to slant it

appropriately

*I * .

.' .* C
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If the speaker wants to convince the hearer, he should look for aspects that the hearer agrees

with and base his argument on that. However, when the hearer firmly holds the opposite

opinion, this plan may not find anything on which they agree. In this case the speaker can

simply follow his own sympathies, hoping that he will find something the hearer has not

yet thought of that will cause him to change his opinion.

4.5 Form: Generating with Affect

4.5.1 Topic Organization

After it has collected a number of candidate topics, and before it says any of them, the

generator must perform a number of rhetorical planning tasks to make its text elegant.

Not only should it test the candidate topics for suitability as sentence topics, but it should

examine the possibility of interpreting them, reordering them for maximum effect, and

casting them into conjunctive phrases to make clear their individual roles in the text and

their mutual relationships. Of course, the decisions made during rhetorical planning need

not be based on affect alone. Other generators use a number of criteria to make these

decisions; for example, focus in [McKeown 82]; hearer knowledge in [Cohen 78] and [Appelt

81]; choosers in [Mann 83a]; hearer's opinion of speaker in [Jameson 87]. But affect plays

an important role as well, because much affect can be injected into the text during this

stage of generation. This section contains a description of affect as a decision criterion.

Phrases

After reading the following paragraph, complete Martha's and Max's responses:

Martha and Max are little Pete's parents. Max and Pete are baseball fanatics,

but Martha hates baseball. One day, Pete falls off his bicycle and is slightly

hurt. Martha forbids him to play his baseball game that afternoon or to go
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to the movies. Max, who wants his son to be tough, disagrees. Secretly, Pete

sneaks out of the house and plays a splendid game, hitting five home runs, and

then goes to see a movie. When he gets home, there is a fight between angry

Martha and proud Max. The next day, Pete's grandmother calls, and asks

both Martha and Max the same question: "So what has Pete done lately?".

Max proudly says "He's been great; not only did he play baseball, but..."; and

Martha angrily says "He's been bad; not only did he play baseball, but..."

Two appropriate responses are:

(a) "Not only did he play baseball, but he hit five home runs!'

(b) "Not only did lie play baseball, but he went to the movies afterwards!"

Max's retort (a) implies that Pete's playing baseball was good, courageous, and tough.

Martha's retort (b), in contrast, implies that it was bad and disobedient. Each parent

imputes an affect to Pete's playing by juxtaposing the sentence "he played baseball" with

another sentence of suitable affect.

Clearly, the "not only X but Y" sentence form is used to imply that X and Y carry

the same affective value, and in fact that the value is to be strengthened due to their

juxtaposition. In contrast, the sentences

"Pete played the game and he hit five home runs"

"When Pete played the game he hit five home runs"

"Pete played the game. He hit five home runs"

carry no such cumulative affective import.

The "not only X but Y" form can be called an enhancer. More enhancing phrases:

"Pete played the game; also, he hit five home runs"

"Pete played the game: in addition, lie hit five home runs"

"Pete played the garze; what's more, he hit five home runs"

'*i ~
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When an enhancing phrase juxtaposes two affect-laden sentences, the affect is strengthened;

when it juxtaposes an affect-laden sentence with a neutral one, the affect is imputed to the

latter. Thus, in addition to stressing affective concepts, a speaker can strengthen his case

by imputing affect to neutral concepts too! This is, for example, what PAULINE does to

produce

(i) NOT ONLY DID JIM EXPECT NO THREAT FROM MIKE ANY LONGER. BUT HE

COULD FORESEE THAT HE WOULD HURT HIM IF HE REALLY SLAPPED HIM.

when defending Mike. Here Jim's not perceiving a threat from Mike is simply NEUTRAL,

but his ability to foresee the BAD result of his action, coupled with the fact that lie did it

anyway, is BAD for him. However, when juxtaposed in this way, both sentences seem BAD

for Jim - exactly what PAULINE wants.
" a

*Similarly, phrases with weakening effect are mitigators. When a mitigating phrase

juxtaposes two sentences carrying opposite affect, the resulting affect is that of the first

sentence, weakened; when it juxtaposes an affect-laden sentence with a neutral one. the

opposite affect is imputed to the latter. In the following sentences, if "John whipped the

dog" carries BAD affect, then, if we know nothing more, "he remembered the cat" becomes

GOOD:

"Although John remembered the cat, ie whipped the dog"

"John remembered the cat. However, he whipped the dog"

"John remembered the cat. But still, ie whipped the dog"

Note that the first part, taken by itself, is neutral; it could just as well have been made

BAD:

"Not only did ,John remendher the cat, he whipped the dog-

In a two-predicate mitigator, the sentence with the desir(d affect iiuually appears lat. Two

one-predicate mitigators are:

'p.

'S
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"Well, John whipped the dog, but..." (implying that other, as yet unknown,

mitigating circumstances may exist)

"Oh well, so John whipped the dog" (implying that the action is unimportant)

A number of constraints must be met before two topics can be juxtaposed in an enhancer

or mitigator phrase. Consider the following examples:

(c) "Not only did John feed the dog, but he saved the child's life"

(d) "Not only did John whip the dog, but he saved the child's life"

(e) "Not only did Pete play the game, but Sam hit five home runs"

Sentence (c) is fine: John's actions are GOOD in both parts. Sentence (d), however, is

bizarre, because it is not clear which affect is to be strengthened. Therefore,

Constraint 1:

Two-predicate enhancer and mitigator phrases can only be used when

the parts carry consistent affects; that is,

" in enhancer phrases the two predicates must carry like affect

" in mitigator phrases the two predicates must carry unlike affect

" or else one predicate must be NEUTRAL

In sentence (e), we hasten to find some relationship between Pete and Sam; we only accept

the sentence if there is indeed some team-like conjunction of the two (and perhaps others)

to carry the affect. Therefore,

Constraint 2:

Two-predicate enhancer and mitigator phrases can only be used when

the topics in both parts have the same focus concept

'I
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Additional criteria for pairing topics in phrases are topic similarity and derivation.

Using topic similarity, a BAD candidate is compared to the GOOD candidates and paired

with the one with which it shares the most features, under a simple match that compares

the representation types of corresponding aspects of the candidates. Thus, for example, (g)

is a better match than (f):

(f) "Although John whipped the dog, he helped the old lady cross the road. He

also fed the cat"

(g) "Although John whipped the dog, he fed the cat. He also helped the old

lady cross the road"

because "dog" and "cat" are both animals. Alternatively, using the strategy of derivation,

the planner may only cast two candidates into a phrase if they are members of the same

subtree of topic collection; that is, if they were both collected when the convince plan

was applied to their common parent topic. This corresponds to "sticking to the train of

thought". In the shantytown example, PAULINE as a protester finds two topics it can

use to enhance the destruction of the shantytown: the police arrest and the community's

critical response. Since the former is closer to the destruction than the latter (its actor

is also officials, its action is also a negation (albeit of someone's freedom rather than of

something's construction), its object also directly involves students), the program casts it

into the enhancer phrase, getting (h) rather than (i):

(h) NOT ONLY DID YALE HAVE OFFICIALS DESTROY THE SHANTYTOWN,

BUT THE POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. THE COMMUNITY CRITICIZED

YALE'S ACTION.

(i) NOT ONLY DID YALE HAVE OFFICIALS DESTROY THE SHANTYTOWN. BUT

THE COMMUNITY CRITICIZED YALE'S ACTION. THE POLICE ARRESTED 76

STUDENTS.

-" Although PAULINE can use either stratgy, the former tends to produce better text. This

can be stated as a further constraint:

.4,
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Constraint 3:

The predicates in two-predicate enhancer and mitigator phrases

should match in as many aspects as possible, under a simple match

of representation filler types

Chapter 7 contains a description of how the generator pairs up GOOD and BAD or

GOOD and NEUTRAL topics, finds mitigating or enhancing phrases for each pair, and,

after building up the goal to say the pair using thle found p~hrase, sends thle goal off to the

* gaeneration routines to be said.

4.5.2 Sentence Inclusion

Adverbs

A numbler of adverbial stress words (such as "really", "just", and "only" for actions, and

-verv-. "extremely", -slightly", and "moderately'" for states and adverbs) specifically func-

tion as enhancers or mnitigators:

qd

-Nfax really smashed Sam" "Max 1 just tapped Sam"

-John was extremnely angry" "John was only angry" (but not hysterical)

When these words are used to modify concepts that do not already carry affect, they seem

strange. forcing the hearer to postulate affect; consider

Mary nmerely looked at the book"

.I

To reniedvy this, the constraint can be statedl as

Constraint 4:

Adverbial stress words can only be used to enhance or mitigate ex-

pressions that carry some affect already

INL.

- - N ~ - __
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Thus affectively neutral words must not be modified by stress words ("really", "just"), but

only by affect-laden adverbs ("hard", "narrowly"):

"Max hit Sam hard" - "Max really hit Sam"

"Sue narrowly won the race" -- Sue just won the race"

In addition, sentences such as

"Mike only killed Jim"

"Sue was merely ecstatic"

give rise to

Constraint 5:

Irreversible, extreme states and actions should not be mitigated

Verbs

Verbs play a very important role in the affective manipulation of text. Often, the verb used

determines the content of the predicate, so that the selection of the verb is an important part

of the sentence inclusion decision. For example, compare the affective difference between

(a) and (b) for a Carter supporter:

(a) KENNEDY WON THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN

(b) KENNEDY BEAT CARTER IN THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN

Just as the mitigator phrase "X; however, Y" imputes to Y the opposite affect of X,

the predicate forms of verbs can be viewed as having fields with characteristic affects. For

example, for "beat",

"A beat B [in C]"
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A, B, and C will be called field fillers. In the form for "beat", before anything is known

about the field fillers, A carries the affect GOOD, B BAD, and C GOOD. These field affects

can be used to impute affect, since the relative polarity of the fields remains unchanged:

B must carry opposite affect to A and C. Seen from the perspective of verb choice, if the

speaker likes Pete, he should not use "beat" (unless Bill and/or the race have previously

been established as BAD):

"[That blighter] Bill beat [my hero] Pete in the [crooked] race"

Similarly, he should not use "lose" either, since in

"A lost [to B] [in C]"

field A carries BAD to fields B's and C's GOOD affects. However, he could use "win",

which doesn't require a direct object, or "get", which avoids the losing altogether:

"Bill won the race"

"Carter got 20515 delegates"

and enables him to avoid placing his sympathy in a BAD field. This is what PAULINE

does to produce (a) rather than (b) when it supports Carter in the example above. The

incisive effect of this strategy (still supporting Carter) is even clearer when the sentence is

embedded in a phrase:

(c) ALTHOUGH KENNEDY WON THE PRIMARY, CARTER IS AHEAD

(d) ALTHOUGH KENNEDY BEAT CARTER IN THE PRIMARY, CARTER IS AHEAD

Of course, field affects derive their existence from the semantics underlying the words

such as "beat", "lose", and "win". Field affects are not real affects. Field affects are simply

a concise way of representing the results of standard inferences the hearer is likely to make

about the speaker's affects for tile field fillers and of using them in generation. Winning is

only GOOD, in neutral context, because of an assumed pre-existing set of goals; these are

based on the concept WIN and not on the lexical item "win". Before using the field affects,

the generator should check for the existence of such goals.

It is clear that, in order to select a verb with suitable affective predicate, the speaker

must be able to inspect the predicate associated with each candidate verb. This can be

4
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implemented in two ways: In one way, each verb furnishes its predicate(s) on demand,

and the verb selection routines compare the field affect of each field in the predicate with

the affect of the field filler, and select a verb whose predicate doesn't present a conflict.

In the other way, the discrimination net that indexes the various verbs under the current

representational item contains discriminations that test the various field fillers' affects and

discriminate to an appropriate verb.

4.5.3 Sentence Organization

Affect has an effect on the organization of the parts of a sentence; specifically, on the choice

of the subject and on the order of clauses.

In a typical sentence, almost any aspect of the sentence topic can be selected to be

the sentence subject. Since it is a prominent position in the sentence, the subject must be

chosen with care, random selection produces unconnected text:

(a) Jane and Susan went to see the new Spielberg movie last night.

*The movie grossed $10 million in its first two weeks.

They liked the movie a lot. - (al)

The movie really enchanted them. - (a2)

It had been filmed in Morocco and California.

(b) Jane and Susan went to see the new Spielberg movie last night.

They were really looking forward to it.

The movie really enchanted them. - (b1)

They liked the movie a lot. (b2)

Both Jane and Susan considered their money well spent.

In (a), the movie is established as the important topic; in (b), Jane and Susan are. Thus

(a2) and (1)2), with the movie and ,Jane and Susan respectively as sentence subjects, follow

A-

a.
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more naturally than (al) and (bi). When selecting an aspect of the input topic as sentence

subject, the generator n ust be aware of these constraints.

Grosz [Grosz 77], Sidner [Sidner 79], and McKeown [McKeown 821, among others, have

addressed this problem; the first two from the point of view of language analysis. Sidner

and McKeown describe rules for choosing subjects in order to produce flowing, natural text.

These rules are based on the notions current focus (the focus, usually, the subject, of the

current sentence); potentialfocus list (the elements of a sentence that are candidates for the

next sentence focus; in practise, most of its aspects); and focus stack (a most-recent-first

list of the past sentence foci). McKeown's subject choice rules are, in order of preference,

1. select the new focus from the previous sentence's potential focus list

2. maintain the same focus as previous sentence

3. return to a topic of previous discussion from the focus stack

4. select the sentence topic with the most implicit links to the previous sentence's po-

tential focus list

These rules are, of course, underspecific; McKeown's algorithm simply picks the "default"

(a predefined entry for each predicate) when a number of focus candidates exist with the

same number of implicit links to the potential focus list.

Using affect as an additional criterion for subject choice - either at a low level, simply

to help winnow out candidates, or at a high level, to help slant the text very strongly -- is

another way of injecting affect into text. When the generator has the goal to convince the

hearer or to make known its affects, it must use, in addition, the following rule to choose a

sentence subject:

5. select the new focus from candidates with GOOD affect for sentences with GOOD

affect and from candidates with BAD affect for sentences with BAD affect

'4V
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4.5.4 Clause Content and Organization

Adverbs play a large role in communicating affect. Stress words were discussed above; in

addition, other types of enhancer and mitigator adverbs (from the JUDGE domain) are:

intentionality: "intentionally", "purposely" - "accidentally"

degree: "hard" - "lightly" (hit)

number: "repeatedly" -  "once" (stabbed)

During the realization of a sentence, the speaker must find the adverbs he can legitimately

say (one cannot, for example, misrepresent the contents of the topic 'to say "lightly" when

the aspect DEGREE is HARD), and choose some, usually at most two (when affective

adverbs are overused the effect is unnatural; PAULINE has been limited, arbitrarily, to two

per sentence):

(a) MIKE JUST HIT JIM ONCE.

(b) JIM COULD FORESEE THAT HE WOULD HURT MIKE IF HE REALLY

SLAPPED HIM. HE SLAPPED HIM REPEATEDLY AND HURT HIM.

Within a clause, the speaker has to decide which aspects of the topic to say and how

to order them. For example, when making a noun group, he must select the head noun

and then decide whether to describe it in full, only give unsaid information, or give an

abbreviated version. He then has to select and order the modifiers, both pre- and post-

nominal (and some modifiers can appear in both positions), before he can construct a form

from which the eventual noun group will be built. These decisions are determined by the

speaker's rhetorical goals of style (as described in chapter 5, the level of formality plays a

role), and of opinion (affect plays a role too). For example, when the speaker has affect for

the object, his opinion may be expressed by the head noun (a), by an adjective (b), or by

a post-nominal modifier (c):

(a) THAT RAT. MIKE

(b) THAT WONDERFUL MIKE

(c) MIKE. THE GENTLEMAN
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4.5.5 Word Choice

The specific words used contribute greatly to the affective content of the text.

Verbs

In addition to determining the form of the predicate, as discussed above, verbs themselves

often carry some affect. Often an action can be described by a number of verbs; for example,

some enhancing/mitigating verbs are:

"Jane slammed/tapped me on the head with a crowbar"

"Mike wolfed down/nibbled his supper"

A nice result of constraint 4 is that it helps to organize related words such as "hit", "smash",

and "tap" in the lexicon. The sensible way to use these three words is to access "hit"

from the representation HIT and then perform a (series of) affective discrimination(s) until

the appropriate word "smash" or "tap" is found. (This idea was discussed in [Goldman

75], though his discriminations depend on features of the input concept rather than on

the generator's affective goals: INGEST with a liquid OBJECT gives "drink", with solid

OBJECT "eat", and with gaseous OBJECT "breathe".) The problem is to determine which

words are affectively neutral and therefore good starting points for the discrimination; while

this may be immediately clear for "hit" and its variants, it is less so for "punch" or "slap".

Chris Owens [personal communication 85] suggests that the adverbial stress words can

test speakers' intuitions about the affective neutrality of a given word. Of the following

sentences, said without stressed intonation,

(a) "Pete really hit Joe"

(b) "Pete really hit Joe hard"

(c) "Pete hit Joe really hard"

(d) "Pete really punched Joe"

(e) "Pete just slapped Joe"
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(a) feels awkward and therefore fails the test, so "hit" is neutral. Both (b) and (c) pass

it ((c) better than (b), which indicates just where the affect lies). To me, (d) also feels

awkward, but (e) seems fine; thus to me -punch" is affectively neutral but slap" is not.

PAULINE's lexicon is organized on these lines; for example, from the action HIT it accesses

-hit" and then discriminates to "tap" as a mitigator and "smash" as an enhancer:

(a) JIM JUST TAPPED THAT JERK MIKE ONCE

(b) JIM PURPOSELY SMASHED MIKE AND KNOCKED HIM DOWN

Of course, there is more to sentence affect than this. Sometimes a sentence as a whole

carries affect, though each individual word is neutral. In such cases, stress words can be

used too. For example,

'The big man hit his aged mother in the mouth"

is certainly not neutral. The sentence creates a sense of incredulity. Applying the stress-

word test again, the sentence

-The big man really hit his aged mother in tl'p mouth"

accents exactly this feeling, rather than the action "hit". Much work remains to be done

in this regard.

In the shantytown examples. PAIILINE uses "tear down" and -destroy" as enhancers

and -remove" as a mitigator for the action of disassembling the shanties. For communica-

tion of a request, the lexicon contains -order" and -conilnandF as enhancers and -request"

and -ask" as mitigators: the neutral word is -tell'. (7ompare the following extracts:

(c) YALE ORDERED THE STUDENTS TO BUILD THE SPANTYTOWN ELSEWHERE

LATER, AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14, OFFICIALS DESTROYED THE

SHANTYTOWN.

(d) YALE REQUESTED THAT THE STUDENTS BUILD THE SHANTYTOWN

ELSEWHERE, BUT THEY REFUSED TO LEAVE. THE SHANTYTOWN WAS REMOVED
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FROM BEINECKE PLAZA BY OFFICIALS ONE MORNING.

In the Carter-Kennedy example, PAULINE uses "cream", "trounce", and "triumph" as

versions of 'beat" (all these are enhancers; further discrimination depends on the desired

level of formality and floridity, as discussed in chapter 5). Variants for the concept "narrow

lead" are "narrow", "reduce", "decrease", or "diminish" the lead, as well as "suffer setback"

and -lose ground":

(e) KENNEDY DIMINISHED CARTER'S LEAD BY GETTING ALL OF 21850 VOTES

IN THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. IN A SIMILAR CASE, CARTER DECREASED

UDALL'S LEAD IN A PRIMARY IN 1976, AND HE EASILY TROUNCED UDALL

TO BE NOMINATED BY 2600 DELEGATES. I AM REAL GLAD THAT PRESENTLY

KENNEDY IS CLOSER TO GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN BEFORE.

Adjectives

Of course, adjectives can also carry affect:

enhancer: "The wimpy boy rode home" (compared to "the small boy")

mitigator: "The actress was convincing; she is adequate"

(compared to "she is fine")

Depending on the desired level of partiality, formality, and floridity (as described below and

in chapter 5), PAULINE can express its opinion by including appropriate adjectives, such

a.s concerned". 'wonderful", -nice", and "nasty".

Nouns

Noui, ,iii also ex)re's the speaker'- opinionms. For example. saving -terrorist" to an IRA

Iir InI ;I get v,(u , I P )t -av';I t-free,,to fIght ef l ert ; ik11, vill unol PAULINE an express
its opinion of ;n actor when iuilldng a nIul gru ip Iv selecting ; mitigator or enhaneer

Iouxi for , i ph l , ,'iig on ;Iff,,, t mni ,,i the eire, level of ptartialitv awl formalitv.

it a s;I v: '

a,
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(a) THAT JERK. JIM,

(b) THAT GENTLEMAN, JIM.

4.6 When and Where to be Partial

When the speaker's sympathies differ from the hearer's over the topic, the speaker faces a

potential problem. If he says the topic he may alienate the hearer, something he may not

want to do. He can decide not to say the topic at all. If he does, however, he must decide

how explicit to be: he can merely refer to sensitive aspects obliquely, he can mitigate them

somehow, or he can say them straight out.

4.6.1 Timidity: The Inclusion of Sensitive Topics

There are at least three points in the generation process when the speaker can decide to

ignore sensitive topics:

" collection of new candidate sentence topics: Whatever its origin -- a topic

collection plan, input, a reminding - a sensitive topic or aspect of a topic can simply

be excluded from further topic collection. As a result, none of its results, side-effects,

or an) other aspects will appear in the subsequent text

" interpretation of candidate topics: a sensitive topic can be subsumed by a high-

level interpretation of it, if one can be found, as described in chapter 3

" construction of phrases that contain topics: a sensitive topic can be juxtaposed

with others in a phrase that mitigates its affect, if an appropriate one can be found

The speaker's willingness to include affectively sensitive topics depends not only on his and

the hearer's syinpathies, but also on a.spects of thev conversation setting, Such as the amlount

of time available. The le s tine and the lvss stylistic flexilbilit., the less o jportunity the

*%~ ***~%. . . .
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speaker has to present the topics in a way that will achieve his goals. Under appropriate

circumstances, the speaker may simply decide not to include sensitive topics at all.

These considerations give rise to the following general rule: the speaker should only

include sensitive topics if he is not overly concerned with the hearer's reaction -- that is,

if he is socially dominant, if the hearer is a stranger, or if the hearer is distant from him

anyway. This rule can be made more precise by stating it in terms of the pragmatic features

given in chapter 2 - that is, by giving the rules PAULINE uses to activate the rhetorical

goal RG:timidity that controls the inclusion of sensitive topics. The goal takes a value

from the list timid, normal, reckless according to the following rules:

1. set RG:timidity to timid if speaker's and hearer's affects for the topic do not agree,

and if: desired effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker is marked like; or if

speaker-hearer relative social status is marked subordinate, that is, the speaker

is socially subordinate to the hearer

2. set RG:timidity to reckless if: speaker's interest level is marked high, and the

desired effect on interpersonal distance is marked distant, that is, that the

speaker is very interested the topic and doesn't care much about the hearer's opinion

of him; or if speaker-hearer relative social status is marked dominant, since

usually a dominant speaker expresses his opinions more freely than a subordinate

one; or if desire to involve hearer is marked involve, since by being more reckless

he may goad the hearer into argument or discussion

3. otherwise, set RG:timidity to normal

When activated with the value timid, this goal causes PAULINE not to incorporate sensitive

aspects encountered during topic collection, interpretation, and phrase construction. With

the value reckless, the opposite occurs; with the intermediate value, PAULINE includes

sensitive topics only if certain other rhetorical goals (such as RG:haste) permit.

;.4
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4.6.2 The Degree of Partiality

How does the degree of partiality in the text affect the hearer? Clearly, this depends on

the hearer's own opinions. If the hearer is a protester himself, he will react very differently

to the following two sentences:

(a) AS A REMINDER TO YALE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES

WITH BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA, A LARGE NUMBER OF CONCERNED

STUDENTS BUILT A SHANTYTOWN, WINNIE MANDELA CITY. ON BEINECKE

PLAZA ONE DAY.

(b) A FEW SHIFTLESS STUDENTS TOOK OVER BEINECKE PLAZA ONE DAY

AND BUILT A SHANTYTOWN. WINNIE MANDELA CITY. BECAUSE THEY WANTED

TO FORCE YALE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES WITH BUSINESS

IN SOUTH AFRICA.

Obviously, to him, the latter is more contentious. Statements like (b) cause fights. In

order to know how explicitly partial to be, the speaker must know a lot about the hearer, the

topic, and the conversational circumstances. In general, if he wants to remain friendly with

the hearer, his conduct must be governed by the affect rule stated above; thus, when the

speaker's opinion agrees with the hearer's, expressing it will tend to make them closer; when

it disagrees, expressing it may cause fights. These considerations can be stated concisely

as the following rules (defined in terms of the pragmatic aspects given in chapter 2) which

PAULINE uses to assign its rhetorical goal RG:partiality a value from the list explicit,

implicit, impartial. This rhetorical goal controls how explicitly the generator states its

opinions, as described above:

1. set RG:partiality to explicit if tile speaker's and hearer's affects for the topic

agree and: desired effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker is marked like;

or if desired effect on interpersonal distance is marked close; or if desired effect

%=
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on hearer's emotional state is marked calm, that is, the speaker doesn't want to

anger the hearer; or if speaker-hearer relative social status is marked equal or

subordinate, that is, if the speaker does not want to imply social domination over the

hearer; or if atmosphere (tone) is marked informal, in order to relax the tone of

the conversation

2. set RG:partiality to implicit if the speaker's and hearer's affects for the topic

agree and: desired effect on interpersonal distance is marked distant, since

being lukewarm about their agreement with the hearer separates them; or if speaker-

hearer relative social status is marked dominant, for the same reason; or if desire

to involve hearer is marked leave, that is, if the speaker does not want get the

hearer involved in the conversation; or if speaker's desire to emphasize is marked

mention, in contrast to emphasis

3. otherwise, set RG:partiality to impartial if their affects agree, or if their affects

disagree and hearer's knowledge level is marked expert and speaker's knowl-

edge level is marked student or novice, and desired effect on hearer's emotion

toward speaker is marked respect or like, since when the speaker cares about an

% expert hearer's opinion of him, he will not want -) exhibit his partiality and lack of

knowledge

4. set RG:partiality to explicit if the speaker's and hearer's affects for the topic

disagree and: desired effect on hearer's emotional state is marked anger; or if

*desired effect on hearer's emotion toward speaker is marked dislike

5. otherwise, set RG:partiality to implicit if their affects disagree and: desire to

involve hearer is marked involve; or if speaker-hearer relative social status is

marked subordinate (that is, the hearer is subordinate)

.

"'.
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4.7 Conclusion

This chapter describes some techniques a speaker can use to incorporate his opinions in his

text. To do so, he must be able to determine his opinion about any piece of the topic; this

can be achieved by following rules governing the combination and propagation of his affects

along the relationships anong representation elements. The speaker can emphasize or evade

topics he likes or dislikes by being selective in his choice of topic, by juxtaposing topics

of appropriate affect within affect-imputing phrases, by selecting verbs with appropriate

predicate forms, by including appropriate stress words, adverbs, and adjectives, and by

choosing verbs and nouns with appropriate affect. All these decisions are based upon the

affect rule.

In summary, again, consider the derivation of a paragraph from the JUDGE example,

when PAULINE is defending Mike:

AFTER THAT, JIM DID NOT EXPECT topic: NEUTRAL

THAT [THAT JERK] MIKE WAS GOING enhancer BAD noun

TO HURT HIM ANY LONGER;

[ALSO]. JIM COULD FORESEE THAT enhancer phrase

HE WOULD INJURE MIKE IF HE topic: GOOD for Mike

[PURPOSELY] STRUCK HIM. enhancer intent

HE [REALLY] [SMASHED] HIM. enhancer stress, verb

THE RESULT WAS THAT HE INJURED HIM. topic: GOOD for Mike

as well a-,; when PAULINE supIorts Kennedy:

',td,
hA
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IN THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. topic: GOOD for Kennedy

KENNEDY [DIMINISHED] CARTER'S LEAD enhancer verb

BY GETTING [ALL OF] 21850 VOTES. enhancer

IN A SIMILAR CASE. CARTER topic: GOOD reminding

DECREASED UDALL'S LEAD IN

A PRIMARY IN 1976, AND HE [EASILY] enhancer stress word

[TROUNCED] UDALL TO BE NOMINATED enhancer verb

BY 2600 DELEGATES.

[I AM REAL GLAD THAT] PRESENTLY explicit opinion

KENNEDY IS CLOSER TO GETTING topic: GOOD for Kennedy

THE NOMINATION THAN BEFORE.

lte
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Also compare two versions of the shantytown episode (both formal):

FOR PROTESTERS FOR UNIVERSITY

IN EARLY APRIL, IN EARLY APRIL,

[AS A REMINDER TO] YALE mitigator

UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM

COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS

IN SOUTH AFRICA, A

[LARGE NUMBER OF] [CONCERNED] [A SMALL NUMBER OF] STUDENTS enhancer/mitigator

[TOOK OVER] BEINECKE PLAZA interpretation

STUDENTS CONSTRUCTED A AND CONSTRUCTED A SHANTYTOWN,

SHANTYTOWN, WINNIE MANDELA WINNIE MANDELA CITY,

CITY, ON BEINECKE PLAZA.

[IN ORDER TO FORCE] YALE interpretation

UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM

COMPANIES DOING BUSINESS IN

SOUTH AFRICA.

THE LOCAL COMMUNITY EXPRESSED topic: support

SUPPORT FOR THE STUDENTS'
ACTION.

YALE REQUESTED THAT THE topic: request

STUDENTS MOVE THE SHANTYTOWN,

BUT THEY REFUSED TO LEAVE. explicit, opinion

THE UNIVERSITY INTENDED TO BE

REASONABLE. YALE GAVE IT

PERMISSION TO EXIST UNTIL topic: permission

THE MEETING OF THE YALE

CORPORATION, BUT EVEN AFTER

THAT THE STUDENTS STILL topic: refusal

REFUSED TO MOVE.

1%
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PROTESTER, continued UNIVERSITY, continued

LATER, AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL AT 6:30 AM ON APRIL 14,

14. THE SHANTYTOWN WAS OFFICIALS [HAD TO) interpretation

DISASSEMBLED BY OFFICIALS; DISASSEMBLE THE SHANTYTOWN.

ALSO, AT THAT TIME, THE POLICE

ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. topic: arrest

THE STUDENTS REQUESTED THAT topic: request

YALE GIVE THEM PERMISSION TO

REASSEMBLE IT ON BEINECKE

PLAZA AND AT THE SAME TIME

SEVERAL LOCAL POLITICIANS AND

FACULTY MEMBERS EXPRESSED topic: support

CRITICISM OF YALE'S ACTIONS.

FINALLY, YALE FINALLY, YALE

[BEING CONCILIATORY TOWARD interpretation

THE STUDENTS], [NOT ONLY] enhancer

PERMITTED THEM TO RECONSTRUCT PERMITTED THEM TO RECONSTRUCT

THE SHANTYTOWN. THE SHANTYTOWN, [BUT ALSO]

ANNOUNCED THAT A COMMISSION topic: commission

WOULD GO TO SOUTH AFRICA IN

JULY TO EXAMINE THE SYSTEM OF

APARTHEID.

I,4
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Cb apter 5

Creating Style

Abstract

This chapter addresses the question "how do we say the same thing in different u ,ys in order

to communicate non-literal, pragmatic information?". Clearly, the style of the realized text

- formal, hasty, forceful - plays a large role in its efficiency in achieving the speaker's goals.

Any generator worth its salt must be able to produce text of different styles; in order to do so,

it requires rules that determine the types of options it must choose at decision points in the

topic organization and text realization processes. This chapter takes an algorithmic approach

to the creation of style in language.

5.1 The Nature of Style

Text style contains pragmatic information: it may be stuffy, slangy. prissy. etc. In order to

produce pragmatic-based, goal-directed language, generators have to l)e able to manipulate

style: therefore, they require an understanding of what it is. what effects various styles have

on the hearer, and what information various styles convev. Since cla.ssifving all posible

styles of text is an impossible ta.sk, a nimiler of basic styes (a in 1,e identified from whi Ph

107
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more sophisticated and idiosyncratic styles can be built, as discussed in chapter 2. Typi-

cally, handbooks of good writing describe styles in terms of the characteristics of complete

paragraphs of text. which is not very useful for a practical, generator-oriented approa -h.

Instead, a functional approach is to describe styles in terms of the decisions a generator has

to make: decisions such as sentence content, clause order and content. and word selection.

During the construction of PAULINE. the following fact wa.s found empirically: when

you vary the decisions you make dhring generation, certain types of decisions group together

and form stylist ically coherent text. and other types, when grouped, produce text that is

incoherent or odd. The coherent groupings conform to traditional stylistic concepts. This

mchapter illustrates a few such coherent groupinjmg. and hence develops functional definitions

for the text styles formality, haste. and force.

5.2 Formality

The level of formality of text is probably the most obvious stylistic aspect, since it is a

criterion that plays a role along the whole range of generator decisions from the initial

topic selections and organization down to the final word selection. All language users have

mrules for making their text more or less formal: some people. such as politicians, have a

large number of such rules and hence produce good examples of formal language. The best

way to illust rate these rules is to (issect a piece of text:

%' Yest,,rlay, Dcenhm or 7. 1941 a ,late which will live in infanlY the

U-ftit,(l Starte of Amrica wa. sl,!nlv all, ,li,,eratoh- att kI Iv naval anl

air forco,, ,f th, Emtpir, of JL'apani.

The Fiit,, Stts .vu. at 'a,,c, Ivith that altin anl (. at the s,,li, ita',i,,n of

' - w .apsu . .. till in, convr r',ti, I wit h it. ',rn I ,n'lnt at1nt it, Enm ,'er,'r 11k'
[.. .',"

f,,rl'ar, t, the maint,,a nce of ,oa ce, inl ,h,. tIm f iai,.

%
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Indeed, one hour after Japanese air squadrons had commenced bombing

Oahu, the Japanese Ambassador to the United States and his colleague de-

livered to the Secretary of State a formal reply to a recent American message.

While this reply stated that it seemed useless to continue the existing diplomatic

negotiations, it contained no threat or hint of war or armed attack.

It will be recorded that the distance of Hawaii from Japan makes it obvi-

ous that the attack was deliberately planned niany dayvs or even weeks ago.

During the intervening time. the Japanese (;overnment has deliberately sought

to deceive the United States by false statements and expressions of hope for

continued peace.

[-N\'e Will Gain the Inevitable Triumph - So Help Us God-, war address by

IT.S. President F.D. Roosevelt to joint session of Congress of the lnited States,

December 8, 1941.]

What characteristics make this address formal? Certainly, one factor is the use of formal

verbs and nouns instead of more common ones, such as -solicitation" instead of "reque.st-.

Another factor is the use of full names and titles instead of their common abbreviations.

Replacing words and phrases in the address by less formal equivalents ((a) below), and

using the common names for entities (b), we get:

Yesterd,.v, December 7, 1941 a date which will live in infamy the US(b )

wa.s suddenly and deliberatelY attacked by naval and air force.s of .Japan ( ).

The US (h) was at peace with that nation and, at the request o ,f Japan.

w;Ls still talking to(a) its (;overnment and its Emperor looking fb)rward to the

maintenance of peace in the Pacific.

In deed. one hotir after .Japanese air squadrons had .starte, t ',1) ,in.l (alihu.

the .Jai)anesv Amn, .a,lor here(,,) and his cl,'aue gave(,) the .'fctarv
Statea [frial reply, )to a recent A nerican mIa. While thi reltply that

,'in it semed .el,, ss to c ,,ntinu,, the ,xIijtingr ,tip ,,matic a,,.',ti;,ti,,n. / re wi-l

no thre-at (or hint ,f war ,,r irimed att.ck.

:.r
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It will be recorded that the distance of Hawaii from Japan makes it obvious

that the attack wa.s deliberatelv planned many days or even weeks ago. In (a) the

intervening time. the Japanese Government has (heliberatel tried (a) to cheat (

the United States by false statements and expressions of hope for continued

peace.

However, the result is definitely not informal. The sentences still seem long and involved.

In order to simplify them, we (a) remove conjunctions and multi-prediat e phrases, and (b)

remove adverbial clauses, or place them toward the ends of sentences (note the difference

this clhange makes to the very first sentence):

The itS wa.s suddenly and (leliteratelh attacked b naval and air force.s of

Japan yesterday. Deceni her 7. 1941(b). This date will live in infamy (,.b).

The US was at peace with that nation. [and.()] At the request of .Japan.

the US was still talking to its Government and its Emperor looking forward to

the maintenance of peace in the Pacific.

In deed, one hour after Japanese air 5 quadrons had started ombhing Oahu,

-.. the Japanese Ambassador here andi his colleague gave the Secretary of State

a formal reply to a recent American nessage,. [Whij,(,, ] This reply said that

it .,,em,,ed useless to continue the existing diplomatic negotiations. /,_there (a]

Ther, wa.s n,, threat or hint of war or arm el attack.

It will Ile recirded that the distance of Hawaii from Japan makes it oh-

vio.., that the attack wa.s delileratly planned many ,iavs or even weeks

ag,. Th,' .,ipaiwne'w ( ;,v,rn in nt ha.s (lcliberatlO tried tee cheat the, United

State, IY flbe' stazinqrlents and11 e'xpr ,si ,,ns (if hpe' feer c ltinled peace

in the itrr ,nin-, ti ,,111 .

'Thlcci~dt net tc f rm-de ;me,' ;loi vcer. the text 1, noet .\ t jifermjia: iii fac t. it s-ems odd.

I,,r "p:cii l, . ,hrAo ,'  ii( h i. " ,,ckj e, trwcr.l to, the 1;,litcI , .1;ice cf l ace" and -it will

Iw e",,,rl,,l" ,11 LIt 1111il %kith iLhr .e'-' u i ;r, "'eic ,era ,lv triel tcc che.at". III or( lr to

imipre,v, th ,. w ,' (in ,1i 11cjl .1t,. te - ,I.e f 0',,.-I, , , '. 111,1 (.) r,'fcr to th invoxl'v e l pJ;rties,

i k,,kr. h.i rr. nl h, I lr-l. , ti 11%.
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I'e(b) were, suddI(In IY alln I Iwlrit to .%lit r ackdv (bYIa vatI alI ir f, re, o f

Japan vetr a.Deceiher 7, 1941. This datte i)!lli i1% in lfanzvY.

We(b) were, at peace with that nation. At tlt, req uest )f Japall. Weh ve're
NtIll talking to their (ivinie ai itEnje(ir ewee()I''kngfi-

ward tie tlht mlaInlltenlance COif pea( t, in the Pacific.

In~lee(. ',ne ho ur after J!apanese air squiadrons hal I stared lo O u a h i

th eir (b) Aznh assa Ib'r and his colage-ave our h) SecretarY of S~ta te a fb rmjal

rejelv to at recent message. This rcplY said that theY the ight it wa Id) Steless

to) coitillilie the existing elijeloia tic neg-otiations. Buit the. mladie (eib) 1no threCat

o)r inut of wvar )r armied attack.

thab th distanice of Hawaii from Jap)an makes it ovei that

theY (ielihora tell' plannevd ,, thet at tack mjan v da vs or even weeks ago,. Thv

'C Japanese (overrnnjent lias, oelibera tell' tried toe cheat ius () bY. false sta telien ts

and expressionis of hope for coitin uied pe'ace inI the intervenling time).

N ow some phra-ses sou idI flowery andI out of place. To simpl1)ify. some nomni ilfized verbis are

converted back to verbs (a): noun groups are simplifiedI by. diropping redundant adjectives

and nomis (b): proniominalization Is iuierea-seol (c):

Wte were sudden llv and d elliera telY at tackedl 1ev naval andi air f 'rces of .Japan

yesterday. Deceni hr 7, 1941. This date will live inInfI i

Wie were, at peace with tliei(. AtiJapan ', reqjuie't (b), we we-re still talk-

i .ng to tliiir (;()olrii went and its(le) Eniperi r. We' wvere I i'king f irwar) td,

ililhlnta Iiig,(,) lde'ioe InI the Pa( Ih c.

!ndleed. one hour after Jatpanese' air sqjualri, hal tatl/i;~ini()a i

thecir Ainkta."''s.obr and his l ,'gj ave( oi r ~sre'vrv if'2'tatt, i fima) rjlN t.)

a recenlt iesa.Th rel si thatt thee. , ) h'Ilihr if t ., ~l' i iii

negiritin(,f. But thee 11f Iv, mai 'oit if atrnil~ at ta k ,

'iite' thatt thili1s tanf ,t e'If awaii fr'In 11itte tan nck' it 'le httee

ileilra el pannd heattckmie iae, 'c'nwe,'k ei.The ajinc
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Go~ve'runen hit., I cejlbe'ri te'i. AIrW t o t Iv-at fj u.* fibwse' rI .tuei'h an.-I (b)_f ON\-

Jprev~iituis of ho pe'(cr cc 'utn lee 'll tile ill te'l'1e'il in tulle'l.

Fn lly. ' e're fiiigV t ll I-: sle'flce'a ed t-ike' dic nava ia I airv, (b) re-ct)I 4aj

redudan Nvr'iav Dec a'ice' 7, 1941 i'e' 1 (ce):ccer i~ ite

Wewere at pea(e vWillh them. .At Japan ~ 'e'e le't, tie, wv'l'e 611l ta 1kincg tc

th eir (c Cernlne'nt and Enuper. r. WCe We't' Ic cckil l f rarc to, ha'i ) pa~e'

Ii the Pacihic.

/Izndte'e'c.(, ,;(iev lir after .Japan~lese iri s'quiacite Cf had(,,) %.tartt'c ic Indoli

(Iah ci then' Andoa-x-,acib cr Ia ne 11P.c ci'ale ]ave' ( li Sec t'airv 4e Stit a ta

f(riitl rjch' tcc) re entr lies~i g. /'h is repI.% -lid th it tj theY r tlcli~l rIt wito

U.Seie." to cc (mti Inlit, n e'gct Iit t Ill g. Bui r the'vI' ciii 't (b) hill t atr a rile'cIit rtack.

[Note thati) The diPstamct (if Hawaii fromn Japan mlake's It ,hvd'mecu- that

theYi cieliietate'h planne tile' att tack at whij (6., ig c. The( .Japcalloe', (ce'rnilell

ha.,", d)(e'iie'ra telYfi' o tj'e tche'at ww. IYfai.we )'Jr'.i l' f hep~o qce (-if c till w(b

jce'i-ce Ii the int erv'e'ill."6 g l t IIIf'.

T1hl((tlh lt t cdollcd(p Iilal et., III( crf chmores"' of t hc ' "I I If' k I noI ('.ll( li a", l1,iliiv "Iang an, I 1I f I~lI.

a n, I inls'eert Ing explIcfit (c) i Iii, l~) canl (fli tgf' tI' aicl(c,C I te'I fc e irt her A c'. lit w e cli11i

hlave pr...cliic -o infocrijial te'\t. ".(c10lill'tlIg pc''sc'\e't Iiiight iitvse Said tcc hli, fa-iikl folit noct toc

tie'% ve're ',~io bijlI.% in, 14, 1Ili,,'tateI% at ra, ktI') . i tv t Ial I! Iir fre' I,, j If

~e'te' I ),. i~'cldl-er 7. V!)41 11Ce11 ilevel-' t 'r _et rii f,-'.

lWe Were ft e I% 'IItil trh'l. Ar 1qjII' m r, Ile' ' 1%We dltel r11 a/kill! f,

their G- -'rllllle'lr inl Vinijei'r li% to 1e -min:' tt' l r,' 11.d11 li 'Il

the VI, Itic

Cl's..
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One ii' ur after Japanese air sqiradronis startedI born long ()ahij. their Am-

0aXa(r gave 'ur Sec (retarv 4f Sta te a fi rinal rejdv to a recent message . They%

thought it wa, iiseless to) citwii t, ilegotia ting. lri t they didn 't hint at armued

itt ta ck.

% Th- listance (f H-awvaii fromn Japan miakes it (dimi('iitat they deliberatelY

lplanil the, at tack it whiileao The Japan-se- (; 'v(erwj ment delilira telY tried top

ieat ws by pi-reenin t( , hijW fur peace in the mevan tunelf.

A, thle seqijllei V Of tratforrimatoiis shows. the iiitritieiate texts -w(ee1mid: iiev conitainl

jirat~sv anid word that d iiot ilenid toget her well. Thus. all the stelis are necessary

t-r eate svlis1ticAllv i)hverent text. The rules underlying the tranlsforinlat ionsl Operate,

to~tllir.a ; unit, to inaiiiipilate tlic lvel of foriiialitv.

~Thetri-fri~ru riules were gathevreil from the anialysis of a iiinher of texts, ranging

frii 111])(lit 1( janl ' li-, and writings to tljSCUSSjons with friend(s. Iii order to make text

lire- foriial, a speaker ()r gvtnerato)r mus-t examinie the oplin: at each of the following

*~1 'l0i 11 mJjlit l til aipdl the, follo)%%itig strategiles:

" topic inclusion: seet It ions, t hat conitain causal. telilm~ral. o)r other relationls to

,tli.'r viit'uct- t 'Jli. (o ." to imake, lonIg sentences

" topic organization: selec(t opIt ~iis [[ake I oig . coin lex sentences. ILy sullord iat ing

hemin Mrelattive la'es v I nijoimming two) or miore, sentvence topics;., by Juxtaposing

tlwili j1to retild miii iilti-jri'lii ate enhancer miid mitigator 11drases

o sentence organization: iiic, etnl seeml %wi'WIchi bY ;icmiIii a ijimliltr o'f

.mt the u1,t 11, Iejtjt jo- il l tei -- I "tl~ I- iti is tv l~jlrj~-~v

t. i , I i Il I% 'rmtInIeII . t I 1 . 1it -ii, It -iit~i i., I, -J.I , L! t ii t iiii Pt - 1,V

I i r- I i - Il I1. rri 1- t- i , Ii t t IIm l*

% ,
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0 clause organization: nake weighty, formal clauses, by including many adjectives

and adjectival clauses in noun groups: by doubling nouns in noun groups (-Govern-

ment and Emperor". -statements anti expressions'); by including many adverbs and

stress words in predicates: by using long. formal phrases: by nominalizing verbs and

adverbs as i- "their flight circled the tree- instead of "they flew round the tree"; by

prionlinali/ing where possible: b%- not referring directly to the interlocutors or the

Setting

* phrase/word choice: select formal phrases and words; avoid doubtful grammar.

optilar idonis. slang, and contractions (for example, avoid slang lv saying -man"

rather than "guv and contractiols with "cannot" rather than -can't")

In 11,trat, the t,,enerator (ain make text less formal }v

" topic organization: make simple sentences, by not conjoining two or more sentence

topics: bv not juxtaposing them into relations or affect-imputing phra.ses: and by not

subordinating them in relative clauses
"p..

" sentence organization: make simple sentences, by including at most one adverbial

Sclause per sentence. placed toward the end of the predicate; byL using active voice: by

av itiig the perfect and other -complex" tenses: by eliding words and clauses where

this nav grammatically be done

• clause organization: make simple clauses, by selecting at most one adjective in noun
cromp': ,v u~i~ng short. siirle Ira.s('s • Lv pronominalizing where possible: bv using

vebs ;Mnil alvorhs insteal ()f their nominal forrms: by referring to the int erlocutors

A11l the setting tir'ctlv

" word choice: ,-e iif,,rmil plhra , awl w()rds: bv selecting or0ly sjml)le. collllolln

Sw, rk: lv j-im.: iiulur iliomi. g., and ctracti,,n, whrrver possible

, i, h ,, f,,rm 1 m1',t 11ui 1ch Th1j 1,1 rator mu-t As) i kn,)w wlj.n formal
i I ") ,.,,, - ,1 ,,Iri.t,' !' .,,lv. in~t,'rl,.,( tr , ,. :ll- - ), Jjf l,'vo.l 4 f,rmnalitv .at the

.- . . . . --."I.- ,. N - , -
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outset of their interaction: even the range of greetings "good morning", "hello", and "hF

helps to indicate a desired level. Once established, the level of formality doesn't normally

change very quickly, and since formality is not precisely measurable, it is most apparent

only when the level is suddenly changed or is inappropriate. In order to see the pragmatic

effects of using formal language, then, the important question is: what does the speaker

achieve by altering the level of formality?

First. if you become less formal, you signal a perceived or desired decrease in the

interpersonal distance between yourself and the hearer. In any relationship, the people

involved maintain a certain distance (say, on a range from intimate to aloof). Mirroring

this, in conversations, the speaker and the hearer usually adopt some level of formality

that, to them, accurately reflects the distance. Which interpersonal distance corresponds

to which level of formality depends, of course, on social convention and on the interlocutors

and their relationship; for example, colloquial or informal language is normally used to

discuss relatively intimate topics. (The odd feeling produced by exceptions - say, when

psychiatrists and patients converse about intimate topics in formal language - confirms

this rule.) Usually. a lower degree of formality permits the selection of more intimate

topics and1 the use of more personal phrases and words (and. of course, more slang, more

flexible interruption behavior (see [Sacks. Schegloff & Jefferson 74]). etc.). Conversely,

greater formality indicates that you feel. or wish to feel. more distant than the conversation

had been implyving, perhaps after the hearer had offended you, or when you had become

uncomfortable with the topic. See [Brown & Levinson 78] on the use of language in formal

situations, and [K no 73], [Harada 761, [;asser & Dyer 86] on Japanese deictic honorifics.

Second. if -ou alter the level of textual formality. You may perturb the tone or atmno-

hpl,.r of the (oinveratiou. Since the lev, of textual formality roughly l)arallels that of the

con\v.r--ational atmo,;pher,., a ,erioui conver,,ation slneh a-, a speech at a burial or a talk

at ;t coiferemie r,',lir- in,' formalit th;|lm iii1 ('ver\l;iv conver-at ion ,Iech as a report

t(, the f;mil\, 4 the da ,', nt.. (Thi riil, uu true, when a new topic c;il for a change

Ml, tALt'. 'V('1tt d the. h,'ar,.r- uol the. -,ttit+,, o not cl i, To he'lw -i;ul -w hi t chanrie..

.Ii', k,,r-,ft,,e + -c 1 1,., o - t;it'" vi( .. 1cur th,+ir thuro;t.... )r "lwAk more oftlY and -lowly.-)

In 11' 11 isfe'-. i11 it1A,~l [,ri.Jt,' lv,. f fq,riu lit\ ;ill ;IfftT th' h, er'- eiiiotioi toward

1%
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you: for example, if you are too informal, you may seem cheeky or irreverent; if you are too

distant, you may seem snooty or cold. As mentioned in chapter 2, a large amount of work

by sociologists, anthropologists, and psycholinguists describes the characteristics of various

settings and the appropriate levels of formality in various cultures (see, for example, [Irvine

791 and [Atkinson 82] on formal events; [Goody 78] and [R. Lakoff 77] on politeness).

Based on these consideration, speakers seem to use the following rules to determine

an appropriate level of formality (PAUTLINE's rhetorical goal RG:formality takes a value

from the range highfalutin, normal, colloquial):

1. set RG:formality to

" colloquial when the depth of acquaintance is marked friends, or when the

relative social status is marked equals in an atmosphere (tone) marked

informal

" normal when the depth of acquaintance is marked acquaintances

* highfalutin when the depth of acquaintance is marked strangers

2. then, reset RG:formality one step toward colloquial if: desired effect on inter-

personal distance is marked close, that is, if the speaker wants the hearer to feel

closer to him; or if tone is marked informal, that is, if the conversation occurs in a

relaxed, friendly atmosphere

3. or reset RG:formality one step toward highfalutin if: desired effect on inter-

personal distance is marked distant, that is. if the speaker wants to increase the

emotional distance betweemn himself and the hearer: or if tone is marked formal, that

is, if the speaker wants to establish a serious Tone for the conversation, or if he is

making a speech at a formal occa.,ion

4. and invert the value of RG:formality if: desired effect on hearer's emotion

towa,'d speaker is nmarke ,lij.,ik,. ince inappropriate forrmality is often taken as an

iult: ,or if desired effect on hearer's emotional state is nm;rked angrv. (Tile

" pt

'* Id *"
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contrapositive of these two rules provides the default rule: to make the hearer like

you, select an appropriate level of formality.)

5.3 Haste

Haste refers to the amount of time the speaker allows himself to generate language. The

less time available, the more pressure on the speaker, the less effort he can spend in making

his text appropriate and striking. In order to decrease the time he needs, the speaker can

minimize processing of non-essential tasks in the generation process or even ignore them

altogether. Thus the rhetorical goal of haste affects the decision points that occur where

the speaker can take short-cuts.

How can one determine where such short-cut points are? One way is to examine what

mistakes people make when they speak under pressure. Some typical excuses are:

" "I ran out of things to say - I said it all immediately, and then all I could do was

repeat myself" - no additional topic collection is performed before the main

topics are all realized. In this respect, haste controls the extent to which additional

topics are gathered under guidance of topic collection plans such as the CONVINCE

plan described in chapter 4.

* "I talked about something I shouldn't have" - unhappy topic choice, alias foot-

in-the-mouth disease. Since it is unlikely that the speaker will know beforehand the

hearer's opinion on all aspects of the topic, he will have to determine the likely effect

of saving it by guessing the hearer's relevant sympathies. This process may take
. some time. especially if the topic is complex. Similarly, the stylistic appropriateness

of a sentence topic may sometimes be difficult to determine. Since under pressure

people perform this tsk badly, their sense of haz:te must help determine the amount

of affective and ,stylistic checking and censorship performed.

* "'I u,,, the wrong word nr J)hrasoe inapipropriate word and phrase choice

is a Comminon prob lem: wll-planttied text is characterized by apt and imaginative

'V Th
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expressions. As for topics, checking the affective implications of words and phrases

* * can take time.

* "I got all 122 ldled in 11y sentence aznd couldn't say what I neant" - when the

sentence topic is complex and related to other topics in a large number of ways,

badly done or neglected sentence organization can cause uiincompletable sentences,

elucubration. unavoidable repetitions, etc. The goal to be hasty can be used to control

how much sentence planning is done.

"I just said whatever came into my head" - inadequate topic organization takes

many forms: as described in chapter 7, sentence topics must be ordered to form

coherent paragraphs; they must be linked by introductory and other phrases that

express the relationships between adjacent sentence topics; they can be juxtaposed

into multi-predicate phrases (of affect, as described in chapter 4, or of spatial, ten-

poral, and other relations, as described in chapter 6); also, as argued in chapter 3,

generators should be able to activate inferences that make interpretations of topics

and check the interpretations for suitability. Before performing any of these tasks,

the generator should check whether it has the time to do so.

Errors of these types are common in everyday speech. For example, consider the fol-

lowing transcript of a conversation between three young women on the question the current

trend towards increased employment of women must ultimately conflict with the child care

S"needs of society. Urndoubtedly the three interlocutors experienced very high pressure to say

4_ somifething - not only were they strangers to each other, but the conversation was being

being recorded as ain experiment, and they had been instructed to arrive at some common

..coiclision:

Lisa: I .. i 1 st he the only t)erSon who agrceed [with the topic].

(Colleen (interrupting Lisa): "'Wha why di' vo agrcc,.'

Lisa: "Bocause I'm a w'orking wonla 1. B,(,a use, I'v, seen it. No, I'm ,,t

112 arricd hut I ivork with all the womln'n I work with at,. married and tlwv all

.4.
La La. :-
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have children and n one in particular is having so malyv problems right now with

trYing to care for her children, and so y'know that's what I'm seeing everywhere

iwith with working women is the nnnn is that society just right now in fact

I was discussing this with with one of the men I work with 'cause he's got the

same problem with children - society right now is not set ip in such a way that

uni both of the partners in a marriage can work, 'cause all you can do is send

the children to school nnnnn babvsitters; this guy's a former schoolteacher, so

we were talking about the inadequac-inadequacies of the school a. far as being

a baby sitting svstem, v'know..."

Janet: "Yeah but that's not what they're really there for. Its like like OK

there are problems with it, but still, like the men v'know it's like OK for a

period of time - why can't the man be home? OK it's like why should it be

in my family my father's the one who's home, he's he one who cooks, does

the laundry, and it's just ma- my mother goes out to work and so it's like why

can't it be that the man is the one who's home for a few years? Let the wife

get her career started off and have her do it while the children are Young; the

father's there part of the time and then maybe at some point then they switch

back, the man is working all the time during the day and the woman either ha.

-then can have her job because the kids are 01(1 enough to be in school and

have it so that they can come home"

[Transcript of an experiment made at Cornell University, September 1978: some

interruptions and noises of agreement have been omitted.]

With respect to topic organization, the connectedness and flow of sentence topics in

Janet's paragraph illustrate the point. A good author would not. as Janet d(id. begin to

state a point of view, suddenly interrupt herself to present an example. and then return to

* the original topic:

,...... lwhy can't the man be home OK it s like why should it be ill miiY ft'mil

my fathr's the ono who* h,,mo: ho's th, one who cooks.. so it's Ilke why

can't it be that the man is the one who' holme fr a fel .Vars....

NN
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Similarly, Lisa's sentence topics appear in haphazard order:

(a) WORKING WOMEN: she is a working woman and has seen it

(b) COLLEAGUES: her female colleagues all have children

(c) COLLEAGUE: a female colleague has a problem caring for her children

(d) WVORKING WOMEN: this problem is quite common with working women

(e) SOCIETY: at present, society is not properly set up

(f) COLLEAGUE: a male colleague has the same problem caring for his children

(g) SOCIETY: in current society, school is the only place for some children

Under pressure, Lisa's sentence organization is poor, which explains her tortuous

answer to Colleen: For example, from the outset, she is fully aware of the four ideas children

require care, currently, parents provide the only acceptable care, when parents work they can't

provide care, and many mothers work outside home. Her difficulty in answering arises from

the inability to find phrases or words capable of expressing the multiple dependencies. So

she tackles each part separately, giving specific examples; only after that is she able to state

the relation between society, work, and child care:

... society right now is not set up in such a way that um both of the partners

in a marriage can work, 'cause all you can do is send the children to school

And this only after she had tried and failed to say it once before:

... with working women is the nnnn is that society just right now -

Given more time, Lisa could have examined the relationships among the four concepts more

carefully and used some standard ways of expressing the dvi-idency if not A then B (such

as "since not A, B" and "A. which causes B") in order to miirshal the four topics as follows:

Since schools are not babYsitters the only place where children are tprop ,rY

cared for in todav's society is at home. which causes a probhlem if both parents]
work

' V
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(It is much easier to produce polished text when you are writing at a terminal than when

you are speaking into a microphone!) Alternatively, she might have found an interpreta-

tion of these topics that would provide her with a ready-made phrase. For example, this

configuration of concepts is similar to, but not exactly the same as, the TOP (a high-level

goal-plan configuration; see [Schank 82]) characterised by if you want something done right,

do it yourself. This TOP would have been appropriate if the parents entrusted their chil-

dren to a school and then at some later time were disappointed in the child care quality;

however, Lisa's colleagues knew that schools did not provide good care from the outset.

Had she interpreted the four ideas as an instance of this TOP, she may instead have said:

If you want your children brought up right, do it yourself, the schools are not

going to look after your children properly. And if you're a working couple,

there's nowhere else you can take your children in current society, so you have

a problem

In addition, note in Lisa's and Janet's text the many instances of elucubration (a), false

starts (b), rephrased sentences (c), and sentences in which crucial information is appended

to the end (d):

(a) No, I'm not married but I work with - all the women I work with...

(b) It's like like OK there are problems with it...

(b) ... but still like the men y'know it's like OK for a period of time -

(b) it's just ma-my mother goes out to work

(c) ... that's what I'm seeing everywhere with with working women is the

nnnn is that society just right now

Z0". (c) and the woman either has - then can have her job...

(d) we were talking about the inadequac inadequacies of the school

as far as being a baby sitting system, yknow...

When performing topic selection, Lisa and Janet both incliI(] examles. Lisa% two

iexamples are essentiallv i(entical why does she mention the male collagume after having

% V&
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told of the female colleague with the same problem'.' O)bviously she didn't check tile second

example well enough to ensure that it contained some new information. Note that this

second example appears directly after her aborted attempt at making the general statement

about society. It seems safe to assume that when she ran into trouble with that sentence,

she needed some other topic to fall back on. and the extra reminding wa.s the first thing at

hand. Had she had nore time. Lisa might have realized that it added nothing new to her

pjint and decided not to say it.

The planning and realization tasks described here are not absolutely necessary for

achieving the central goal to say (in some fashion or other) the main topic. In other

words, the less pressure a speaker feels, the more time lie has available to

e search memory for additional sentence topics under guidance of topic collection plans

such ,as the CONVINCE plan described in chapter 4 (the opposite of this corresponds

to blurting out whatever comes into vour head).

* search for concepts (say, by running inferences, as described in chapter 3) that can

be interpretations of the topic, and test the interpretations for appropriateness.

* search memory for instances similar to the topic to use as exarnples and select appro-

priate ones.

* determine the likely affective effect of the topic on the hearer in order not to make

faux pasq.

0 try to juxtapse topics in affect-liptilng rrmulti-predicate phrases. as described in

chapter 4.

* take time to select appropriate phrases, sentence tpe:s. and words.

When does a speaker fel time pressure '! In an ideal world, the speaker will always

have tine to plan olut his text comiletely, testing each topic. each phrase. each word for

r;raglllatic Iiitaility. This wouldt 'ati-fv the default sew;iker ,,oalk to present topics so that

the h,,arer finlt thli intelligille and accepts the.ir implications. However, another default

1

w
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goal calls for the speaker to ensure that tile hearer finds the conditions of the conversation

acceptable: specifically, the speaker should not waste the hearer's time. Thus one factor

that determines haste is the amount of time the hearer is willing to wait. In this regard.

hearers have available a number of signals to speed up the tenpo. such as saying "yes, yes"

frequently, completing the speaker's sentences, or repairing his errors for him rather than

allowing self-repair (see [Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks 77, p 380)). On receiving such signals.

the speaker should increase his desire to be quick. The opposite holds too: If the speaker

speaks too quickly or spends too little time on each topic he violates the first default goal

mentioned above: in such cases the hearer's signals are requests for clarification, and the

speaker should slow down.

A number of other pragmatic factors influence the value of this rhetorical goal. The

speaker must hurry when there is little time to complete the conversation. (for example,

when he is making a long-distance telephone call). Relative social status plays a role too:

when the speaker is subordinate to the hearer his level of haste must increase to help ensure

that he will be entertaining. Based on these considerations, PAULINE's activation rules

are (where the program's rhetorical goal RG:haste takes a value from the range pressured,

unplanned. somewhat planned, highly planned):

1. set RG:haste to pressured if: the time is marked little, the relative social status

is marked subordinate, and the depth of acquaintance is marked acqzaintances or

strangers

2. or set RG:haste to highly planned if: the time is marked little; or if relative

social status is marked subordinate and the depth of acquaintance is marked

ac( l laintances or strangers

3. or set RG:haste to iuplanned if: the time Is marked much and] the speaker-hearer

depth of acquaintance is marked friends

P 4. otherwise, set RG:haste to sonivwha t planned
4-

5. then. reset RG:haste one( step toward tre,:,' wd if: hearer's knowledge level i

marked expert anl the speaker's knowledge level is niarked expert or stuvldnt

N ILNo
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The degree of haste is one of the factors that makes spoken text different from written

text. The prudent generator takes more time to plan when writing than when speaking,

because a writer knows that (a) his text must, be more grammatical than a speaker's,

since it cannot contain incomplete sentences, retractions, and other mistakes, and that (b)

it is much harder to recover from grammatical but uncompletable or foot-ii-the-mouth

sentences when they have been written than when they have been spoken or are still being

planned.

5.4 Force

Forceful text is straightforward, direct, and has momentum. Generally, the effect is to

draw the hearer's attention and to inspire him to action. Force is achieved by using a

number of strategies that can be treated independently, for they each have characteristic

effects that can be combined in other ways to produce different styles. (In the program,

in fact, these component strategies are implemented separately as the rhetorical goals of

style RG:incitement, RG:aggression, RG:speaker- reference, RG:hearer- reference.

and RG:warmth.) However, for the sake of brevity, only the amalgam RG:force will be

discussed here.

Ini order to determine the strategies of force used by speakers, a number of texts, taken

from newspapers, advertisements, style books, speeches, and academic papers, were ana-

lvzed. The results can be summarized as follows: Aggressive text is calculated to capture

and win the hearer's attention and to manipulate him by making him feel threatened or

angry. It shares with inciting text the goal to exhort him to behave in a certain way,

* ,but where incitement is the carrot, aggressive text functions as the stick. (Much TV and

radio a(lvertising pretends to be inciting but is aggressive in this way.) In order to grip

the hearer's attention, direct personal reference is conmnio. both to the hearer and to the

speaker. References to the se! ting are conimion too, as well as to circimnmstances and melmi-
ories shared Ib the interlocutors. The following paragraph. (a). almost caricat lires forceful

style: coinmpare it with the much quieter version (b):

.4-

.. ,.-
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(a) ... another disgrace. The fact that America'! he lne's are as tilthy and

. eS. as P~igpens. Until now. I blariied those aPPY w,,ilp'n I ulhblrs fir the,

sorryi conditions of our hones. They're the ones who encourage our gals to) got

out of the house and find jol.... But now I realize that a lot of the blame for

crunmY homes belongs to lazy housewives who watch soaps an(t The Price. Is

Right. These slobs could take a lesson from my wife Thelna Jean the bes.t

little homemaker in America... I'm proud to say that on the day of the terrible

space shuttle disaster, my little honeybun had no idea that anything special had

happened. It wasn't until I called her that she knew. Thelna Jean wasn 't glued

to her TV set like so manY of our lazy women.

[My America, column by Ed Anger in Weekly World News, March 4. 1986]

(b) ... another disgrace, namely, the fact that America's homes are not clean

and neat. Although women's libbers may be responsible for the conditions

of homes in this country, because they seem to be the ones who encourage

housewives to get out of the house and find jobs, perhaps a lot of the blame

for messy homes also belongs to less energetic housewives in whose homes TV

is a constant distraction. Perhaps these women could learn from Thelna Jean

Anger, an exemplary American homemaker, who never watches TV during the

daY.

Based on the analysis, the strategies that a speaker or program must use to make its

text forceful wvhen it reaches decision points are:

- (a) topic inclusion and organization: enhance the sensitive aspects of topics

by using appropriate phrases (such as the enhancer phrases described in chapter 4):

include direct refe're'nces to the interlocutors

. (b) sentence organization: make declarative and imperative sentences ilst ,ad If

re(1), 'its or (jieti,,,x (for e'xanipll . sav "He doe.,,nt know what he' is talking, about

rather than --It e ,ed 'l(d,-l't know what he' is talking about-).1
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"(c) sentence organization: ii I Ike '11, ort IIIII.I( v.iiilt ~tt(t.1 1v cIio..i ( L ho)1191 t ti IlIii k

together setitelivcs: I victiii it Mlost t)ile il-1erbiil (latuse Iv le( t ig sliort

pthrases wherc hysl~:I. leiril) pre~fitAte l-ri tIOh. 11"11Vi. tihe itv( oc

" (d) sentence inclusion and word choice: u- idi ulller, vents-. neliis. tr#-

wortls to stre-s affect-LItleii tspwct. of t topit(

e (e,) word choice: rat her T hmei fl4xwery or uilelselel opt ions. sele-ct forceful or smiiie

InI conitra-st. ini ordetr to make text oli. tHie speaker llist:

" (a) topic inclusion and organization: olitigettv the senisitive aspects of topics

byV uiinIg applroprniate' pirases (such aLs thef atfect-iip~utimg phirases) ani( euphemiisms

(s17ha1cIloe Johnl hlas, a hit of a hevadachei after la-st nlight' party andl will not

come1( a iii play wit Ii yovi-); also avoidl direct refe~rences to the initerlocutors

" ( b) sentence organization: make (j nest 10115. requests, and~ signial opinlionis explicit lv

*( using, for exanmple, -I tliiilk- -it seem~s- . donit you ag-ree.-

* (c) sentence organization: make longer, more inivolvedl senitenices. by ichlding

many adverbial claueses: by cmolinig ani suborhiinat ig topics; byX inicluding words

that can be elided(: by, t(imig predlicate conistructionl, using tile( passive voice

" (d) sentence inclusion and word choice: select phirases thlat dlenote a calm at-

tltle (51(11h ;owll well. -It Nvouti ehi tll;t . -let" 5 ((* :iitigW' sIls(I- e

N,' *" (e) word1 choice: -1,elt lii. iowei. 1(ess frefel worisl, mllri''

4P
-a%
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Get the vote out to get Reagan out!

Tilt- litle, iat I: sill tee e'n/ thle /ere'.1Aiee'nef ReacItg'agsn 11e. iij:,M

Jerevent fuir inicre' ye'ar" elf jeeehIee" e/e1'(t.iteAe I, the' etra-right.

If the'/ e//c turn cut te,e 'c' lit ree*,l) niiilde'r, 11' iI hiive' if newt prc'-ielc'nt

an /a t 1 i' a ill I lertor ( -I %f ( v''. 'jjc/' , tsr n*1st e'xe'rc I's' If Is ,r ho'r

riczhr t t )a~ their kl i t. That ', the' ecu/v waty tee ;L-!ur' at e/'fca t f' er IReagan j and

r,, ie/11,11/c rilcc~je'te, tijn / chltc cf the' Uniite / State's te, Jpreedc/uc a roco~rei

"Ill ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( 6./ l -.1? a Ilt'..i,.'iil~I 'ei.eiellIc''C... Theic Re'aai galg mu lst

ee'a',e' tee c4''Xe'll iFe' ro imieel lcu~ters anel wage' cuitter". 'FhcY~ hiave, cut

.\~i'cjc all N 'cia)~'eeIiiv

InI thle' rceinaiine hiours.' 4e thi- e'auipi,'igll. anicll' n Ele'ctuen Dav,'we urt' ourt el

e Arramn ,,e tee taike' Ebleeti 1 DaY ,f ef frcz cli i)ek..

N"'-c .~'tcr eefO tile' e/eteercste' b"cie ee )Iec)(ee tee tile Re'cgaijte's. Eve'ru

Var y 11r Iut' t tc r andue n It i" c rill, it thatr a/l v6e timsuid cfa galliui

rleet cIi-e,ee luit A,,,e -- eot met the' e.'cete. "'trtr 1"W!

IEit. tlil. [)eLu/?1 I'
4
,'erlel I ''II11(Ii~ Ilc'w~leiee' 1, \el~lei 1. V~

ee 1%. thii' 1, t-i' fit] 'tuff '-eiei ''htc 'lcrt 'Il.e tl e s~ tj\'e thle.'lel-

r 1 t e ' i t x I I r i Ii I j\ Ii~ T'~ I 1 : it' f ' t'ci I i Ic l

r -s'~
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Forceful text Decision Insipid text

* ,type

[The time .s at hand] I [No" is a gc,, , ti1,.!

to end the presidencv ,f l(,nald ?eagan. t,, nid the presidencs V , Ronald fl agan

eli must] prevent four more iears of a c [in ,rlr t,,] pre-. ,nt four more. r

policies [dictated] by the [ultra-right]. ,,f [rght-% int pli'ies]

If the people turn out to vote in record If the peole turn nut tn v to. in rec,,rd

numbers we will have a nesi presiclnt an,l nuitcers iie %ill hat,. a nv president and

a new and better Congress. Ever,' eligible a new ant tetter (',,ngress I'vr% cligit'ile

voter [must] [exercise his or her right] e vter [sh,,ull]

to cast their ballot. c cast his or her ballot, [b,.cause]

That's the [onlv] way to [assure] a d that s the wkay to

defeat for Reagan and Reaganism. defeat Reagan and Reaganisin

[Everyone] who has been affected by e [People] who have been affected bv

Reagan omics and Reaganism is [needed] to e b Reaganomics and lRvaganisin are [a.sked] t,,

help mobilize the voting population of help mobilize the voting population (of

the United States to produce a record the I 'nited States to produce a reord

j[snmashing], [Reaganite smashing] vote e d vote

on November 6. o on .Noveniber 6. [Isrit it tine that]

The [Reagan gang] must cease to govern. e 7 Reagan [and his staff] cease to govern.

They are [union busters] and wage cutters. e c [since] they [oppose union.], cut

They have cut Medicare and Social Security. b wages, edicare. and Social Securiti[ ']

In the remaining hours of this campaign. In the remaining hurs (if this campaign,

and on Elvction Day, [we] e ant ,on Il''tin Iay, (our reactr

[ urg,,] our readers to. a 1) [ar, reuisted] to

Nso sector ,f th, lecrorate should be' Vo sector ,cf the ltlcrAte h eulIce

1 r~nconced,) t.c the Ieaga.nit s rlic''ld' t) th" Iaganit'". [therf.cre]

-Iverv in t, m t I, [fIu ht] fr ;ih ",e f ccsr i,,te shc,,iil, be [%,, rk,,,I for an,) %n,,n

It is [critical] that all It i. /ini,,c rt;inti that All

itii'm, ,f Hoaganisni] n,,t hiv ie. ,, [ih, t \p,,rw wo, hI,,;wa.gu:iu lim, t ,Ill.n i(.Io.

I'lt al,, L. t ,,ut th, t e 1 t ,til Al- ,hlp t ,,!  fit c it,, t i ,t .

I i. n j I /.A, ?i,/,k . tart lW ,

1S
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When should a speaker make his text forceful? How does forcefui text affect the hearer?

Since it is short. direct, and has momentum, forceful text is appropriate when the speaker

wants to inject energy into the hearer or the conversation -- thus, when he wants to incite

him to action, draw him into the conversation, capture his attention. sway his opinions.

In contrast, quiet text is placating and caln, therefore appropriate in more solemn or

anguished occasions. PATTLINE's rhetorical goal RG:force takes a value from the range

forceful. neutral, quiet; it uses the following rules to find an appropriate value from its

de @  ~pragiat ic seting:

1. set RG:force to forceful if: desired effect on hearer's goals is marked activate,

that is. the speaker wants to activate a goal or plan in the hearer so as to affect

his future behavior: or if desire to involve hearer is marked involve, that is, the

speaker wants to spur the hearer to take part in the conversation: or if desired effect

on hearer's emotional state is marked anger, for example if the speaker wants to

goad the hearer: or if atmosphere (tone) is marked informal

2. set RG:force to quiet if: desired effect on hearer's goals is marked deactivate,

that is, the speaker wants the hearer to forget about (deactivate) a goal or plan: or

if desired effect on hearer's emotional state is marked calm: or if atmosphere

(tone) i nmarkvl f,,rnal. for example, if the sp(aker wants to make the tone of

,ollvirsat iou less I,,ist,,rons: or if desire to involve hearer in the conversation is

nii ark, I r,'jl

3. othrwi,.c. -t RG:force t,) nourral

% f a

If
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5.5 Summary

In suniniary. this section describes PAULINE's generation of a fictitious primary election

between Carter and Kennedy in 1979 (from chapter 1) under five pragmatically different

scenarios. The episode consists of a network of about 50 representation eleients. After the

five texts are listed, a short description follows of how the program acts in each phase of the

generation process. Different program I behavior results from different act ivated rhetorical

goals: for purposes of illustration, the effects of only four rhetorical goals will be discussed:

i RG:formality. RG:partiality, RG:detail. and RG:haste.

In case 1. PAULINE must inforn an acquaintance of the outcome of the primary

and of the current status of both delegates. Neither interlocutor has opinions about the

topic: both have the usual knowledge of the electoral process. This is achieved by giving

PAITLINE's characterizations of the speaker and the hearer their default values: normal

interest in the topic. no sympathies or antipathies, caln emotional state, informal setting,

normal conditions. In addition, PAULINE is given the following interpersonal goals:

9 Hearer:

- affect his knowledge -- inform

- affect his opinions of topic - no effect

- involve him in the conversation - no effect

- affect his emotional state - no effect

- affect his goals no effect

: . : * Sp,;,k,,r--eir,.r lRlation-.hiip:

- affect hearer's emotion toward speaker miake like

affect relative status mak,, eqlual

affect interpersonal distance inak,' (",tant

..-.
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lThese values activate the following rhetorical goals: RG:formality is colloquial.

RG:partiality is impartial, RG:detail is details, and RG:haste is somewhat plamied.

N, In this ca-se, the program says

Case 1.

ON 20 FEBRUARY, CARTER AND KENNFDY WERE THE CANDIDATES IN A

PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. CARTER LOST TO KENNEDY BY 1335 VOTES.

KENNEDY HAS A BETTER CHANCE OF GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN BEFORE

AT PRESENT. CARTER IS ALSO CLOSER TO GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN

BEFORE. BOTH CARTER AND KENNEDY WANT TO GET THE NOMINATION.

In case 2, PAULINE is sympathetic to Kennedy, while the hearer, the program's knowl-

edgeable sibling. supports Carter. In this case the hearer is defined to have the knowledge

state expert, with depth of acquaintance intimate, relative social status equal, and emotion

like. The program has the goals to make close the interpersonal distance and to inform

the sibling. Both interlocutors have the same sympathy: Carter. These values activate

the rhetorical goals as follows: RG:formality is colloquial, RG:partiality is implicit.

RG:detail is details, and RG:haste is somewhat planned. In this case. PAULINE says

Case 2.

WELL, SO CARTER LOST THE PRIMARY TO KENNEDY BY 1335 VOTES.

Case 3 is similar to case 2. but the hearer is a friend an( social equal (say. a colleague)

who is not as expert as the sibling (i.e., knowledge level is studnt). But now tc)th inter-

lo(,iltors have opiinions: PAUTLINE's symlathy is for Kennedy and the hearer's for Carter.

The coniversational tone is still informal, which gives PAIULINE the tine to l~repjar its

text well. in ord r to try to convince Bill that Kennedy is going to win. The rhet orical

go;i l RG:formality takes the value c,]lloquial. RG:partiality i, impliit. RG:detaii is1 all

[.....-' (,l,'tsil- l, i t,.rjprt:,'tion,), andl R (2:haste 1- lp]ilin,,]. Th'le jprm1r;,m ayx

[,. Case 3.

KENNEDY DIMINISHED CARTER'S LEAD BY GETTING ALL OF 21850 VOTES IN

'A -t
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THE PRIMARY IN MICHIGAN. IN A SIMILAR CASE, CARTER DECREASED

UDALL'S LEAD IN A PRIMARY IN 1976, AND HE EASILY TROUNCED UDALL

TO BE NOMINATED BY 2600 DELEGATES. I AM REAL GLAD THAT KENNEDY IS

NOW CLOSER TO GETTING THE NOMINATION THAN BEFORE.

In case 4, PAULINE is a Carter supporter and is speaking formally -- say, making

a speech at a debate -- so that the conversation time is only some and the tone is for-

nal. The audience is presumed to support Kennedy, while the program supports Carter.

Thus PAULINE has the goal to switch the hearers' opinions of the topic, to make them

respect the speaker. and yet feel distant. These values activate the rhetorical goals as fol-

lows: RG:formality is highfalutin, RG:partiality is explicit, RG:detail is details, and

RG:haste is somewhat planned. In this case, PAULINE says

Case 4.

I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU THAT CARTER HAS IMPROVED HIS CHANCES

OF WINNING THE NOMINATION. AT THE PRESENT TIME, CARTER HAS MANY

MORE DELEGATES THAN HE HAD IN THE PAST; ALSO, CARTER HAS MANY

SMORE THAN KENNEDY DOES.

Finally. in case 5, PAUTLINE is a Carter supporter and is speaking to its boss, an

ira.cilhle Kennedv man. They are making a long-distance telephone call. which gives the

program little timhe and makes conversational conditions noisy. Furthermore. the program

is distant from its boss. does not wish to anger him (desired emotional effect is calm

drwn), and still wants to make him feel socially doininant. The four rhetorical goals get

th, following values: RG:fornmality is colloquial, RG:partiality is implicit. RG:detail

1i. i. tortprotatins, and RG:haste is t)ros.ured. To its boss. the l)rogram says

Case 5.

.. h ,t himi: ,

-k, th!tt .I'LIENE to, , noet i-,.iraitc widely diffurent vcr ione of the cfntr;l topic. To

I o . w,.t d ,,' I ;.v" th'. rn 'rar l wou'l iullpv hav, to ,ti5(rii itO to onle of a uumb'r

h*4) J'
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of greatly different sentence forms (however they are represented) and then fill it in. But

this would prove nothing beyond the fact that PAULINE uses relevant pragmatic aspects

in its discrimination process. In this work, the question is more subtle: how is additional

information implicitly encoded in text? -- in other words, how can the same phrases and

words be selected, rearranged, and juxtaposed in order to convey different information?

When this question has been answered, the correct way of treating a number of greatly

different sentence forms will be easy to solve too.

5.5.1 Topic Collection

In all five cases. PAULINE is given a single input element that represents the primary

election between Carter and Kennedy as the central topic of conversation. (This is done for

purposes of comparison; any of the 50 representation elements required for the story could

have been given as input topic(s), but the resulting texts would, of course, be different.)

From the central topic, PAULINE can search for relevant additional sentence topics. As

described in chapters 2 and 4, the program has three topic collection plans: RELATE,

DESCRIBE, and CONVINCE.

.Using the selection rules described, the RELATE plan is used in case 1 (speaking to

an acquaintance), since the interlocutors do not hold different affects for the topic, and

the CONVINCE plan is selected in the other four cases. The plan's steps are applied to

the representation in order to suggest candidate topics. In case 5, speaking to the boss

i nder )res slred RG:haste. PAULINE has to say each candidate topic as soon as it is

found: in the other cass,. it can apply all the plan steps and( collect a number of candidate

topics before proceeding with further planning. In cases 2 and 3. the candidates are the
topics t hat Sup ort a pro-K enn(Id arguinent. nanielv eneeds and Carter's outcoles

and l(eimnlv's current ,eleate cmnt. In cases 4 and 5. the collected topics are Carter's

,t'la , c,)liit. itll ing th, f;[t, that it is larger than it was before and still is larger than

.%M eT.,'
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5.5.2 Topic Organization

After it has collected candidate topics and before it says them, PAULINE )erforms a num-

ber of topic organization tasks (described in more detail in chapter 7): it orders the topics

(as described in chapter 7); checks whether the topics can be appropriately interpreted (as

described in chapter 3); it checks whether sentences of explicit opinion (such as "I am angry

about that") should be included (as described in chapter 2); it tries to juxtapose topics in

multi-predicate phrases (as described in chapter 4).

When PAULINE speaks to its boss (case 5), the candidates it collects all oppose his

sympathies. Since RG:partiality is implicit, the program is required to mitigate such

sensitive topics (say, by using appropriate multi-predicate phrases or using an interpreta-

tion that subsumes them). However, these are time-consuming tasks, and the program's

rhetorical goal RG:haste, with value pressured, does not permit PAULINE to do more
- than test the candidates for affective suitability; hence, in this case. PAULINE cannot say

anything! (The first time PAULINE did this, I thought it was a bug in the program.)

In case 3, however. PAULINE has more time to perform the planning tasks. In partic-

ular, the collected facts (Carter was and still is ahead though Kennedy won the primary)
match the pattern defining the interpretation narrow lead. Indexed under the interpreta-

tion, as described in chapter 3, the program finds two remindings: Hart narrowing Mon-

dale's lead in 1984 (but still losing the nomination), and Carter narrowing Udall's lead in

1972 (and eventually winning). Since RG:detail is not set to details, the program is al-

lowed sa' the interpretation: also. the value planned for RG:haste allows time to select the

a)propriate reimd indg (by mapping the equivalent role fillers an d checking affects) and to
cast all this in suitable phrases. (In add ition, the newly created interpretation is added to

iimemory: when PAULINE te'lis the exaimple again thv interpretation is inmnediately found

1,an(l cani he said directly.)

III case 2. PAITLINE's oal RG:detail calls for low-,vel detail-, and thus it doesn't

,,arh for intrpret;ti(ms hut "immplv -'ays the two olitcoies. Suimilrly. iII cas 1. the

pro-ramm organiz,, its details impartiallv Lv ; trimitimg topics with oppoing affects. And

%d
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in case 4, since it doesn't find interpretations off the collected Carter-supporting topics, the

4. program simply orders them and casts them into niulti-predicate phrases.

5.5.3 Sentence Organization

When realizing a sentence, PAULINE must select the subject, select which adverbial clauses

to say before the subject, select a verb that doesn't require pragmatically sensitive aspects

(such as -win", with no direct object rather than -beat"), and order the predicate clauses.

SFurthermore, it must select appropriate aspects to say as adverbs and adjectives. build

noun groups, and select appropriate words.

In cases 2, 3, and 4, the strategies for partial text (as described in chapter 4) cause

PAULINE to include the clauses "I am glad that", -I am pleased to inform you", and

the affective adjectives and stress words "many". "all of", and "easily". In case 4, when

PAULINE formally addresses the hostile audience, the strategies for formal text outlined

above cause it to use formal wording in "I am pleased to inform you" and -at the present

time", to place the latter before tile sentence subject instead of after it. as well as to

include the extra verb -does . To produce explicit and implicit partial text. the program

selects nouns and verbs that carry affect; formal words and phrases help achieve the goal

of RG:formality in case 4.

554 Analysis

In summary, the following tables illu st rat e the effects of the rletorical goals on th e exanilples:

-'.k

" '

'I..

,..-

AUA A ~ ~ ~ ~ I . .. -
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Case I (to an acquaintance): colloquial, impartial, details, somewhat planned

text decision rhet. goal value

Topic: central topic RELATE plan

I CARTER AND KENNEDY WERE no clauses before colloquial

THE CANDIDATES IN A PRIMARY

[IN MICHIGAN] [ON 20 FEBRUARY]. clauses after subject colloquial, planned

Topic: result RELATE plan

CARTER [LOST] neutral verb impartial

TO KENNEDY BY [1335] VOTES. neutral details impartial, details

Topic: outcome with good affect for Kennedy RELATE plan impartial

AT PRESENT, KENNEDY

HAS A BETTER CHANCE

OF [GETTING] THE NOMINATION informal word colloquial

THAN [ I BEFORE. elide he had colloquial

Topic: outcome with good affect for Carter RELATE plan impartial

CARTER IS ALSO CLOSER separate sentence colloquial

TO (GETTING] THE informal word colloquial

NOMINATION THAN [ ] BEFORE. elide he was colloquial

Topic: actors' goals (twice) RELATE plan

BOTH CARTER AND KENNEDY [WANT] informal verb colloquial

TO [GET] THE NOMINATION. informal verb colloquial

Case 2 (to an expert sibling): colloquial, implicit, details, somewhat planned

Topic: results with good affect for Kennedy CONVINCE plan implicit, planned

[WELL, SO] CARTER LOST THE PRIMARY informal, to sibling colloquial

TO KENNEDY BY [1335) VOTES. details details

Tpic ,,itCrom %kith good, affect for Innlv (CONVIN(;I plan detailN

4' sunppres~sedl Inn to heart-r kiine lvl
a°
a'
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Case 3 (to a friend): colloquial, implicit, all (details and interpretations), planned

Topic: results with good affect for Kennedy CONVINCE plan implicit

KENNEDY no clauses before colloquial

[DIMINISHED] CARTER'S [LEAD] interpretation all, planned

BY [GETTING] informal verb colloquial

[ALL OF) stress word implicit

[21860] VOTES details all

[IN THE PRIMARY] [IN MICHIGAN]. clauses after subject colloquial

Topic: reminding indexed off interp planned

IN A SIMILAR CASE. CARTER DECREASED reminding implicit, planned

UDALL'S LEAD IN A PRIMARY

IN 1976, AND HE [EASILY] stress word implicit

[TROUNCED] UDALL TO BE NOMINATED stress verb implicit

BY [2600) DELEGATES. details all

Topic: outcome with good affect for Kennedy CONVINCE plan implicit

[I AM REAL GLAD THAT] informal opinion colloquial, explicit

KENNEDY IS [NOW] CLOSER TO clause after, informal colloquial

[GETTING] THE NOMINATION THAN informal verb colloquial

C I BEFORE. elide he was colloquial

Case 4 (making a speech): highfalutin, explicit, details, somewhat planned

Topic: ret-,ults wit h good affct for (arter CONVINCE plian explicit

Top 1ic': cmtcoine v. ith good affect for (Carter ..ONVINJIK plan explicit

[I AM PLEASED TO INFORM YOU] THAT formal opinion highfalutin, e.xlplicit

CARTER HAS [IMPROVED HIS CHANCES] formral plhra-e highfalutin

OF WINNING THE NOMINATION.

',I i itcone k ith goodl affect for Carter o N)N\IN( +' liari ,o.'lli-tt

,..II
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(AT THE PRESENT TIME]. CARTER HAS clause before, formal highfalutin

( ANY] MORE DELEGATES THAN stress explicit

(HE HAD] IN THE PAST; no elision highfalutin

(ALSO] . CARTER HAS long sentence highfalutin, planned

[MANY] MORE THAN stress explicit

KENNEDY [DOES). no elision highfalutin

Case 5 (to the boss): colloquial, implicit, interpretations, pressured

Topic: results and outcomes for Carter CONVINCE plan implicit

... no time for mitigation pressured

5.6 Conclusion

In chapter 1. we asked the question "why and how is it that we say the same thing in different

ways to different people, or even to the same person in different circumstances?", and

suggested that the answer to the -why- part of the question relates to the communication

of non-literal information, especially pragmatic information, in the text. This chapter

(lescribed sonie of the answer to the "how" part. In doing so, it followed an algorithmic

approach to the creation of style in language. Though many of the program's rules for

achieving rhetorical goals of style mna" need refining, the underlying claim - that style

is the result of following a coherent policy when making decisions during the process of

gv,,iration i 11ne,niable.

P.&



Chapter 6

Grammar and a Phrasal Lexicon

Abstract

The question addressed in this chapter is: how should language be represented in a generator?

In particular, how do the concepts the generator must express, the grammar it is to use, and

the words and phrases with which it must express them, relate? The argument put forth here

is that all the structural aspects of language - rules of grammar, phrases, word patterns -

should be represented together in the lexicon in the form of phrases and features of words,

and that the lexicon should be closely bound to the system's conceptual network.

6.1 The Three Tasks of a Generator

As input, language generation prograrns are given sets of representation elemnents. (Assume

that the generator's input consists of structures built using a representation scheme that

is not based on the syntax of any language. One examph nf such a scheme is Conceptual

Dopendency Theory, [Schan k 72, 751, exten(l(d in [Sch;,nk & Abe.lson 771 and [Schank

82]: a sinmilar scheme is (levelol)e(l in [Jackendoff 851. Assume also that the representatioll

structures are defined within a property inheritance network such a.s tho, iII Cooniiiioii use.
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as described, for example, in [Stefik & Bobrow 85]. [Charniak, Riesbeck, & McDermott 80].

or [Bobrow & Winograd 77].) If an element can be said directly, in one word or frozen

* phrase, the generator's task is easy: otherwise, the generator ha-s to break uI ) the elem ent

into parts and concentrate on each part, recursively. The order in which it examines the

parts will be reflected in the order of the words of the text; hence, the generator must use

the ordering conventions of the language to guide its traversal of the input.

During its traversal, tile generator must consider progressively -smaller" pieces of the

input element, or it must consider pieces from a progressively -narrower" point of view.

so that it will eventually produce text and not just blindly continue traversing the whole

network in which the elements are defined. That is to say, if tile generator starts out with

the goal of making a sentence about some input X, then its next goal could be to make a

sentence subject of some part X1 of X, and its next goal to make a noun phrase of some

- part X2 of X1, and so forth. This sequence of goals must eventually end in the -narrowest"

goal, namely the goal to output one or more words from the lexicon without spawning

any further goals. Though this sequence need not monotonically decrease in scope (since.

for example, whole sentences can be relativized and subordinated to other sentences), it

must always terminate. (Of course, the pieces of the input do not really become -smaller",

however size is measured; it is simply convenient to think of them doing so. in the sense

that the agent of an event is somehow contained within the event and that the agent's age is

* in turn contained within the agent, which means that more words of the sentence describe
the event than the agent, and in turn more words the agent than the age.)

Therefore. from the piece of the input under consideration. the generator must select

the following: which section(s) it is going to work on next; in what order it is g.ing to do so:

anl what work it is going to do on each section; in such a fashion t hat it is guaranteed

eventual termination. Thus tile generator must perform three ta.ks:

* inclusion: elect which portions of the input to consi(ler furthwr (which lortions will

eventually aippear inl the text)

" ordering: select the order in which to consider tlm (in which ordrr they will appear

in the text)

C '%
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e casting: select a syntactic class or environment in which to say each portion (in

which form they will eventually appear in the text)

Consider the following example, using a representation similar to Conceptual Depen-

dency notation ([Schank 72, 75]), where MTRANS means -transfer of information':

#{ACTION = MTRANS-6

[ACT MTRANS]

[ACTOR JIM]

[OBJECT #{STATE-CHANGE = DEATH-10

[TYPE HEALTH]

[ACTOR JANET]

[FROM : ALIVE]

[TO : DEAD]}]

[FROM : JIM]

[TO : SUE]

[MANNER : QUIET]}

From this representation, a generator should be able to produce at least the following

svhtences:

1. ,Jim told Sue that Janet died

2. .Jiim told Sue of Janet's death

3. He told her of .Janet's lying

4 .Jim toll1 Sue

5. 1fv whiNpr,.l to hr thit .Janet lied

6. .Ji1 quitlv t ,ll S ), *,f it

r

V'
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7. Quietly. .1 im let Sue know that ,Janet died

S. Jim whipered

9. Sue was told by Jim that .Janet died

, 10. Sue heard of .Janet's death

11. She heard of Janet's dying from him

12. Sue was quietly informed of Janet's death

13. Janet's death was what Jim quietly informed Sue of

14. That was what Sue heard from Jim

These sentences are produced in the following way: Initially, of course, the generator simply

ha.s the goal to make a sentence from MTRANS-6. Its first decision is: which aspects should

be included? JIM and SUE and DEATH-10? Only JIM and SUE? Only DEATH-10? Then,

if more than one are selected, it has to choose a sentence subject (in sentences (1) through

(8). JIM is the subject, and in (9) through (12), SUE is). It also has to decide whether

to include the adverb QUIET and how to order it with respect to the rest of the sentence

(compare (5). (6), and (7)). When it starts building the subject, the generator must make

a casting decision -- actions and state-changes must be cast as nominals or pronominalized

(DEATH-10 in (13) and (14)): objects can be named, described or pronominalized ((1) and

(3)). Later, when it builds the predicate, inclusion decisions pertain to adverbs ((5) and

(6)) anid to other parts of the topic ((10) aud (11)): casting decisions include verb choice

((1). (5). (10)) and predicate form (see (). (2). and (3)).

STte tori of o fcah enreratel v, Iellce Is d lterrii'd Itv the sequence of inclusion, ordlerii .

'11nd ,+-tin,_: ,'i nii i;1I'd, ili th, reali/ation procf-ss. At any point in the proces., the

, r ,r ,itwed inf,riwitl,,n ,,n whP hi hiiui-tic o),ti',ii .xit which dc(ilon ta.sks it

nt l~t,/ :n atprfrii en th, r,'nt inpiut. The qu,s-tion of intrest in this chiaptr is how

,irId nh, r, mi th, (if raftr .should No, mformtitorc rco.zdc

-if ,,,
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6.2 Formative Information

'%lost work on the representation of the structure of language makes a distinction between

the granmiar and the lexicon. The former is a body of the rules that govern how words can

be put together: the latter is the collection of words and their idiosyncratic features. See,

for example. [Chonikyv 65. p) 84] (his italics):

The grammar will contain no rules... that introduce the formatives belonging

to lexical categories. Instead, the base of the grammar will contain a lexicon,

which is simply an unordered list of all lexical formatives.

In this spirit, most generator programs contain as distinct entities: a set of grammar rules,

a lexicon. and a mechanism that )roduces text (by accepting an input representation,

building a syntactic tree structure on applying the rules of grammar to the input, inserting

into the tree lexical entries that are accessed from the input representation, and finally

saying the words).

6.2.1 Rules of Grammar

The rules of English granmar are concerned with what can be called syntactic environ-

nients. Based on their function, these rules can be divided into two groups. Rules from one

group specify the ordcr of cnvironmcnts within encompassing environments for example.

within the enviromilent NoI N (;1?iI'P. the order
=..=" { .\It I('IE ,,l),l.:( 'l' sl I I FA1)- NO 'N IOST-NONIIN.\I MOIII IS]

or. within a PREI)[(.VIV nvirolitietit. the order of various noii groups:

N( (1uljrt) \I111M N(; (olject ) \(; (location. ,iroctio . et,.) 1

iPul, from thc other <r,,up -prc'ifv how ,tfftrcnt in zronrnfr.ns and their rclatzonships are

. ln.al d for 'xamplv.' th,, cas' iif, ra ti i lrovihd -v , ili *,( hli". hook- or by the

lr,'p(- itin "to tp, ,tr -: o)r tlp wnduitti r h l tw, t .ul'ct nil ,verb.

N-%- ." ' . --- "
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Some attempts at writing rules of the first kind - the ordering or format"ve rules

- don't take any actual words into account at all. Words are simply inserted during

the generation process (see, for example, [Simmons & Slocum 72]). But divorcing the

formative rules from the lxical entities can cause problems. For example. generators built

along these lines run the risk of building a syntax tree into which they cannot grammatically

insert words, as in (b):

(a) John beat Pete in the race

(b) * Pete lost John in the race (meaning: Pete lost the race to John)

To ensure that this doesn't happen, you must either make the rules of grammar smart

enough to distinguish between such cases as subjects that win and subjects that lose, or

you must associate the various sentence structures with the words that control them (such

- . as -beat" and -lose"), and make the rules examine the words in order to build appropriate

trees. Obviously, the first alternative amounts to building rules that depend on words in any

case, so in most systems much information about how words can combine with other words

is associated with the words themselves. Thus some words in the lexicon carry features

that constrain their combination with other words and syntactic environments. However,

these features do not provide complete formative (ordering) information. For example, in

the lexicoi, in [Stockwell. Schachter & Partee 721. the word "let" includes the features

"let":

+ V

[ ,, + To)-DEL
J+ [___ +sNEUT +DAT LO(' INS +-A(;T

+ DAT - 0)B.I

(t h;t r '1t" i ;t v,.r 1 hut I it : , tiv, (kl% i, It o ,r , 1li1.Tui-. 1 Vm i F'r a tyI of vorl,):

*~ 5*

"r,)"~~ ~~ i. ,,l,tl. (,th ,,rwi',,. -.Iluu} It Ift, t, \viin th i -(' " . tiul jr,.,iut, Iiuy nut ontauii

"54 . ' .-0
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the cases INSTRUMENTIVE or LOCATIVE .) Still, these constraints are not sufficient to

prohibit sentences such as "John let win tihe race Pete" or wiin the race let lohun Pete",

Associating this gra.mmatical information with individual words subverts part of the

function of formative grammar rules into the lexicon. The subversion takes place to vary-

,*: ing degrees. In the transformationalist approach (see, say, [Chomsky 57, 65] or [Stockwell,

Schachter & Partee 72, p 719]), the generator accesses the lexicon twice: once (after ap-

plying the phrase structure rules that build the basic sentence pattern, but before the

transformation rules that reorganize it) for the words, such as verbs, with information

used bv the formative grammar rules, and once again (at the end, just before realization

into speech or writing) for the words without this information, such as prepositions and

pronouns.

In other approaches, the subversion is stronger: the definitions of words also include

ordering information exl)licitlv. This is the case in the systemic/functional tradition, as

4'". embodied by systemic grammar [Halliday 76] and [Mann 82]. functional grammar [Kay 79].

umification grammar [Kay 84]. lexical functional grammar [Kaplan & Bresnan 83]. and the

- grammar (tevelopedl Ly [Gross 84] and [Danlos 85]. For examI)le, the verb "beat contains

ithe formative pattern:

"beat":

V \ I [B IJt.HECI' loser (mandatory)] [1'II I'(;1HO I'll insta nce in]

-Slie lf,,tl [hiim] fin the elction] ]by 3 votes]"

-"ebre los.er amd znstance indii t, whirh ,tp.eI)(,cts of the iniluit (linellmt to ,,mi iII th, '1viroll-

-tmnts. In coInp:irioin, the verb "win cmmllitiis:

"win"

,r .f I I II II 1. M I iI' Im ' vI hY":

%
o 

%

mm I *'' mt.u

,~. .. .. . ..: .+ -. .-.
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"lose":

[[:Him [OIuvc' T instance]l  [P'R i I OV'II  winner to] [i)IFF IRi .N'i by]

- He [10.41 [the elect ion] [to hier] [hv 3 votes]"

This method works well for cases where words - typically, verl)s and noulns -- require

F. -., i i tio s v n c r a t ic c Oc n i l ) iila t io n s o f w o r d s . W \ h e n e v e r t h e g e n e r a t to r e n c o u n t e r s a w o r d w it h

- '. fo rm ative info rn atio n , it uses th at inform atio n to h elp ) uild its senten ce. B u t w hat of

the general formative rules that are not tied to specific words: For example, in unification

-ra inm ar. the functional (lescri t)tion for N O U N P1 IR A SE is

- o-

.( 'T = N P

PATT ER N = ( . . N

t ,zt h t r : [ A DJ = N O N E

" " ,or: IPATTV .I = ( A J .

AIDJ CA = ADJ 1

[ LEA = ANY]

.V-'."

czth ,r: [1P,' = No .N

or: [ I''TERN = ( ... IP )
[ P P = [ P A .T E R N = ( lp i li N P ) ] 

5 '. .
[ i 'r t i ~ i ' [ ( A U ,\ = I ' R i. i ' ] ]

ANY.x = . v 1] ],-.,-. 
= , ,'AT -NP] I

.,P ;Itl i. fr) li th top. dii .lllo;ii .: a N )IN I'JI AISE Iinmst have a NOUN. It need not

hv ,,' , t iv. ,- 1.ut if it o se " tl ,v ;ire \NY wor'd of ' \V'I ,orV AI)M m,1 precede the Iiouiii.

.L ' l: ' 1I 1 1 11, t hiv,' ;tv irel)o it in l hrae'.s ,it h,'r. I mt if it does. they are of

VI ,I ' 1id f I, ,' : ttt,r. II' .,ni'.t f; I' II'. 1iwh,' t h e i eposition is v\%

1-" 1 (' \ l,,*' ,,rv I' 1,> I'. .. i.l md ; i\1'. Tlis 1';mim m lm ' i-el iii ,ti ' gm'um imrmi ()f .M'Keoiwn, 

0 
-1

-' ----F- ' " '.i : -- . . . . . . . .-" " -. .. " " . ." " . ..

"- - ",' -'. ".,..~.- ',-" ", "- - - -."5' v ",' " " '---.. . .'- '-,-: -".'- - --'- 
\:.
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[McKeown 82] and Jacobs [Jacobs 85], and the latter mentions some iiplenientationa!

difficulties and proposes solutions to them.) Rules such as these have but one function: to

provide the types and tile order of the constituents of syntactic environments. But this is

exactly tile function of tile formative patterns associated with verbs and nouns, as described

above! From a functional perspective, there is no reason why general formative rules of

grannar should be viewed as being different from the formative patterns contained in the

lexicon. They serve the same purpose. Therefore, they should be defined and used in the

same way as the verb patterns are. Then, though not associated with specific verbs and

nouns, all tile standard phrase structure entities (S, VP, etc.) can be incor)orated into

e, .O tile lexicon and accessed in a unified manner.

6.2.2 Lexical Entries

With respect to the lexicon, linguists have held the following positions:

The transformationalist hypothesis [Chonsky 65]: lexical entries cont-.n features. func-

tional primitives that are interpreted by grammatical rules to determine how they fit into

the syntactic environments of sentences. (Sentences are )lilt up by rules that transform the

basic sentence pattern, step by step, into questions, complex sentences. etc.) As described

above, the lexicon is accessed twice. The features of words already included ill the tree nav

be modified by some transformation rules to create derived words, such as -proposal" from

-propose-.

Tile lexica-list hypothesis [Stockwell. Schachter & Partee 72]: similar to the above. but

the lexicon contains parallel but distinct entries for words suich as --propose". -troposal".

The deep ca-se hypothesis [Fillmore 68]: the syntactic environnient, of sentences are

dletellrmined hv functional prilitives called cas.t,. These ca~se- ar e attached to( certain lexical

entries. which also contain features that dhetermine their ll;avior in svnltactic elvirolillenlts.

*.. Transformation rules do not exist.

In [Fillmore 71[. Fillmore st;,te, tIat the lPxic,,I ,)f a ranmrativ( irmar must make

availabl, to its uers, for each lfxiAl it,,m. at least

. N..
-I."

'4
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1
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1. the nature of the deep-structure syntactic environments into which the item may be

inserted:

2. the properties of the item to which the rules of grammar are sensitive:

• 3. the presuppositions or 'happiness conditions" for the use of the item, the conditions

which must be satisfied in order for the item to be used 'aptly';

4. its meaning; and

5. the phonological or orthographic shapes which the item assumes under given grani-

matical conditions.

The argument for incorporating the formative rules of grammar into the lexicon, as dis-

cussed above, would add to these requirements the following

6. the order of the syntactic environments required by the item

6.2.3 Becker's Phrasal Lexicon

There is a lot more to language than grammar and words. Though not discussed as much

bv linguists, frozen and partially frozen Ilhrases must also appear in the lexicon: generators

iut he able to use thein to create sentences ill the samie way it uses gri iimar rules and

words. This view is engagingly described by Becker in [Becker 75] (from tile abstract):

... [U]ttt,rances are composed 1y the recitation, mod ificat ion, concatenation,

and interdigitat ion of previously-known phra-ss consisting of more than one
word. I oispect that we speak mostly by ,titching together swatches of text

that we have heard before..A high proportion of utterances are produced in

stercoty,.,1 social situations, where the phatic and rituIalistic functions of lan-

guiV s 1 'iii;miul not novelty. lit r;ather an ;ipprolriate comlniiation of formulas.

clihf!. alusion-', slogan, ad11(1 'o forth.

I J
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Becker estimates that we know about as many stock phrases as we know single words

(about 25,0W0), and about as many lexical similes (such as "pleased as punch" or "white as

a heet- ) a there are strong verbs in English (some 100). Thus an) study of language that

limits itself only to worrds and ignores phrases is hopelessly incomplete. His categorization

of the types of plhrase.s is ( 6):

1. Polywords: multi-word fixed phrases that are interchangable with single words, such

a:-: for good: two bits: the fact; of life

2. Phrasal Constraints: lhort patterns (part of a sentence) that express an idea and

allow ,oie( variability, such a.s: by /pure. sheer/ coincidence; /kick, kicked! the bucket

3. Meta-Messages: phrases that link to previous conversation to indicate the train of

thooiwht. such ;s: for that matter: guess what'?; it's simply not the case that

4. Sentence Builders: patterns for sentences expressing a stereotypical scenes, such

as: A gave Y a song and dance about Z: sell X short; X on a wild goose chase

5. Situational Utterances: complete utterances niatching specific circumstances, such

a.s: how can I 't,er repay you': no way!: that's a good question

6. Verbatim Texts: nienoriied text.s, such as: the Pledge of Allegiance: not by the

hair of my ,hinny- chin- ehzn.: aoIvertieinents

The verb- and noun-ba.ed formative tttrn., discussed ablox e exist in the lexicon in addition

to t h,.e, phra.-,.s. As B(-( kr -iN, (I' 32):

1n.m ,t of the lexi AI IIr:s.-, tli.it w% - : tu;illy ,, are too huimille and uninter-

,, t iiy that tI, v eve, n,,vf.r ;itp,;i r i a lit ,lv,,t,,,l t I picturii qui(e expressions

like Davty one.. Locker. \,.t tlh,' .... h lll ,x r, i,,s o ,t io-t of tHie work

of lai r, r,,tuitim ,,r u-.

!I
**-..*.,*. '* .-



III this view of langulage. then, the rules of gram mar that decal with the ordering of wor(Is

aii(l synlt act ic enivironiiments art, coit ainedI inl the lex icon as frozen. scm i-frozen, and verN

greneral phrases. The lexicon is the sole rep osit ory' of the pat ternis that make ii p languiage

-some verN specific, some very general. WVit h respect to fornmat ive fuinct ion. no prinicipled

d ifference exists I)etweeli general pat ternis such as [ SI BJ I( 'r Eflm mB ( ) 'I aind spec ific

one0s suIch as [the fact,, of life ].sinice Initermiediat e pat terns exist along thle whole range of

geiieralitv Atterns such as [ EBbury I the hatchet I (giving -buried thle hatchet"

and -will bury thle hiatchiet. but not -bury thle hatchets- or "bu~iry the red hiatchiet ). Thus

u ilt i-p redlicate phrases (such as the en han cer pdi ra-Se

not only [SENT1ENCE- (verb relocated, with -do" )I . but ISEFNTE.NCE]j

d(escribed inl chapter 4) exists, Ii the lexicon sidle by sidle withI the verbs -beat"t, -wini"

and -lose-,. disc ussed earlier. (The use of such phrases inl Ia nage analysis is (lescribeml inl

\-liiskv 8I] and R'isbck k- Mart in 85] IId~ sonie research onl how t hey niay be learned

.is reported in [Zeriiik k- Dyer 85].)

Ju lst as for verb~s and iomins. Iplirases inl tilie lexicon are liked to thle concepts inI memiory

that t hey describe. If anI id.]iosvnc ratic lplrast, exists for thle expression of at memiory conicept.

* ~the generator must have thle optioii of using it inisteadh of general all-purpose sentence-

* format ion rules. Though there is nio reasol to associate thle rulle [ suiin vBJA ETVElBOBJE~cT

or even the verbs -huff- and "puff- . s-pecifically withI thle story oIf thle thlree pigs, thle fixed

phratse -he lhiffe I and( lie puffed- belongs julst there. Simnila rly. -kick the bucket" is tied

tthe saechiange DIE: -he big apple- is tied toNew York City. Andnohg r 'b

* sptcczjic phrases from beizng ungrammatical. This faci(t niakes it iiipossile iii priniple to o

('apthirf' ;ill the fo)rms of laluiige ill a f(,w generl- rules: thus,. the linguiistic endleavor of

trying,, to create at formlal. complete, coiihvteuit set If rils- to describe all (If language trieIs

to 'Iescrilke strurtlire whorre there Is none. and 1, tllerfore destinedI to fail.

- ThiIH. inl smuiimi;try, vei ". uhi1s. Aul other word, ii the lexiconl a1Pe associated with the

reproe'ut it loll eliiiuit' thiN Irle 'l. W\iu ii,11 ~ iti forms Iof cXlpre'sioli exist, the

forulotivf pcilteriis oire ;1l.-,)(I %%ith the Iexicil enltries. SliilaIlv. fixed ;tiill seiiii-fixed

phiri ss d-,(rilw r~prsul-tat (iihju: thiN a;r ;'ih with1 reproecitttioii ellulits

iii tip, anw waY: jul I liv hiav- iuml;ir frmi;Iiv fj it'iii Foriiiitive l Ittcrll are 111111t



out of other patterns arid lexicon entries. Although the general formative rules of grammnar

are not a-ssociated withI any' specific represenitat ionial elemient, their format ive patterns. are

defined similarly. This hiomogeniety enables the generator b~uildler to add new forms of

expression -- words, phrases, or rules. of gramimar withI ease.

6.3 Syntax Specialists

6.3.1 PAULINE

Many generators rely onl some central process to examine the input represenltatilon,. to

check its features, -Arid to perform the inclusion, ordering. and casting of its aspects. This

aproc is most patclwhen the three decision tNypes are latively st raihfrad

This is the case in most functional/systemic generators to dlate: typ~ically. the inclusion

decisions simiply are of the form -does aspect X appear Ii the functional des,,criptilonl (thle

formative pattern)'!- ordering is given by thle pattern: arid casting is given by the pattern

and( by thle feature constraints of the parts of the input. However. generators that are able
to realize the samie InpTO inl various ways (s b v t a kin noacoin rmiti isea

PATULINT does,) have to make miore complex decisions . III addition to svmntactic constrainits.

their Inclusion decisions depend on the pragmiatic import of the pieces of thle iIput; their

orllerinig decisions, where, alternatives exist. mnav carry pragmiatic welight: and pragmiatic

iisues caii affect how pieces(,, are cast as well. .Ai, jPit as, it miake, sense to associate

infoermiatiomn abouit idios Yiiiratirsyiac phimomicmia with the word., thi;it comitrol thorn,. it

iwike' cnll, to associate the pi~oigmii1etic lcIIII, with word, kmd othier I(xcomiI elnieit')

aswell. It Is s sil:to Cn codi all lb e relec'f 71t m M(.ir s11l fii71 cfI 71 l elescriptlonls (if

- ~~the leicon entrie's tesls:that isto spreald the fu10ictimalt1 (if thf rtr Oral process into1

the lexconz.

Ili PAU\LIlNE. the ext'meheh him, ti 'iiu herijtn ;,r, ;dhleh s?]mtar pcilss ~ h

'.IItI(tIc g;cl Is ah i.e ;I ;I lrw -Inre.th I l ' j lj-t Th1110 CIt., 'Ia W li ,f ic

~. d I,erfrm the thirof tat-k.. ;iin' pi-1iis tll 'irdli't )t' \vri- lii ther sN ntidtie.)chs

% s A.i
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each associating another specialist with a piece of the inpit. Thus syntax specialists are

the repositories of information about the linguistic options. They control the performance

of the three types of decision. Sometimes the specialists are very simple so simple that

they contain no procedural information -- and then they are inplenient ed as patterns.

Alternatively they may be quite comiplex directing much lprocessing and altering the

state of the generator - and then they are implement ,d a.s pro( elures.

The specialists correspond to the clause templates of [Dan lo S5. 87]. ,r to, the realzzatzon

classes of McDonald's generator '\ITMMBLE (for exanildh. Al 1), .,ll & Piitejov\-kv 85])

they can be viewed as imtplementations of the sy.stems in the svtiic grainin ar of [Hallidtav

76[ (for a clear exposition. see [Patten & Pitchie 87'. aif t re.einhli, tie svten 1 in

Nigel. the systemic gram mar iunplenmented hy N.Man im .2. 82.. " -Hvr. PATILINE's

specialist functions differ from systems in a winonl,,r (4 w ,v -. iiirtaiitlv. tiht, arc

not activated whenever their input condition, are fultill,.l. lit rather ire activated in a

se(jiience deterninel h t heir )redece'ssors (des rileul at tite .d ,,f thli, piper). This i" a

simplification of the systemic scheme. PAL LINE's spe ialist ,differ fro,,m Nigell's s stems iII

particular in that they can index phrases as well as- wrdt iII Ithe l,'in;,ri: the.Y can index to

iore than one word via discrimination nets, a. is ,describeld I,.1w,,: III, thir ,lei-i ,n, refer

to pragliatic criteria as well as to gran matical criteria (ilthiogh Nigel ii ike, trovision fr

(uiinimpleniented) pragmatic criterion functions. , :dll, chooser. I.tmnti 83!).

Each syrvtax speciAlist must achieve tIhe goal t creat its -ytitai tic ci vir(,iIIeit \ith

the iliplit it receives. Thu, the veerat or's N)IN (;I?()tI' and IIKI1I\ 11 ('.ISE .specialist-

make different deciions when given the same input element. Starting with the representa-

tin of -.Jh Iili t Miary with ;I gun. when the genritor 's i )-l is to iiiake a I\NII|\(-1K.

- it can sav thi;it enIltclc : if it, ,oul is to make a lon group. the Nl N )l i' Pwimalit

"-" can return -.Johlimh' (htiug ,f Mary with a gun": al the' HII.VI'I\ F' (. \1 s-. specialist

tmv pIr,,le d tht John usd t Ih, taN ry" r "wh,, t N I Iry w ith : iumi. Eahi pv-

ci;,lit immm- kl w (,t tih, ,itf, r 'lit 1%e - it. :;,, l 1 1., i \, h . ci Imi- , t ...I . T '1 , t

Sii ;I r liri t I' itrm tiv(. I r , x; I m |I ;l i t. r i; hi u ,, :r I rI ti ,m ii.cti'im f.,r th,

: lo x i lli , i "'.I ch '- i s ,,, f i i lmi t, ..l i t NI, I " ti t I i i i ,lt rni tv ., rl ,ti 1 l,. c,.

i. "wim wam.-.lit with ; I ,n ,v .lchii .Th,, criteri, lv % i, hc ItcI i-0i,11 lle mol,e (,m

%
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be grouped into three classes: svntactic, seniantic, and praglinatic. Syntactic criteria are

binding: if they are ignored. ungramnlatical sentences result. (For example, when saying

a verb, choices concern singular or plural endings, apt.ropriate tenses, and aspect.) Se-

mantic criteria depend on the nature of the input and its relations to other concepts and

the constraints of use of words. (For example, for the representation elements INGEST,

the verb must match features of the OBJECT: a liquid gives "drink" , a solid -eat", and a

gas -breathe". This idea was first described in [Goldman 75].) Clearly. some input repre-

sentations may be handled by a number of such syntax specialists. Picking one can be a

problem. In this regard, pragmatic criteria can help make the decision1 . Pragmatic criteria

relate to the affective values of words and their interactions with the speaker's goals, and

are determined bv strategies such as those described in chapters 3 to 5. The responsibility

for accessing the relevant syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information resides within

each sp .:ialist.

6.3.2 Specialists and Phrase Structure Symbols

It is quite natural to identify certain syntax specialists with their equivalent phrase structure
entities: to claim that when a linguist says -there exists a gram matical concept called noun

( groulp he means that speakers have a collection of neurons that act in the brain in the way

tie lnoin group syntax specialist acts in a generator.

This identification can help answer sone linguistic questions. For example. at issue for a

inimier of years has been th, question whether certain SVO languages are configurational

'Il ' 7A. 'N ( 'a Iy it l'. a It a( it ial itifruiiat I c, i n e t -, r at i, ti a I tin ilira iiti l e t,,,I.t.

r irlc,, a it (, [, I rati I ir c i is,. AI iI I t I lak,'r c iie(ee a l I I v liret %% A Iv If -a% iI t t IIeti ic t ha it the v 11.,I

,trai-,fh r% ar, t >o. if iich ( '. t k, r ii.tatre. he ue.e. III,ieIth lIIIr', I\anhlIt [1,mI i.,'hler 7,] p 75"

that "pale re'" j n,,t "pi k- wh.% erea "'pale Idlu " . -pale Nivi "pal e. . . IItc all ,,rre,.InI l t I -,r

- IhIt i n t h ci,,lI r %' 'Iel -jiilarlv, in conitrait 'It,, , i i i". 'let Ins, ,, II (, Ii " i i Iuli ,1 that thi',,I A -,r

I ,e'-n t I4ait I 1,artak,' in Ith . a('t tI it '
-  

itld,' hI' F. it Ii ll I fa tf I h,, ,!,-twratr'- a tI ;tIt i- I*

r jlll - t IAk I I I ',-I IIIi t i ,,ni, r-at lvit ;iI imiiI l it r,- tra ilat c f! t hat ,'a(l -l ialit' \% li; .

if 1 l It I' ; it'a ,,f Illiatur i, i.fil t IIt' ph aal l,\i,ii ijildr it pr, i,'- hiim ,%i a crwt-,r,,n

.,'1,/* ,t I I, p- ud I - . -,, , , I. I 1 % i -.* -\ - th i it l rt-, t I*, it It I I t f ,,,tf
m it i t.I t , Iin u t 1-" !h 1 , - it Il , t I, .- I[\ ;k,-,, ' I i i I \,l t I II it Ii, i tl

' W1
n

•
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(i.e., whether they have a verb phra. se or not). Rat her than follow the traditional lile.s
of argument by constructing test setlllclt for each language, one (all go anid build a

generator and note whether a number of d(eciions have to be iiale before the verb can

be uttered, once tlie ,iiject has been said. Certainly, for example. this is the cause in

English: both the selit nc ' ".he seeks the hall- and Nlie searches for the ball" derive

, from the sa ie , elmIalitic source, et ,ea rch re(quire a tprehposition for the object. If a VP

speciali,,t exits it will do the work of a;cscring the verb. finding the require(d preposition.

and associating the prhioitioni with the goal to create the object environnient: after that.

the verb, -pecialist can proceed with conjulgation, etc. On the other hand. if no verb phrase

.qwcialist exi.ts, then tili' vr, siv(ihli.t will have to )o-t the object's pre(position so that.

after its ,oilpb(htion. tlh object 'I lkt an hil it.

Now from a liniigiiitic point (If view. there is nothing wrong with this tran.ferral of infor-

-' -" ination across pecialis: however, program ining experience with large systenms with nianv

interacting modules lia., taglit that it is to be avoided( 2 . This lprinciple of encapsulation

of infirmation is very ueful to the generator builder, since it helps delimit the extent of

,yntax speciali.ts. The priniipl,. for example, allows us. to conclude that English has a

verb phra--e. Vhether or net other langiuages should have onei. a purely practical matter:

" 4*~ (ortaiilv tihi- will 1,'twll] Il th' types of leci..ion. required to produce predicates. And,

w twith r'pct to cm gfiilratt in;lit . the notiun that ther, z.sts a distzni. t entity called vetrb

p/hrose. an ,nt it? that is th, .amv, zn all lantlquap.g( with verb phrase, i. certainly fals . It is

-ti , th t tx lat m ,s e,'l h li"vc "v'c plirase decisions that must be iale

,r,.", til" % 11-1. , :It ' thcci_,h thil ,l i,PIvns are liot at All .imilar. re-.ulting in different

V. 11-,, .> t ill 1!-'.t .,r i r ,i i i i r %lith informut in that (in be ni tl 'l l

•~~ ~ .- ' :I I Irr. ,-t, .I ''t. 11, '1,, ril .. .. , , tf, , rf, Iw. -l., ili-t-< T hw,- ;re the n,,n-f( rm aitiv,,tl I, I; rv 1 t-1.. 11t 1t m T ,I II It1orii i 11 a r ni # c'toi ha,( t ec

. ,, -, :, 1 ... !,.- ill ! -1 ',t i' t l il r, l' t l l t , .lt it t, i , ;i( t, , ivr a , m ,n .t, l,' v ti m , . .
-- 4,,

4".' c. ,r [ ;.-t. .. li-, i "- . _fi 'II t. ~. r-l it r c trcen 1 c' ~t i ts. Th I" r nit .h,- ",are. ;tl mici-bcruii rti "

,it . ,.,. , .[ , v ! .. ,. : : b ,t \I 1 . r , , i , if \~,in l al -i r n it% i i
y.~~iiii k~ \1* *jIc itchm 1,i 1 .iri III\

•"*0

,.4..
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- heal-noun nuiniler t hit is iteriijiedlb thle siiIject jwcI;itl'r 1, i-wl for (,iljjlw;iTIiT 1\

the verh spcoiiahi~t iI n ,Iri~'h midi (;erniand. lin (l-rintIn. in-rnif(rintti ii thait I,

n n u l iiI I- ijt t i It-t r I I Iin t I- .Ilro r litrt -it Iit p- f, r I ( 1-0t iv, ' I'l 1 , jIuf. 'riltili Q

rrim nelt. Th-se rult-~ 1, it rel:ire wpa~rltc -ynti ix pc'uil-.t-. Pitlwr. thu i, mlk I'tl%

u(I it I i luI within the- pcci~Iitlt. Thi-. -hc cani api . imN\ i 1i\' rlu thu, L-neirid ;iii the pc('ifi

inn itti" phrae-.e,- ir -

riuu,.u wli. fiin IiuuZ ).iii'. ju~iVi viltx 're, iutE- oterit tll\uruuiIIANeuut--., J~ tut PALIX

t -V ,I 1, it t It I, rihiItc ; ur lit Iii t I vIo r thet ;il~r Ih r - it ur -vm l( Th\ itt r;11 1 I i

ro i~t I co ; i I iii fit. o I u Nu~ ~'Iiu ; of1();1I t , n ilfI t )tll r i v iiii thruit ireeitt U PAULIN'if

* ~ ~ ~ ' nun- t(h(i.JI t arti~ ilut~iu ei' Imtdto h 'uai',l r- p.1 -i- t I r -xiuN h- 'nui u I it

t( , tui, lit' it. (my nt-'~if hi- h lnfuuumV tuIll m t tI,,, ii th- t iiir-.t iti~iild

nulLf- t-a t in't-JIni : ,f *- ~~lni\. I> 1'1'L ; jw 1it luil lx u - i-i-h

iiIIiI f1: Int ' 1II. I I~-l\ 111 'i-I -C *- 2-f rfrrm t,,i Thl. run':% 'fr -1 i- t il p.i

li.3.3 litI 1,ia tI ionsd aiorg leuiit ts of1, the11 Lexiconll

'i, % ,I " twV, " d iL ll)lt r l I I ' e ,1- F l)I I
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ileriies.' If the Ii ~it ,Ile liv siie III tilt, Ilxioit wiih onces are accessed by~ the generator

minlcr wh ilthI circiin-staiice-. How 10) ,pcic Jitteril, litfor fronm more genieral ontes oif the

III the ntfini -,oin tgeiieralirteo~ hldI across tit formtive patterns-. Very general rules.

,ith1 ;t. r Slt BiJ F \ IM MUI ()tiI' ., eellt to appjly at all tintIS. e\'elt to very specific

o- thait vexjr,, 1ojtic contcpts. S ne uehowever. patterns, cant lie unigrammtiatical:

yi'u pay~q yjouir rtont y ari d you tizkfs youir chart cc 1 or 1 J iI'J" ain' t doric nothing' . Tis

Ilitit t %%It 11 ht lit 11 r~l Tot For of memory o)rgTntj/,tti lsrlli ca 2.i

whi( 1h c ~'ljl te-'.e tij't i itnd til ilis yniratcle rent;,tlt a.i,oii~itil N\ithl speific episodes

* ~~~Ili lioir% %%ile, Is... -jwii ' - aeii rc/u ti the pjoilt of nIaxililuill applicaliilitv.

)tlior iitit pp- tr ti 1w Iittmoes of ,,eiertl rtesilt(,% tout li fact Iwing so. For

t' !! 1 1-. t 1111111(Ic' PCTe (" lil il . Yii ia ) a I P t1 iiv- etv (lied" or -Pete kickedl The liteket-

1,-hr- tit, f, rittr to't- thet( liosvie rtic j~trai acii ssel lirect ly from tlit, state change DIE~I:

I. - ~ 'I(I \ 1111H kick' tho bucket

% plir~~~~ l itter 1'. -f the1 C iPterTA k fr1o phrase icn m~i .Ii lm.a

['hr ise I i-.. . tilt, II jIrtWel fru t-c ()rll.\ iii w i lt tl one t Di.;IE i d nlit elrteal

Ii iitri- t, phi ta- 2 1-. pairt 4, thelt, rt ietn 1-Ilillirilg- ki w ~ ' ilde toi jiriu

Ili 1-1frn '-'Ittt' than lrts 1 1' Biut thatt d-es no(t 11111,1 that the two

tr.- i ith f-r-irittm rotturt , 11, t li c itislt ,f int r( e Ilit (f ihlttetts where. solli

lit I I, , I, I tI-. * -riti MTlo1 -vlit 1 i t %1 itvtii i lt - lilt,)N wltit wok% rd, wIll

h 2. T 1 I,- t Ii fl ju k- I w t

i- lit1 11x , : 11 1 li i111 W .If )I li -III T!., i t - 11

1 :I ', i ,V.1 il IA 1,

Mill*
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-kick" aii intransitive verb here. This explains tilie unacceptability of (b):

(at He tied the noo e arouind Iil iMeck, kicked the chair from under himself, and

k ickel the li. ket
0-) * He tied tie noose aroundt his neck, kicked the chair from under himself.

and tilie bucket

'TIhcrcfere. lioislv. no explicit relatioi.hi t) ,x,.t , between plhra.,s( tatterw, I and 2.

In general, when svntactic generalities (lo cxit btween phrase., an I words, tlie.e gcn-

eralitie, should be exploitcd. Thi, idea was note(d by Jacols ([.Jaco, 851, 1) 42):

. . .t ,Vteii which dals only with "core" grainimtical and productiv( ' con-

st ructs \ ill handle but a siall portion of the language... ()n the other hand.

- failiilu to take advantage of linguisti( generalization, can introiuce redundancy

- and poi',lv inefficiency into the knowledge hase. Roli-t and efficient language

pro(essing therefore &hiian,is a balance between specialized and oeiierad

knowledge.

.-.. dlecrilt above, thli approach argue for the (reatioi of a large numblier (of seuil -

,yvntactic clcsses to capture, the generalities. For example. a(oil, Ih( rilh(- a conlcept calle(l

truinf'r-rvint. of which on, view uise "take" ;ld another i,' "-give". Thi, tran-fr-eve'nt

Sn.,t '-,.lati (in PAILINE. it woull be impleiiint,l V, ;t vitax pei(li-r). It prhtuci

th,' - 11llt , ic'o,

,tAlit . k .' tuiii, h fr'zi FiA ii r

". i, h) .I\') N! v, . urv t ,' I .... kV?.

N i . k I . Nk f ,! .1 ll

~I' : 1;.. .. l.t llJiii. l ru . -a , e iii1"I 1 rh i a' , L,ii iirt 1 ' , ' ) I' .. k ;iur' ?Ih'

U"
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(e j johnll gave Mtar". ak hug

f) John ii avv \iarv a ase

A11 1 ti-o_,us for adiltionual re~t rlct i l- to prev'ent

M)Nary to(oK ai hug fr.it .1011ti

Ih) Marv took i a tige froni johnl

It hiil he , lelar that fornmat ive gramimar rules. ph ra-,al pat tern.,. andI synUtax specialist,

A -" I It 'it I.II \, I xfkerontlt I xn . t n iM ol- of I 1w sameII v ,.pe of ilfor IIal lol: ~tc I ts . cas't ng'

rrigre-uliretnrntM. Thelicdftrenes(- art, cause lv e aste of us'e in a system: what is,

A1 * it fitojh t inl iii ine ~~ i withi ott' tot~it ion may easi1ly be a pattern inl a more

p-%wt-rfil y-ttii ItI t a hra.allv o)ranieol steno a priori dIist iriction sllould be made

Itw'n t 'tti 4j Ithe *i 'II iild thet conitents of tilte gramimar.

\\l't, t , tie ;irealt the relarionmliip between the rules of trranmmar and the lexi-

it. ()tte , ;ir,, use if aill the formative grammitar rilles cart be incorporated( Into the

v a'1 illt if ti. itit- of the lexicon ate' llext tic atl t~i lo th lie ss em s ntwork of

.PI t' tjt ii.tb-t the righjt way to build a set of repretit Pietis1!, to pay' a

!,, A Ot it ti i t to tilie wa\v' il%Ii l hih thet repre,-ent at ion clemctnt , are expre, el inl language

4 ~xth w I \~t~i~for entities. but ako,( the phrases ail sentencs. If tile eile-

It ttilitct Ito a~iv i lprt~iliwuci ind cuae theyr-v sset

11.:- 'i 'r t ITt:1 t i Ili r, --. tait tillt 4 V 4eiltit xv.i ix f dl- i v4.criui1 it- -crctttg-

* (.4 A P I rasaI G rai i iiti a r

i- 1. Lc''
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The phrases can be arranged in a rough hierarchy depending on how much effect they

* ." have on the final text. At the level of largest effect. the Ihrases control the formation of

- AD multi-predicate sentences, such as enhancer and mit igator phrases and relations between

topics. At the next level. the phrises determine sentence content anrid organ izat ion to

form various types of sentences (questions, imperatives). .At lower levels. the content and
organiat ionof prediicat es. adverbial clauses, and noun groupsi are detcrmilin (d. Fiially.

words are chosen. The hierarchy does not reflect the order in which phrases actually do

their work duilring the generation of sentences: halfway though the generation of a sentence.

words will already have been chosen for some pieces of the inpion t while other pieces are still

"* " coi pletely uninterpreted. Furthermore, the hierarchy is not strict: for exanple. the choice

of verb has an effect on the sentence wider than simply one word . for it often determines

the presence and( order of preposit ion groups.

"-. Th, phrases that constitute PAULINE's grammar are listed iM Appendix B. They can

be cat egorized a.s follows:

*. . Multi-predicate phrase patterns: When appropriate, dending on the relation-

sii -. hetween the sentence topics and oin the desired slant, the topic organization

r ha., jumxt ;i o',' topi(s into these pxatternis. Multi-p~redicate patterns are used to

,xI r " the followinlg:

- Slanting phrases such as "Not only X. bnt Y- and "X. however, Y-

- Reminding phrases such as -X. whiili reminds mie of Y"

- oal-relationship phrases uch as X in order to Y" and "X so that Y"
,V.i

Res ult-relationship phrases ,,ch as -X. A, a rm-ult. Y" aid -Y becauise X_

Other relat ionship phrases 11( hi .-" i ,1;,rrr th;nI Y" ;1,1t "'After" X, Y"

* Stanld:ird [)hra:;o structure concepts -ih ;- tidiu;ltc. ' lm)lll gioui prrii',.

% . \lr N ,-t.~ tir .. jil i i th, I,.nrtr t, j t,, iil iiilu-i(,,.. ,,ritririg. an 1  ce ,tini'

.-1,' :-; : .... ::I] ,n tIhnI- innl nn,' , I,, ;n- .. 'Iutalx .1 ,'iuli-t fmn i ion.: the othe'r, ( li
-" :- t t [I I ' t altJ' j

:%°
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* Other standard patterns and idiomatic phrases: Additional patterns of lan-

guage such as the frozen ways of referring to mioney, age, titles, places of residence.

greetings. expressing likes and dislikes, etc.

6.5 A Small Example of Realization

At this point, a short description of how PAULINE's syntax specialists realize a sentence

will niake clear the interaction of granimatical and lexical information required to produce

text. The example is taken from the beginning of this chapter.

* The central generator data structure is a stream - a list of units. Of it, only the

first unit (the stream head) is evaluated. Each unit is one of three things: a word, a

topic goal, or a syntax goal. If it is a word, the unit is output and removed from the

stream: if a topic goal, the topic is examined by tie topic collector and( the planner (as

described in chapters 4 and 7) and the resulting list of syntax goals is replaced at the front

of the stream. A syntax goal represents the generator's instruction to create a syntactic

environment (say, a sentence, or a noun group) from the input representation element.

Initial syntax goals are spawned by the planner: after that. each syntax goal produces

a list of other syntax goals and/or words (this process wa.s described as a "ca.scade- in

[McDonald 811), until all the words have been said. Each syurax goal contains a pointer to

the specialist that produces the required syntactic enviroii nent (henceforth called the say-

function): the representation element (henceforth called tile topic): aiid other additional

information relevant to the creation of the envronllient (pragniatic information such a.s

desired slant, syntactiu ifforination such as gender, etc., where appropriate). Generat io

" .+" proceed, by applying tI,, sav-funetiou to the topic and replacing whatever the say-function

,r,),lures back on the front of the stre ai. This is a straig_:htforward way to inlement

1,.; !,ft-to-rightt lneatiol of l;illguage. The generator can thus he view(,d a., performilg

1 -tir-r t;tv+,ral of the' Y.vntaX tree of each sen't(nce, where each node in the tree

[. .- ' 1 I,,j;Ilit funrti,>n (tlhoiu li the tr-e mel never lo built ': iicitl: in

Nt [ : ,'t . , ,.uttil ,xpIns n fiuncti<n siiiIly lops inti1 the - ; am is emnIpty.

.. ', '"
o. 
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During expansion. teie generator ilist naintain certain informnation for certain periols

of t i me. This information helps satisfy the non-formative requirements of the grammar. For

examnple. for the duration of a noun group, the generator IIIUst have available informiation

about ca.se (anid in lainguages with nore explicit declension such as GCernian and French,

about niiniber and gender): for the duration of a sentence (a -verb group-), it requires

information onil number and mode (for subject-verb agreement). tense (for verb-tinie clause

agreement). etc. Tie requisite information for noun groups and sentences is maintained

in context record,, on two stacks: when a noun roup is starte(l. a new context is created

on the noun group context stack and given values (case. etc.) by the relevant specialist

functions: when the noun group is finished, the dummy say-fuinction P0OP -NOUN-(C HO U|P

pops the context. For pronominalization. the generator also creates a list of the topics itN.

has already said, together with appropriate syntactic information such as gender and case.

6.5.1 Input Topic

We begin with one syntax goal on the stream:

#. SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION SAY- SENT-TOP]

TOPIC : .MTRANS-6]r

where MT1RANS-6 is the following (.IM. JANET. QUIET. HEALTH, etc., are all either

atomic symbols or (lefined in the systemr's representation network):

. o

.5 .

_ ,

vX
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#{ACTION - MTRANS-6

[ACT MTRANS]

[ACTOR JIM]

[OBJECT #{STATE-CHANGE DEATH-10

[TYPE HEALTH]

[ACTOR JANET]

[FROM ALIVE]

~[TO : DEAD]}]

[FROM JIM]

[TO #{PERSON SUE

[AGE #{MEASURE = AGE-23

[UNIT : YEAR]

[NUMBER 23]}]

[NAME: SUE]

[RESIDENCE : NEW HAVEN]

[SEX FEMALE]

[SIZE SMALL]}]

[MANNER QUIET]}

6.5.2 Sentence Content and Organization

The generator's expansion loop always expands the stream head. It starts by applying SAY-

.N T-'I'OP to \ITRANS-6. This specialist function must determine what type of sentence
to inmake, since .ITR.ANS is an event, it returns the following syntax goal to he placed on

th' ,treaiu:

# SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION SAY-\Y-I.;I-sI.;NIj

[TOPIC NTR.XNS-6[

1
|,,: .Q ~ Q 4?J* .' ~ - *** * * .... 4..
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Since this goal is the head entity on the stream, it is expanded next. Its specialist SAY-

EVENT-SENT is applied to MTRANS-6. First, it checks whether the rhetorical strategies

call for nominalization of the input topic; if so. it returns

# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-PRONOUN]

[TOPIC : MTRANS-6]

which would eventually expand to "that", as in -That was what happened". Otherwise,

the specialist performs the following tasks: it selects a subject, selects pre-subject adverbial

aspects. and sets the sentence context information for tense (from the TIME aspect. if

any) and mode (PASSIVE when the subject is the OBJECT (or. in an MTRANS. the TO)

aspect: ACTIVE otherwise). The criteria for subject selection are both syntactic (using

rules of topic coherence such as those discussed in chapter 4) and pragmatic (such as the

rules described under RG:forinality in chapter 5). The criteria for including pre-subject

clauses and selecting from the available candidates are also pragmatic. In the example,

only one adverb, MANNER, has been given: other possibilities are TIME, LOCATION.

and INSTRUMENT. If the pragmatic criteria call for its inclusion, and decide to make JIM

the subject, this specialist returns:

#{SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-IPRE-SENT]

[TOPIC : MTRANS-6]

[ASPECTS : (MAN.NER)[}

#:SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION • SAY-SIIAJE('l[

[TOPIC : JIM]

# ,SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY- PP I;I)l('.Tl[

[TOPIC : MTRANS-6]

This sequence of syntax goals will eventually expand into sentenc's tuch , "Quietly. Jim

told Sue... . Alternatively, under alppropriate pragniatic circumii tanceis tho rhetorical

5.
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criteria prescribe the selection of DEATH-10 as the sentence subject, which would eventually

produce -Janet's death was what Jim told Sue of". Or, if the criteria suppress all pre-subject

adverbials and select SUE as the subject, the result is:

#{SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-SVBJECT]

[TOPIC : SUE]}

# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY- PREDICATE

[TOPIC : MTRANS-6]}

6.5.3 Clause Organization

The specialist SAY-SUBJECT creates a new noun group context in the nominative case and

pushes it on the noun group context stack. It checks whether the topic is a single entity or

whether it should build a list of entities (as in "Thomas, Richard, and Harold went..."),

and returns one or more goals:

#{SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-NOUN-CIIOUP]
[TOPIC : SUE]

# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : POP-NOUJN-GROUP')}

SAY-NOVN-(,RIOU'P then queries the rhetorical strategies to select a head noun from the

as pects PAUTLINE's grammar can handle (nanely. TYPE, OCCUPATION. TITLE, NA-

V TION, RESIDENCE, A(E, NUMBER, (;ENDER. LOCATION, and SIZE, in that order.

all tlir things being equal), a-s wvell as from the generator's own opinions (if an'), using

syntactic and pragmatic criteria, as described in chapters 4 and 5. This specialist also

"det ermines pre- aid post- noininal modifiers. In this regard, some possil ilities are ruled

out by syntactic text flow rules (one doesn't say "the New Haven female 23-year-old Sue

czt, -,. X ~
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Brown, a comptroller-) other decisions are made by strategies that query the activated

rhetorical goals and the affective values of the as)ects. These strategies determine the af--.

fective and knowledge-related suitability for each of the can(lidate modifiers, as described

immediately below, and return the permissible candidates in order of preference. Then

SAY-NOUN-(;O I' selects some number of these candidates, depending on its syntactic ad-

jctive combination rules and the value of the rhetorical goals RG:detail and RG:haste

(for examp le, when the latter goal is pressured, no aspects are included, as described in

chapter 5). Finally, the specialist associates each selected candidate with an appropriate

say-function specialist (maintaining the preferred order), syntactic ordering constraints are

checked, and the resulting list of syntax goals is returned.

The pragmatic topic inclusion strategy determines the knowledge-related and affective

suitability of a given input element as follows: First, if the element is directly inferable

from the current topic. then saying it is not very important. This decision is, of course,

very complex: for rehvant work see [Appelt 82, 871 and [Cohen 78]. PAULINE simply

checks whether the element is directly related to the topic; if so., it checks whether it is

knowledge that the hearer is known to have, and whether conversational conditions are

', not bad (noisy) enough to warrant saying the element nonetheless. Second, if the input

- element inherits an affect from the interlocutors' sympathies, then the rhetorical goal

RG:partiality is checked. If the program's own affect for the, ,,ment is not the same as

its intrinsic affect (as defined in chapter 4), the importance of its being said depends on

whether RG:timidity is reckles. or whether RG:respect is arrogant. If the hearer has the

sa tue affect for the input element ;is the speaker does, the strategy checks RG:aggression

and givs the element high importance if this goal requires friendship (i.e.. if it has the

valu, placa ting').

Differont types of topic require different noun group forms: locations ("'X was

wher,,. . ) : *ates ("Pet,.r'- feehiiii, ill...) posses",sives- ("the mai's large car... ). This

-p''ciauli-t a,o huas tr;gm;oti ,,trato,-iW, ,lect and ordcr pre- an(l post-lolninal modifiers.

For exam)le. S-\ -NO N-(;tRO1*' could I)roluue:

d --
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# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION :SAY-Alrl'I('LEI

ITOPIC : SUEJ

#{SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION SAY- IlE- Not'%'- %oIDS

[TOPIC :SUTEJ

(ASPECTS :(SIZE)]}

#SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION :S.*Y - HEA)- NOUN]

[TOPIC SITE]

[ASPECT AGE]}

#SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : sAY-PlOST-NOI'N-MODS1

[TOPIC :SITE]

[ASPECTS :(RESIDENCE NAME)[}

6.5.4 Word Choice

At tis point, thien, the expansion stream contains:

#JSYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION SAY-ARTICLE]

[TOPIC :SIIEfl

#SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION 'SAN'- PH VI- NoVN- MIODS[

[TOPIC : SITE]

[ASPECTS : (SIZE)[I.

#SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-11FAI)-NOI N]

[TOPIC :SUfE]

[ASPECT AGI
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#{SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : sAY- F'0 -NOVN-NIODS]

[TOPIC :SUE]

[ASPECTS : (RESIDEN('E NANIE)['

#ISYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION I'OP-Not N-(;I(I'[]

# { SYNTAX- GOAL

[SAY-FUIICTION S \-I'ItI ID'IATE]

[TOPIC : NITRANS-61}

The detinite article is used for omius such as 'l)olice-, for topics that already have been said.

for topics that have enough specifying information (such as specific time or place), or for

phra-ses such as -the niost-. The article is suppressed when the topic is comnionly known

-or is a proper noun (such a -s Mexico"). -That- is used wit!" an explicitly opinionated noun

(that jerk-). Otherwise, as in the example, the specialist SAY-ARTICLE returns the word

....=> THE

This word is popped off the stream and said. The next specialist, SAY- PRE-NOUN-MODS,

, casts the aspect into an appropriate say-function:

# SYN1TAX- GOAL

[SAY-FUNTCTION : SAY-SIZE]

A [TOPIC : SMALL]

'rG-POSITI0.1 PRE''

* l whi, h [)rdu(-e

....=> SMALL

The S.\' -1III-;D-No(*N specialist fiIls an appropriate word or plhrase fro u the repre'-wenta-

tion ,l(ment (perhaps ,>ing Ir~ ato- f;io-tor-s ill it, (,li mlr il;ttion), and then i plurali/es if

p sSnecessary. Somtiles. as in thi, exailule, it requires another specialist:

'I

-ON
'pL
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# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-AGE]

[TOPIC : AGE-23]

[NG-POSITION : HEAD]}

-.... > 23-YEAR-OLD

SAY- POST- NOUN- MODS casts adjectival aspects using appropriate specialists: I
# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION :SAY-RESIDENCE]
• 3[TOPIC : NEW HAVWEN]

[NG-POSITION : POST]}

# {SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION : SAY-NAME]

[TOPIC : SUE]

[NG-POSITION : POSTJ}

which produce

.... > FROM NEW HAVEN

> *CMA SUE *CMA*

Now 'ie dummy specialist POP- NOt 'N-(;ROIP is encountered and the noun group context
stack is cleared.

The next task is to build the predicate. Th, most important task here is to select a verb;

as described before, all the formative information can then be found -- either from it, or

from the representation element, or by using the default form. To find verbs in the lexicon,

PAULINE uses discrimination nets attached to its reiresentation primitives. Its searches

the concept definition ntw rk 'near' the topic, starting with the type of the topic and

proceeling up the property inheritance hirarchy until a filled WRD aspect is found- this

will point to a verb or to a (,iscrinil ation) procedlire that will eventually point to a word. I
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Near the top of the hierarchy all elements are organized a.s some Conceptual Dependency

lriiuitive.

PAULINE's lexicon contains more than 20 words to express NITRANS: amongst others.

"tell-. "inform-. "whisper", "shout , and "broadcast-. Since the mode in this example is

"lssive. some verbs (such as -.say" ) are not available and others (such as -hear- ), normally
"uniaailable. are. The discrimination criteria are semantic and pragmatic, as described

earlier and in chapters 4 and 5. If the verb "hear" is selected, the generator must use the

- nIt enlce form

VEB [EItFt'RiOU (aspect OBJECT) of]

[PREP; ROI'1 (aspect ACTOR) fromi SAY-POST-SENT

whereas the verb -tell" specifies the form

" . [ SAY-VERB [SAY-OIJ;ECT (aspect TO)] SAY-AI)VERB SAY- POST-SENT

that ]S.,-co \1 , (;Lspect OBJECT)] I

Choosing the latter, and inverting for the passive mode, this specialist returns

#. SYNTAX-GOAL

[SAY-FUNCTION ' SAY-\III]

[TOPIC NITIANS-6]

WORD tt 1

[MODE PASSIVE]}

*# 2,SYNTAX-GOAL
rSAY-FU.CTION S \Y-!'IKI(1IOIP]

TOPIC JIM

PREPOSITION : b]

thLt

# SYNTAX-GOAL

SAY-FUNCTION

TOPIC : DEATH-101),

' T4p .- % N
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The o jciathi-t kNV -\ IM C4I)Illite( the verb, ;)rodlncillg

~ WAS TOLD

anid SAN-IBI1(F()I ex Iaid.. via s.XY-N01 N-(H0l'1' directly into R'AY-IIEX)- NoUN:

=--==> BY JIM

The ilext elemient oin the streami i' the literal -thiat-. which is ji1't Saiid:

--~=>THAT

6.5.5 The Process Repeats

)iil one ynltaix-()aml reiniil-: the clliiise expjressing DE.ATH- 10. Its synitax spec(iliSt,.SAN-

( MI'I.. creittes a senitenice wi o iinitial a(lverlbial clauses, linking words. and opnon yL

t1 v atilll A\ N F- 1011 Wit]] ;i l)l)rojiatteSwtce (-which are ,iilj)ly listedl here as p)art

,fto lt ix g-oal)

4 SYNTAX-COAL

SAY-FUNCTION : .AY-SFNT-TOPI

TOPIC :DEXF1h- L

SUPPRESS (PRE-NDEIM IALS LINK-W)RDS ()PINIO)NSj

-, :SYN.TAX-COAL

SAY-FUNCTION S\-(111

TOPIC : I.NE1']

SYNTAX-GOAL

SAY-FUNCTION 1. ' FI) <I

TOPIC 1()'I l

.1%
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Proceding as before. SAN - S IIJ E(F andi SAY- PtI )I( U* F' ex pa intd

-=~==>JANET

-==z~>DIED

AItlt erNt INel. Since the frozeni phrase -kick the bucket- is associated withi the st ite-chainge

DEATH. the generator can select this option instead (under appropriate pragn1iti('oni

tioii, -uch as. say. colloquialj RG :formality):

# SYNTAX- GOAL

* ~~~SAY-FUNCTION A-Vt]

[TOPIC DEATH-1)1

WORD kickj

[MODE ACWTIVEJ

- the

* bucket

hewrel by re~~ it-, Irreverence.

6.6 Conclusion

Inl tli- cijitetr. wve ;ask: IIowN ,hihill languiage he represented inI a generator program.' In

1;trticeillar. how do the conce-pts the g-enerator musit express. thle grainniiar it is to 115. and

tho w-rdk mid' ilra ,,- w'ith %N hichl it mid1 express Thlem. relate.! The .answer presenited lhere

i- thait all lliniii-.ti i{wllcl lhrwigla 11 ,Iwie he11 Ic itaiwii ill tlie lexicon. The

rg liti I. lit fol(wii: Tli- geneilrator niu11st prlform three types of task t(. produce text.

I t t teo iif,riiiaI(ii iIt r-ilir!- to (1, the'e t;r-k , from dinev soiree--: frauII The 'rTainiar.

';triltl% r'i hri~- (iilh migtlt i-prelie(tte jlirasal ;mtr-) rd front crtatiii

* \l-.hil-. ntlthy~~ull li''IIni In ;1* e'(j'lc Nitll the pr.int illi

Ii'-.tht'\ 'lri..\Vii iii( nitjI f(Illp, (fxp.i i exlit. the fhlnatliv( paittells

V %,

-*- *'***. .*,-**- *~,~**~% ***-: . *.*.. .
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,. I ....,' ' ith th e 1,.xiIal entries. Sinilarly. fr zr l t .iii-tr,,zen iliri.- - r- i ,,'

rprt, - ntation clenint-s. irt, a.,so( l t,(I with rel-reeitta ionl ili,,., iII the-, tIlliv % 1N. ai ,1

lvhcs' .ilar forni rive paittcrnl. Fe r mat ie pattern. art, l,1ilt oIt of t h ot-I- littrr ii , Anjd

lexicon litries. Althou h the geilcral formative rules of -,,ralmnmiar 1i :t a., 1iat,, With

atnV spcrihc relrsentational element, their formative patterns ;ire l efinel imiilailv. Fr',i

tlite s, prator' tjr pctive, there is no difference between thte-, sourc,-,: f, r Xamlp1. there

i no reil rea-son for the graninar of the language to be contaiil ill a ,parsto -syntax I,,x

Thu, rules of grain mar. multi-predicat a. phrases, and phra.-al aiti verb predicate patterns

can iall be viewed as phrases, frozen to a greater or lesser (tegree. and loul(1 all be part
"." - f the. l xicon. Some such phrase-s" can be quite c(mplex. prescribinlg a eries of actions

a1 id tests: these cal be thbought of as specialist procedures. Others can he very simple:

teinlplates. These specialist elements contain the information that en:ilih e PAU LINE to

et'rfolrmi the three tasks of in luision, ordering. and casting, in order to expand the input
into a string of words. The elements that constitute PATULINE's lexicon, and the way they

"a.. are art, used, are described.

at..

,4~

5"a

"A.'

a:e -

* "a

a-
'I-
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Chapter 7

Planning and Realization

Abstract

Traditional (block s-world hierarchical expansion planning is not suitable for all planning tasks

in lanuage generation. A more appropriate method. linited-coninitmnent planning, consists

of both prescriptive (blocks-world) planning and of res'trictive planning (selecting from options

with reference to the status of active goals): it is interleaved with the realization process. At

present, existing text planners use proscriptive plans exclusively. Iowever, a large class of

planner ta-ks, especially those concerned with tlie pragniat ic content of text such as style and

slant, is most eas ily perf,)rmdv under restrictive planning. The kinds of tasks suited to each

planning style, and the way PA'LINE perfrrms lirnited-comrnitment planning, are described.

7.1 The Trouble with Traditional Planning

In the tr1titr)r;l iir1nning ta i 1 on (Or 1ot") initial goas!(' i trit fr, .

at Iiifrarchical goid-pha ii a - < cy, I,.. i111. a Series of-t:'lps thai" ;xrle (-Xfi',It,, 1 1'. "

;,q~ t (.r~e sa . ic,.rdo(ti -771). fin the t iieur ion lroc,'ss, thi, ippr,-,h i , It t

lirilhling up and ->OOit 'iiwrator ii-sttti' tinrsotn.4iv ,,. .
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input topics until, eventually, enough instructions have been assembled to realize each part

of the input as one or more words. A number of planners base their decisions mainly on the

state of the hearer's knowledge: [Appelt 81], [Woolf & McDonald 84], [McCoy 87]. Some

planners are concerned with the selection and coherent presentation of specific information:

[McKeown 82], !Paris & McKeown 87], [R6sner 87], [Mann 84]. A few planners seek to

achieve various other pragmatic effects: [Cohen 78], [Jameson 87], [Bienkowski 86].

Of course, planning all the way down to the actual details of word choice requires that

the planner have access to as much syntactic knowledge as the realization component itself.

This obviates the need for a realization component. For example, suppose the generator

wants to create in the hearer sympathy for a 65-year old beggar. In the sentence "the

[SAY-AGE #AGE-11 woman is homeless", the specialist SAY-AGE should return "old" or

even "ancient" rather than "65-year old". For the planner to precompute this decision,

it will have to compute all the decisions (via SAY-SENTENCE and SAY-SUBJECT, etc.),

such as selecting a subject, a head noun, and adjectives, before it will be in a position

first to realize that #AGE-1 is to be said as an adjective, and second to determine what

the options are in this case. In order to do this computation, the planner will have to

* have access to information which one would like to claim is properly the exclusive concern

of expansion, such as syntactic and lexical knowledge. (For instance, Appelt's planner

contains grammatical knowledge spread throughout. Appelt alludes to the problems that

this causes in [Appelt 81, p 1131.) If the planner is going to do all this work, down to the

level of individual words. it may as well do the generation simultaneously. This model is

unwieldy: it mixes planning and realization information.

Furthermore, this model is unrealistic: When we speak, we do not try to satisfy only one

or two goals, and we operate (often, and with success) under conflicting goals for which no

resolution exists. We usually begin to speak before we have planned out the full utterance,

and then proceed while performing certain planning tasks in bottom-up fashion. That is,

when we start speaking, we have usually made some decisions and have postponed others

- we have some vague notion about what topics we want to cover, and maybe even of the

desired slant and a particular phrase we want to use; we leave the details -especially the

syntactic details for later, real-time, consideration.

...." r" '. ' ," ' •e r, • y ,,,, .e ' • ", " " " I
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A better solution is to perform planning only when necessitated by the expansion.

This approach is characterized by a two-way communication at decision points. In other

words, this suggests that the planner assemble only a partial set of generator instructions

- enough for the realization component to start working on - and then continue planning

when the realization component requires further guidance. Thus, as argued in [Hovy 85]

and in [McDonald & Pustejovsky 85], the solution is to interleave planning and realization.

In addition, a number of psycholinguistic experiments that investigate the components of

human generation processes also conclude that the model of strictly sequential separate

components (planning, realization) is incorrect; see, say, [Rosenberg 771 and [Danks 771.

This is a fine solution; however, there still is a problem. It is impossible to formulate

workable plans for certain types of goals that speakers frequently have. This is true es-

pecially for pragmatic goals. A speaker may, for example, have the goals to impress the

hearer, to make the hearer feel socially subordinate, and yet to be relatively informal. These

goals play as large a role in generation as the speaker's goal to inform the hearer about

the topic. However, they cannot be achieved by coi .structing and following a plan - what

would the plan's steps prescribe? Certainly, making explicit sentences such as "I want to

impress you, but still make you feel subordinate" would be counterproductive. Pragmatic

effects are best achieved by making subtle, small decisions during the generation process:

an extra adjective here, a slanted verb there. But how can a generator control this?

The problem stems from the fact that planning is usually prescriptive: it determines

multiple actions over a long range of time (or text). However, when a system is busy

executing a partially formed plan, and the only decisions left to be made are very limited in

range, the nature of the task changes: the system is faced with a series of unrelated choices

from sets of options. This task is usually called "selection" rather than "planning". As

such, it may not seem very important, as long as the planner has assembled detailed enough

instructions for each selection to be made. For example, in the blocks world, the actual

realization of a low-level goal such as [MOVE HAND TO BLOCK A] may not matter (that

is, the hand may equally well move along any reasonable path). However, in generation.

low-level realization decisions can have significant pragmatic effects: for examl)e, compare

saying "terrorist" to "guerrilla" or "freedom fighter". Hence the prolblem: the planner
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cannot assemble detailed enough instructions for each pragmatic choice, because it cannot

know beforehand which choices it will face - remember, it doesn't have access to syntactic

information - and thus which pragmatic goals are likely to be affected by each selection.

Also, it cannot simply plan for all the goals together, because the order of satisfaction of

goals may be important. Unlike hierarchical plan steps, adjacent selection decisions need

not work toward the same goal (or indeed have any relation with each other); the planner

has no way to guess even remotely what the next selection or satisfiable goal might be. Thus

hierarchical plan expansion is not appropriate for this selection-type "planning". What is

required is something quite different: strategies that guide selection decisions, based on the

state of satisfaction of pending goals.

7.2 Limited-Commitment Planning

Generation, then, requires two types of planning. Certain tasks are most easily performed

in top-down fashion (that is, under guidance of a hierarchical planner, or of a fixed-plan

(schema or script) applier), and other tasks are most naturally pcrformed in a bottom-up,

selective, fashion. That is, some tasks are prescriptive - they act over and give shape

to long ranges of text - and some are restrictive - they act over short ranges of text,

usually as a selection from some number of alternatives. Our generators' planners should

not be solely prescriptive; they should also handle restrictive information, in the sense of

considering information about options that is not contained in any explicit plan but that

is brought up by the (state of the) realization process.

Tile difference between prescriptive and restrictive planning is captured neatly in the

location, organization, and use of the information required to guide the generation process

from its initial goal (to say the topic) to a final state (the said utterance). W\hen the

information is contained in a set of plan steps (ordered or unordered), and when activated

this information directs which specific actions are done,, then the plan is prescriptive. On

tihe other hand. when tihe inforniation is contained c'sew her' (iii, ay. the lexicon). and

the planner nses this inforination to query its goals for giidatnce. t hen this information

i% %
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(together with the strategies used for resolving goal conflicts, etc.), constitutes restrictive

plans. Prescriptive information is formative: it controls the construction and placement

of parts in the paragraph and the sentence. Under guidance of its prescriptive plans, the

generator makes some commitment to the final form of the text (such as, for example,

the inclusion and order of specific sentence topics). However, it leaves open a number of

decisions (such as, for example, the possibility of including additional topics under certain

conditions, or the specific content of each sentence), until actual realization takes place.

These unrealized decisions are handled by restrictive plans, which are selective: they decide

among alternatives to build the actual text.

This planning paradigm can be called limited-commitment planning. Limited-

commitment planning applies not only to generation; it is ubiquitous in daily life. We

very seldom do pure hierarchical expansion planning. For example, the limitations of pure

top-down planning in argumentation are described in [Birnbaum 86, p 1761:

An exclusively top-down approach to planning can work in situations which are

more or less under the control of the planner... But conversations do not, in

general. meet those requirement... Thus, unless a speaker can predict, rather

specifically, how his adversary will respond, his utterances cannot be completely

planned in advance.

McDermott describes a general problem solver/planner that uses a theorem prover to re-

trieve plan schemata for attacking problems. When it finds more than one schema, it

retrieves choice rules to help select one. Here "task reductions" correspond to prescriptive

plans and "choice rules- to restrictive plans [McDerniott 78, p 76]:

... sometimes the user ,vill wait to be able to express rules for synthesizing a

brand new alternative task reduhction on teie fly' when two task reductions have

been suggested... The olution is to face up to the nvicesitv for treating "chmoi,,

buetween alternatives' a a basic ituiation for prohllem olving.

1.

a . - -,a 'o . ~ ~

S. a..
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7.3 Performing Restrictive Planning: Monitoring

Due to its bottom-up, run-time nature, restrictive planning differs from traditional plan-

ning in the type of information it requires and in the way it uses that information. For

example, limited-commitment planners sometimes have to face up to and compromise on

goal conflicts, rather than employ procedures called critics (in NOAH, [Sacerdoti 77]) to

notice when conflicts occur and to plan around them. For example, a conflict can arise

when the speaker instructs someone who is socially dominant: since he is instructing, he

has stylistic permission to change the topic whenever he thinks it appropriate; but since

he is subordinate to the hearer, the hearer should control topic change. For traditional

planners such as NOAH this conflict poses a serious problem. However, this is what gives

generation its spice! People can speak while holding conflicting goals; generators must be

able to merge conflicting plans into sensible generator instructions.

Thus, an important difference between the two types of planning is that a restrictive

planner is unable to guarantee that all its goals will necessarily be achieved; it can, by

making appropriate decisions, merely ensure that no goal gets too seriously thwarted. That

is, it cannot simply plan for, it is constrained to plan with: the options it has to select from

are presented to it by some other component (in generation, the realizer). It cannot even

use current options to control future decisions, since the options only have relatively local

effect, and since in addition the information that controls the sequence of decision types

and hence of the options (in generation, grammar), is not available for planner inspection.

Thus a restrictive planner deals with a number of goals whose satisfaction statuses are

constantly changing in ways it cannot predict. What information, then, does it require?

Obviouslv, after each decisioin, the statuses of the affected goals must he altered. This

ta.sk is called execution monitoring in a real-time planning system with an agent (see,

say, [Fikes, Hart & Nilsson 72] , [Sacerdoti 77]. [Miller 85]. [Doylv. Atkinson & Doshi 861):

we will use the termi monitoriny here. aptrpriate for a system tlhat does not take into

account the world's actual reaction (in generation. the hearer's actual r,ponse), )ut that

trusts, perhaps naively, that the world will react in tlie way it expects. Monitoring can be

91 "
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performed by the restrictive planner, since it deals with the options' effects on the goals.

This task requires checking, updating, and recording

e 1. the current satisfaction status of each goal

Furthermore, to perform both planning and monitoring, the restrictive planner must

know (or be able to compute), for each option,

* 2. which goal(s) it will help satisfy, to what extent, and in what ways

* 3. which goal(s) it will thwart, to what extent, and in what ways

- that is, it must be able to judge the effect of each option as far as permitted by restrictive

planning. In practice, of course, this cannot be too far, because if the planner tries to

increase the extent by replacing the information it is given with more detailed information,

from whatever source, it will be performing top-down (i.e., prescriptive) planning. (Thus, in

generation, the way additional information is used is the principal line of demarcation; other

than this, there is no fixed point, no natural division in the generation process before which

a prescriptive planner should run and after which a realizer (and with that, a restrictive

planner) should take over). Hence the restrictive planner must be provided not only with

options, but also with some indication of which goal(s) each option will affect and in what

way it will do so. Obviously, this information should reside in the subsystems or specialist

functions that present the options to the planner.

Finally, in order to perform restrictive planning, the planner must be able to resolve

(onflicts when various options satisfy various goals; it therefore requires

o 4. the relative priority of eaclh goal

.s a partial solution. [Durfee & Lesser 86] present three heuristics to help a planner

that i incert ditl alhout whi h lng-term goals to persue and which sequence of actions to

select. These hlirri-stics are: prefer coo nion intcrmediate goals; prefer cheaper goals; and

prefer (IV,(riiilinative internediate goal, (goal, that most effe-ctively indicate the long-term

promise. of the avenue being explored). II addition, two simple strategies for letermining

( .v .q~ V .
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priority are least-satisfied and least-recently satisfied. A better alternative is the

combination of these two strategies, in which a goal receives higher priority the longer

it waits and the fewer times it has been satisfied. The introduction of explicit priorities

permits the formulation of additional high-level prescriptive plans to control the planner's

overall approach. (In generation, this is expressed as the tenor of longer texts; for example,

in a speech, the speaker may start off distant and forceful, and then gradually become

more friendly and relaxed. Appropriate plans, when worked out, may be implemented in

the style of the meta-plans described in [Woolf & McDonald 84].)

Restrictive planning is implemented in PAULINE in the following way: None of the

program's pragmatic goals are ever fully achieved and flushed; they require decisions to be

made in their favor throughout the text. (That is to say, you cannot at some point simply

flush the goal to be appropriately formal, but you can give it a lower priority for a while.) An

option can affect a goal in one way only - by adding one "point" to its satisfaction status

-- so that the satisfaction level of each goal is simply the number of times some option that

helps achieve it has been selected. Of course, a single option may help satisfy a number of

goals concurrently. When making decisions, the program compares the effect of each option

- the total of all increased satisfaction statuses -- and chooses the option corresponding

to the goals with the lowest total. In order to do this, it must know which goals each option

will help satisfy. As discussed above, responsibility for providing this information lies

with whatever produces the option: either the lexicon or the language specialist functions

in the realizer (such as a predicate or clause constructor). Thus PAULINE uses least-

satisfied as a conflict resolution strategy. This implementation rests on the assumptions

that all the program's rhetorical goals are equally important and that every option helps

satisfy its goals by the same fixed amount. After every decision, the program increases the

satisfaction status of each affected rhetorical goal. These sim plifications produce a quite

reaLsonalble approximation of the stylistic behavior of speakers: that is. analysis of spoken

texts inlicates that people often alternate the stratvgi(., whell puirsuimig conflicting goals.

By it-, I)mttom-up iatuore, rf.trictive plaining )rovides the generator with a kind of

*. ,t,(,portuim nii (a vrv limitel veri, ,,f the kinid Iescribed a., lips of tlie toiigue in [Freud

351 a i disciis,l in [Biriih;tumi Sj). W wiivver tlit, restritiv, planier slects, options

N"
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that help satisfy a number of goals and that, in addition, uncover new possibilities (such

as for additional topic inclusion), it can be said to be acting opportunistically. For true

opportunism, a system has to check incoming possibilities and their effects against all its

goals; as Birnbaum points out, a potentially expensive operation. However, when each

option is explicitly marked with the goals it can help satisfy, the resulting limited form of

opportunism becomes tractable.

7.4 Planning in PAULINE

The rest of this chapter describes the architecture and implementation of PAULINE's plan-

ning and realization processes. Each of the planning phases - additional topic collection,

interpretation, etc. - is discussed, with specific reference to the prescriptive or restrictive

character of the plans used. An annotated trace of a session with PAULINE appears in

appendix A.

7.4.1 Program Architecture

The program consists of over 12,000 lines of T, a Scheme-like LISP developed at Yale. As

input, before each run, PAULINE is set up with descriptions of the situation and of the

hearer, as well as with appropriate pragmatic goals. It is also given the principal topics of

conversation. Its structure is:

'S.
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Program Architecture

Input Topics

- topic collection plans:

Topic Collection CONVINCE, RELATE, R
DESCRIBE H

1 E
T

- interpretation S
T Pragmatic

Topic Organization - new topics R Apect of
- juxtaposition A Aspects of
- ordering T Conversation

E
~ G

- sentence type E

Realization - organization S

- clauses

- words

Text

7.4.2 Computing Affect

As described in chapter 4, opinions are modelled in PAULINE using three affects: GOOD,

NEUTRAL, and BAD. The program gets its affects from two sources. The first source is

the user: to give PAULINE opinions, the user must list one or more representation elements

as sympathies or as antipathies. The second source is the default intrinsic affects associated

with concepts; affects must be defined for certain representation elements. In the JUDGE
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examples, when PAULINE defends Mike, the sympathy list contains the concept "Mike"

and the antipathy list the concept "Jim". In the Carter-Kennedy examples, PAULINE is

made a Carter supporter by marking the element representing Carter's goal to win the

nomination as GOOD and marking Kennedy's goal as BAD. In the shantytown examples,

PAULINE is given one protagonist and his goals as sympathies and the other and his goals

as antipathies.

In order to determine its opinion about any arbitrary piece of input representation, the

given affects must be combined with the concepts' intrinsic affects and must be propagated

along the relations between concepts. PAULINE's rules are:

" affect is preserved when combined with NEUTRAL

" like affects combine to GOOD

" unlike affects combine to BAD

• when the two affect-bearing concepts are related in certain ways the combined affect

inverts (for example, when one affect bearer is a BAD action and the other is its con-

ceptual patient). Rules of affect propagation are defined for each possible relationship

between affect-bearing concepts

This works as follows: assume the current topic is the action

#(ACTION-UNIT - ACT-6

[ACT : HIT]

[ACTOR: MIKE]

[OBJECT : BODY-PART]

[TO : JIM]

(FORESEEABILITY

#{STATE STATE-10

[TYPE PHYSICAL-INTEGRITY-VIOLATION]
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[ACTOR JIM]

(DEGREE SERIOUS-TEMPORARY]}]

[NUMBER : SINGLE]

[DEGREE : HARD]

[INTENTIONALITY : PRESENT]

[RESULT : *{STATE , STATE-11

[TYPE : PHYSICAL-INTEGRITY-VIOLATION]

[ACTOR JIM]

(DEGREE KNOCK-DOWN]}]}

(this is a slightly modified and pruned version of the actual JUDGE representation). Stated

neutrally, ACT-6 reads

(a) MIKE INTENTIONALLY HIT JIM HARD ONCE AND KNOCKED HIM DOWN

In order to slant this, PAULINE has to determine the affect for Mike's role in ACT-6 from

its sympathies. If it likes Mike, the program has to combine the intrinsic affect for the type

of ACT-6, HIT, (BAD) with its affect for Mike (GOOD) (noting that, since Mike is the

ACTOR, the affect doesn't invert), to get the affect BAD. That is to say, in ACT-6, Mike

looks bad and by the affect rule (discussed immediately below) the action should be omitted

(not possible in this example, since there is only one action) or should be mitigated. One

of the ways PAULINE could say this is:

(b) MIKE JUST TAPPED JIM ONCE

If, on the other hand, PAULINE's sympathies are for Jim, then it combines the af-

fect for HIT (BAD) with its affect for Jim (GOOD), giving BAD. Since Jim fills the role

TO (the conceptual role patient), this result must be inverted, and so the final affect is

GOOD. That is to say, in ACT-6, Jim looks good (ACT-6 is GOOD for the case against

,Mike). In this case the affect rule suggests that PAULINE enhance the topic. Furthermore,

the RESULTant state, STATE-II. carries the same affect, because Jim (GOOD) suffers a

PHYSICAL-INTEGRITY-VIOLATION (intrinsically BAD). This result, was intentionally

U.;", '.
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(INTENTIONALITY PRESENT) caused by Mike (BAD). The three affects GOOD, BAD,

and BAD combine to produce GOOD for Jim in STATE-11, causing it to be enhanced too.

Thus, when defending Jim, PAULINE produces the sentence

(c) MIKE PURPOSELY SMASHED JIM AND KNOCKED HIM DOWN

Affect propagation works similarly in the shantytown and Carter-Kennedy domains.

For example, the following represents the disassembly of the shantytown:

*{CONSTRUCT = CONSTRUCT-2

[ACTOR : OFFICIALS]

[OBJECT : SHANTYTOWN-i

[MODE : DISASSEMBLE]

[LOC : BEINECKE-PLAZA-I]

[TIME TIME-5]

[RELATIONS :

(REL-SUBGOAL-TO

#{HAVE-GOAL = GOAL-2

[ACTOR YALE]

[DESIRE : STATE-ORDERLINESS]

[TIME : PAST]

[RELATIONS : ...

REL-WHILE :

#{M-ALTER-FREEDOM = ARREST-i

[ACTOR: POLICE]

[OBJECT: STUDENTS-2]

[MODE ARREST]

[TIME : TIME-5]

[RELATIONS : ...

REL-RESULT

#{SPPORT-2 ... }

U'-
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REL-RESULT

#{MTRANS-7 ... 1]))

When PAULINE speaks as a protester, its sympathy list contains STUDENTS-1 (the

protesters) and GOAL-1 (the protesters' goal that Yale divest), and its antipathy list con-

tains YALE and Yale's goal GOAL-2 (Yale's goal that the university remain in an orderly

state). To work out its affect for CONSTRUCT-2, the program first negates the intrinsic

affect of a CONSTRUCT (which is GOOD) because the action is a disassembly, and then

combines this BAD affect with its affect for the actor, which is NEUTRAL. Finally, it

combines the result, BAD. with the affect of the goal that the action serves, which is BAD,

to get the result GOOD - that is to say, CONSTRUCT-2 should be included, and even

stressed, in the text. In contrast, when PAULINE speaks as a Yale official, the resulting

* ' affect for CONSTRUCT-2 is BAD. So is ARREST-l, the arrest of the 76 students, after
similar derivation. Both topics should be mitigated or avoided altogether, if possible.

7.4.3 Rhetorical Goals of Opinion

PAULINE's rhetorical goals of opinion are listed in chapter 2; these goals determine the

use of strategies to make one side look good by, for example, describing how they help

other people; how their side does good actions to achieve their goals; how they react to the

opponents' actions in a reasonable way; and how other people support them. In contrast,

strategies to make the opponents look bad are to show how their side has unacceptable

goals; to explain how their side does bad actions to achieve their goals; to show their

unreasonable reactions to overtures for a settlement: and to show how nobody likes them.

" . In more detail, some of these subgoals are defined as follows (the terms in capitals are

elements of the representation language, which is based on Conceptual Dependency Theory

(see [Schank 72] and [Schank & Abelson 771): ITRANS denotes the act of transferring

information; PTRANS the act of transferring physical objects, and ATRANS the act of

transferring control over something):

%
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The opponents are unreasonable because

" Coercion: they force their will on others (corresponding to the university speaker's

"wanted to force"):

IF the current topic is an ACTION.

AND it is an antipathy.

AND the action serves one of the opponents' goals

AND the goal is to have some other party do some act

AND the other party is a sympathy

THEN imply that the opponents force their will on them (using

verbs and phrases such as ''force'', ''make them do'')

" Limited support: they claim to have more support than they have (corresponding to

the university speaker's adjective "a small group"):

IF the current topic claims support (an MTRANS of a SUPPORT),

AND the ACTOR is an antipathy,

AND the SUPPORT contains a number of people,

THEN minimize that number by using minimizing adjectives

such as "a small number". ''a few''

" Appropriation: they use distasteful/ugly tactics, misuse their rights, or overstep the

bounds of propriety (which causes the university speaker to say -force" and "take

over"):

IF the current topic is an ACTION,

AND it is an antipathy,

AND the ACTOR is an antipathy,

THEN imply that the action is ugly, by

IF an ATRANS or PTRANS of props for other actions:

- -,-t i edi i i i i iii i i I J I J'i i I - i l II I i
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say that they take control of what they need by force

(use appropriate nouns, verbs, and phrases such as

"take over", "grab". "commandeer'')

IF an MTRANS of demands: say that they try to coerce others

(use verbs such as "force". "pressure")

In contrast, we are reasonable because

" Good goals: we are looking after everyone's interests, not just our own; we provide a

service for the community; our goals are good

IF the current topic is an ACTION or has a desired STATE

AND the ACTION or desired STATE serves a GOAL

AND the beneficiary of this goal is some other group

THEN say the topic, the goal, and the beneficiaries

" Support: we have a lot of support; most people agree with us

IF the current topic is an MTRANS

AND we are the recipients (it is TO us)

AND the message (its OBJECT) expresses support

THEN state the support, mentioning the senders

also,

IF some event or action served one of our goals

AND some number of people participated as ACTORS

THEN mention the event, maximizing the number of participants
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* Sadness: the opponent's action saddened us

IF the opponents are the ACTORS of the current topic

AND the topic serves some GOAL

AND this goal opposes some GOAL we have

AND we did not retaliate immediately

THEN say outright that the action eisappointed us

These goals affect the generation process in a wide variety of ways. Correspondingly,

they are best implemented in various ways. Some goals are more naturally implemented

top-down: for example, the goals that prescribe the inclusion of sentence topics that are

not necessarily part of the inpuit topics at all, such as the sentences "we deplore the whole

affair" and "they started it". These sentences are added purely for slanting effect; it is

doubtful that any non-generator process (other than an argument builder) would routinely

include such topics in its output. Other goals function best in bottom-up fashion: They

respond to syntactic opportunities to include aspects; for example, the goals that suggest

the inclusion of appropriate stress words and the selection of appropriate adjectives, nouns,

and verbs (as described in chapter 4) cause the production of such phrases as "a few shiftless

students".

7.4.4 Topic Collection

The task of collecting appropriate additional sentence topics is pre-eminently prescriptive.

The best examples of plans for this task are the schemas developed by McKeown ([McKeown

82], [Paris & McKeown 87]) that instruct the planner where in the representation network

to search for additional sentence topics, given an initial topic and such goals as to describe

it, to compare and contrast it, etc. In similar fashion (as described in chapters 2 and 4),

PAULINE has three plans -- the DESCRIBE plan to find descriptive aspects of objects,

the RELATE plan to relate events and state-changes, and the CONVINCE plan to help

slant the text in order to convince the hearer of some opinion. Whenever it performs topic
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collection., PALT LINE appie- thlt prescriptivye steps of tilte appropriate collect ion plan to each

Canlo~llate topic. anlo t hen 'In tiirn to tlie hew IV-folinlI caiiditlat C topics. for as long ?"; its
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- if it is part of a plan or otherwise serves a goal, the

DESIRED STATE of the goal

FOR each of these results.

IF it carries the affect GOOD for the speaker

THEN retain it as a candidate topic

%For exam ple. PA IT LINE ii-.e-. tilt-() \IN(' pln Inl generatig the shantytowni ex-

atiiples a., olw. When ii ii a-. a proto-ter. thet i-tance. of stipport by thei local
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goal to interpret the opponent's a tions as confrontational) cause interpretation inferences

to be applied to the collected candidate topics during topic organization.

In order to interpret the input topics as instances of some concept, the interpretation

process must recognize when the topics (or some of them) conform to the definition (or

part of tile definition) of the concept. Thus, either concepts must be defined in such a way

as to allow a general process to read their definitions, or inferences must exist that fire

when a definition is matched -- in other words, whose left-hand sides are the definitions

and whose right-hand sides assert the existence of the concept. PAULINE is implemented

with tile second approach. Bottom-up interpretation inferences reside in memory and the

lexicon as part of tile definitions of concept types; top-down interpretation inferences are

contained in plans that serve the pragmatic goals.

Interpretation inferences are defined as configurations of concept types and relations

among them. A configuration is the description of the way in which a collection of concepts

must relate to each other to form a legitimate instance of another concept. The inter-

pretation mechanism matches candidate configurations against its collected topics, and, if

matched, creates a new instance of the interpretation and adds it to memory. The program

can then generate text from the interpretation instead.

Each configuration is a pattern, in the form of a list of triplets (type ?var pattern),

where:

" type is either the type (in the property inheritance memory network) of the concept

currentlv to be matched. or a variable ?var which must have been encountered before

" Yvtar is either (), or a variale '?var bv which the current concept will be identified

later in the matrh. or ;i numler of uch variaubles that must be bound to different

c(Oicept, for a niat<h

* ymttcrn i'.;t li1-t of conjiq) pmir-. whr, the tillr of each axpcct ouit recursivelv

nhlt(h th,' conjiq. W.'hi h i- a;,tin a pattern

%"N
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Configuration patterns obviously depend on the exact representations used. For example,

the configuration for the concept BEAT is:

(VOTE-OUTCOME ?X ?X is a VOTE-OUTCOME

(instance (ELECTION ?Y)) ; in some primary ?Y.

(relations (REL-GREATER ) ; and it is greater

(concl (?X)) ; than

(conc2 (VOTE-OUTCOME ) another VOTE-OUTCOME

(instance (?Y))))))) in primary ?Y

which means: some concept is of type VOTE-OUTCOME; its aspect RELATIONS contains

a GREATER relation, of which the greater part is that same concept and the smaller part

is another VOTE-OUTCOME in the same primary. Thus, since Kennedy's outcome is the

outcome of a primary and it is greater than Carter's outcome, the two form an instance

of BEATing. Most configurations are considerably more complex: consider, for example,

CONCILIATION:

; ?X's action serves one of his own goals

(list T ) The input is any concept (say,

(list 'actor ; the permission to reconstruct)

(list AGENT '?X)) and its actor is ?X (Yale).

(list *relations This concept

(list REL-SUBGOAL-TO ) serves a goal

(list 'conc2

(list HAVE-GOAL )

(list 'actor held by ?X (the goal that

(list '?X)))))) the students be orderly)

and also serves ?P's (someone else's) goal

(list 'relations ; Also.

(list REL-SUBGOAL-TO () this concept serves a goal

(list 'conc2

p L
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(list HAVE-GOAL 0)

Clist 'actor

(list AGENT *?P held by ?P (the students)

(list 'opposites: ;who is not the same

(list 1?P ?X))) person as ?X.

which opposes another goal that ?X has

(list 'relations

(list REL-OPPOSING C)0 Furthermore, this goal opposes

(list 'conc2

(list HAVE-GOAL C) another goal held by ?X

(list 'actor (the removal of the shanties).

(list AGENT *?X)))))))))

7.4.6 Additional Topic Inclusion

Douring the cou rse of topic organization, the generator inay find additional candidate topics.

WXhet her or not to include thlese instances can only be diecided wheni such topics are found;

the relevant st rat egies are therefore restrictive. For exaniplle, after interpreting iniput topics

a~s an inst a rce of SORe nePw Concept,. thle new concept in ay (in a niemory organ ized after

the tvIe lescribed in jShank 821) fuirnish other instanices, which could be included using

phraises such I.,s -that reiinlsi~ int...

ITn (Ier ceort aini ( ircliini~t Iiice-,. explic1(it st ateiiieits of opinio P r an be Includ'ed InI t lie text

R ;itther t h in g Ive t he genera totr t l rf'sr Ipt I.IVe voal to c reatev such circui-tanies, which( 1

iii ax hbe vi-rN dithi ult . re-stritive ,ian. enaiiv their liII liion) to hv r~lti when-%ver the

irllItai e. trise. P wiiv rt-tri tive plaii, ilso ,,'r%,f ritri(a (; jj ( ul f 1pjilIl. ;i. de-

r nl' if,- 'vi 3ini InI liatptir 2 F-r x~iipjlc, undlr [Ihir~pritv irliiiialis. P.XILINE

I' ' t I 11 1 1t t r I,
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7.4.7 Topic Juxtaposition

As described in chapter 4, whenever two toplcs are being generated, the generator can

search for suitable multi-predicate phrases (such as -not only X, but Y") in which to

frame them in order to achieve desired opinion-related and stylistic effects. The task of

topic juxtaposition is best implemented restrictively by presenting the candidate topics as

options to strategies that check the restrictions on the use of phrases and select suitable

ones. (The equivalent prescriptive implementation amounts to giving the program goals

such as [FIND IN MEMORY TWO TOPICS THAT FIT INTO A not only but PHRASE], a much

less tractable task.)

When PAULINE has the goal to convince the hearer of its affect, and when the rhetorical

goals RG:formality and RG:simplicity do not prohibit long and complex sentences, the

program plans phrasal .uxtaposition in the following way: First, it determines the hearer's

affect for each of the current candidate concepts. By the affect rule, GOOD topics can

- Mbe said; NEUTRAL ones should be enhanced to look GOOD; and BAD ones should be

avoiled or mitigated:

1. ( etermine the hearer's affect for the current candidate topics

2. cas-t BAD topics in mitigator phrases with (OD topics: cast NEUTRAL topics in

enhaner phrases with GO()D topics

3.av additi onal (;)()D and NEITTRAL topi'S: Suppress unynatched BAD ones

\\'hn t hre, ar, too few (;()( )D toqics to niatch all the BAD onf,,. ()niv of tle latter must

t. iiiti at'l Iv othr i i r not aid at all. Thi, ,h1 ol, Pen ot,p-n ( n t1e rhetorical

2ut;l RG :tlim idity ;i r,,kl,,., ippjra( li ,ernit unin atvil, BAD tli(, t , e, ,aid. hoping

that th,,r ;:,'lbt,.r, iM -1 (,ill z1, iti,4tt,' the'i. ;v, d1 ,,, hl,,w A rim id ;lq,pra,-h

4.1-1 BAD r.)pl
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7.4.8 Topic Ordering

The ordering of topics in the paragraph is best achieved prescriptively. Different circum-

stances call for different orderings; newspaper articles, for instance, often contain an intro-

ductory summarizing sentence, as in example 1, chapter 1. In contrast to the schemata

used by McKeown, steps in PAULINE's topic collection plans are not ordered; additional

plans must be run to ensure coherent text flow. PAULINE uses one of two topic-ordering

plans that determine the position in the paragraph of an introductory sentence, descriptive

and supporting sentences, etc.

7.4.9 Syntax

The goal to produce grammatical text underlies the design of all generators (except perhaps

[Clippinger 74J), and causes the (prescriptive) use of grammatical rules and phrases. The

syntax-level realization decisions are described in chapter 6. Since, however, syntax and

semantics are underspecific - one can express the same semantic information in many ways

- pragmatic considerations provide additional criteria for making selections. As argued in

chapter 2, pragmatic information is communicated through appropriate slant and style.

(a) Sentence Slant: In addition to the slanting techniques mentioned above (appropri-

ate interpretation, opinion inclusion, and topic juxtaposition), a number of other techniques

exist to help slant text. As described in chapter 4, these techniques include the use of stress

words, adjectives, adverbs, verbs that require idiosyncratic predicate contents, nouns, etc.

As with style, due to the local (i.e., non-formative) nature of most of these techniques. they

are I)est implemented restrictively.

As described in chapter 4, a number of rules exist for choosing sentence subjects in order

to produce flowing. natural text. PAlTLINE does not use the notion of focus, liut it does

uSe ;affect as a criterion for suiject choice: its two rules are (the second is the equivalent of

McKeown'-,lefumlt rule. lY.uKeown 821):

r. %II' I-
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1. select the subject from candidates with GOOD affect for sentences with GOOD affect

and from candidates with BAD affect for sentences with BAD affect

2. otherwise, select as subject the sentence topic's AGENT, if it exists

For example, when PAULINE is defending Jim, it says:

(a) MIKE ONLY WAS BUMPED ONCE BY JIM

In order to build appropriate sentences, the generator must inspect the formative infor-

mation it uses - whether phrases, idiosyncratic predicate forms for verbs, or noun groups

- for the default implications of its parts. Just as the mitigator phrase "X; however, Y"

imputes to Y the opposite affect of X, the predicate forms of verbs can be viewed as having

fields with characteristic affects. For example, in the form for "beat",

"A beat B [in C]"

before anything is known about the field fillers, A carries the default affect GOOD, B BAD,

and C GOOD. These field affects can be used to impute affect, since the relative polarity

4 of the fields remains unchanged: B must carry opposite affect to A and C. Seen from the

perspective of verb choice, if the speaker likes Pete, he should not use "beat" (unless Bill

and/or the race have previously been established as BAD):

"[That blighter] Bill beat [my hero] Pete in the [crooked] race"

Similarly, he should not use "lose" either, since in

-A lost [to B] [in C)"

field A carries BAD to fields B's and C's GOOD affects. However, he could use -win".

which doesn't require a direct object, or "get", which avoids the losing altogether:

-Bill won the race'

"Carter got 20515 (lelegates"

* ' and enables him to avoid placing his sympathy in a BAD field. This is what PAULINE

(loes to produce (a) rather than (b) when it supports Carter in the example above. The

incisive effect of this strategy (still supporting (Carter) is even clearer when the sentence is

embeddled in a phrase:
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(b) ALTHOUGH KENNEDY WON THE PRIMARY. CARTER IS AHEAD

(c) ALTHOUGH KENNEDY BEAT CARTER IN THE PRIMARY, CARTER IS AHEAD

(b) Sentence Style: In addition to being slanted, text can be hasty, formal, force-

fill, etc., as described in chapter 5. Control of style is pre-eminently a restrictive task,

since the relevant selections typically occur at relatively advanced points in the generation

process and hence have relatively local effect: points such as deciding on conjunction and

relativization (i.e., length of sentences); determining the presence and position of adver-

bial clauses, adverbs, and adjectives; selecting specific words (especially verbs and nouns).

When the realizer reaches a decision point between options that are equivalen- with respect

to semantics and opinion (slant), restrictive plans that achieve stylistic effects come into

play.

7.4.10 The Planning Process, Step by Step

In summary, then. PAULINE's topic organization (planning) phase proceeds in the following

Way:

1. the user gives PAULINE one or more topics, which are part in the representation

of the episode, embedded in the concept representation network. For example, in

the shantytown examples, PAULINE is given three representation elements: the con-

struction of the shantytown, its removal, and the subsequent permission to have it

rebuilt

2. next, the user inputs the characteristics of the speaker, the hearer, and the conversa-

tional setting. This includes the interlocutors' sympathies and antipathies, and values

chosen from the options list(-d under PAULINE's characterization of the pragmatic

aspects of the conversation, chapter 2.3

3. finally, PAULINE is given interpersonal goals with respect to the hearer's opinions,
knowledge,. relationship to the spe(aker. etc. These values are also chosen from the

options listed in chipt er 2.3
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4. PAULINE activates the rhetorical goals with appropriate values, using the activation

rules given in chapters 3.6, 3.7.2, 4.6.1, 4.6.2, 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4

5. if permitted by RG:haste and RG:openmindedness, a topic collection plan (such

as the CONVINCE plan) is activated and its steps applied to the next topic

6. when enough collection has occurred, the program starts topic organization

7. when RG:sinplicity and RG:haste permit, a topic ordering plan is run and the

topics appropriate for the next stage of the paragraph are gathered as the current

candidate topics, as described in chapter 4.4.2

8. if RG:detail and RG:haste permit, top-down interpretation occurs: from the in-

terpretation inferences associated with the activated rhetorical goals of opinion, the

planner collects all the configurations that match candidate topics, as described in

chapter 3 and above 6'"

9. also, if those goals permit, bottom-up interpretation occurs: using each candidate

(and sometimes related ones) as a pivot, the planner searches for back-pointers to

configurations and collects those that match the candidates

10. a suitable configuration is selected, as described in chapter 3.4

11. if not yet in memory, the planner bilds a new interpretation of the matched candi-

dates and indexes in memory it off the interpretation concept

12. if the newly-found interpretations contains specific instances, these are the remindings;

a suitable reminding is selected, subject to RG:color (chapter 3.4)

13. the reminding probably matches the candidates only in some aspects - tile aspects

that match the configuration - and probably has other aspects - say, information

about events whose equivalents have not yet occurred - which may be of interest to

further generation. The rhetorical strategies construct, from the input, hypothetical

equivalents of the reminding and examine them to see whether to say the reminding

IiI
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14. the matched candidates and the reminding are packaged into a syntax goal (the goal

to say them)

15. the interpretation process is repeated, subject to RG:haste and RG:detail

16. next, topic organization proceeds, again subject to RG:haste and RG:simplicity

17. depending ol RG:timidity and RG:partiality, the planner tries to embed one or

more of its topics (each in a syntax goal) into multi-predicate elfhancer or mitigator

phrases

5-',. 18. depending on RG:simplicity. RG:forrnality. and RG:haste, the planner tries to

embed one or miore of its topics (each in a syntax goal) into phrases that express goal.

spatial, temporal, etc., relations

19. this topic organization process is repeated, depending on RG:haste

20. the rhetorical planner finds an appropriate syntax specialist for each goal's topic and

adds it to the syntax goal

21. the goals are dispatched to be generated

iAn annotated trace of a PAULINE session appears in appendix A.

7.5 Conclusion

The selections distributed throughout the generation process are not just a set of unrelated

ad hoc decisions: they are related in ways that permit the creation of style and slant.

Therefore, they require control. Since. however, traditional top-down prescriptive pla nling

is inable to provide this control, a different kind of planning that is bottom-up is re(quire(d.

With this approach. we can identify the tatsk, that re(quire such panning as restrictive

..- anid bmild plans and strategics to control thifn in a miform fa.hiin. This enableh, us to
interleave realization with the miost aippropriate style of planning, either prescriptive or

'.
.-A ',
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restrictive, and the result, limited-commitment planning, greatly enhances our ability to

build generators that produce good, pragmatically appropriate text.

Restrictive planning raises a number of interesting issues dealing with conflict resolution

among goals that constantly compete for resources. Two such issues are goal status mon-

itoring and the determination and variation of relative goal priority. These issues require

further investigation, in both the generation and the planning research.

_.in



Chapter 8

A Review of Generation

Literature

8.1 The Three Questions of Generation

The study of natural language generation by computer has traditionally been divided into

two questions: what shall Isay? and how shall I say it?. Philosophers of language have done

much work on the former question; the latter has been attacked mostly by linguists. Since

linguists tend to produce more easily encodable results than philosophers, early generation

work in Al concentrated on the latter question, with the result that today, using available

knowledge, one can quite easily build a useful (though limited) sentence generator program,

but one cannot so easily build a program that selects topics and performs the planning

required to organize them into coherent text.

The early programs, as well as many existing ones, do not address the what question

the issues of topic selection and organization. For these generators the task is simply:

someone (or some program) feeds them a chunk of representation, and they find a way

of saying it the whole chunk and nothing else. Their answer to the what question is

simply say it all!. On the other hand, the few programs that do attempt topic selection and

201
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organization tend to skimp when it comes to the how question; in fact, some do not even

pretend to make sentences, and most of the others use "canned" language - templates. In

addition, a number of generator tasks, such as interpretation and multi-predicate sentence

construction, have never really been attempted by any program, because they lie between

the two questions, and are not properly addressed by either of them alone.

Putting the two sets of tasks together is difficult for a number of reasons - the inter-

action between them is not understood, and neither is their relative timing. In addition,

combining them intensifies the sheer difficulty of guiding the generator through the large

number of topic-related and syntactic opportunities that exist in language, because when

implemented separately, each task usually assumes that the other does a lot of the hard

work. That is., topic collection programs typically expect that their (assumed) syntactic

components will be able to make good, coherent, flowing text with whatever is handed

to them, and language producer programs assume that their (assumed) topic collection

components will perform a large amount of difficult but necessary structuring on the input

topics.

When you address this problem of guidance a third question arises: why should I say

it?. The thesis of this dissertation is that the answer to this question is, to a large extent,

pragmatics. The generator's goals, both informative and pragmatic, help to differentiate

among its options and help indicate which selections should be made and which should be

avoided. But since the why question is very complex, more difficult to answer than either

the what or the how questions, it has largely been avoided to date. But we cannot avoid

it for ever. If we want programs to produce natural, high-quality text, we have to take

pragmatics into account.

The first part of this chapter contains a brief overview of AI work in language generation,

and indicates how PAULINE fits in. The second part discusses what lessons can be learned

from this attempt at incorporating pragmatics into generation. and what should be done

% ;., next.
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8.1.1 How shall I say it?

Transformational Grammar:

When given the task to build a generator, transformational grammars seem at first glance

to be eminently suitable for answering the how que.stion. However, they are not- in fact.

TG was originally meant to be purely descriptive, not functional:

•.. it seems absurd to suppose that the speaker first forms a generalized Phrase-

marker by base rules and then tests it for well-formedness by applying trans-

formational rules to see if it gives, finally, a well-formed sentence, But this

absurdity is simply a corrollary to the deeper absurdity of regarding the system

of generative rules as a point-by-point model for the actual construction of a

sentence by a speaker.

[Chomskv 65, p 139]

If neither the psychological validity of the generator nor its efficiency are important issues.

then transformational grammar can be a basis for building a generator.

Template Generators:

For small, practical domains, probably the easiest and most-used generators are template

generators. A template is associated with each representation element type, in such a way

that the templates can nest in the way representation elements nest. Generation then

becomes a matter of filling in the blanks. Template-based generators can produce very

impressive text, but, of course, are hardly flexible. For a typical example, see [Swartout

81]. More sophisticated template generation is performed by [R6sner 871 and [McDonald

& Woolf 851.

Augmented Transition Networks:

In generation work of a fifteen years ago no text planning phase ever appetred. Typically,

an ATN was defined to embody some subpart of the grammnuar of the target blngulage. It

was given representation elements defined in a semantic-type network. Uldr guidance of

1 :
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the input, the ATN network was traversed until some path was found that ended in an

end state of the ATN and that exhausted the input: the traversal route then provided ti.,

sentence. In this way the linearization of the input can be achieved in simple and highly

unhunianlike ways. ATNs, for example, cannot make mistakes. But the technology is clean.

easy to write and extend, and works. For an excellent description of an ATN generator,

see [Simmons & Slocum 72].

Another example of an ATN generator is Goldman's BABEL ([Goldman 751). One of

the nice aspects of BABEL was that it could express paraphrases of a sentence to varying

levels of precision: "John strangled Mary" could be said as "John put his hands around

Mary's neck and choked her" or as "John put his hands around Mary's neck and squeezed

her windpipe shut and caused her not to be able to breathe which caused her to die-.

However. BABEL had no idea when each paraphrase was appropriate! The answer. clearly.

is based upon a why question.

ATNs are well suited for storing grammatical information: they are not, however, suited

for storing all the other information a generator requires. For example. when more than one

word exists for a piere of the input, other processing is needed. BABEL used discrinlinationi

nets with semantic tests in order to find words for its input elements. For example. when

confronted with the Conceptual Dependency element INGEST (see [Schank 75. 78]). the

program inspected the nature of the OBJECT role filler; if it wa.s a liquid, the word chosen

was "drink", if a solid, "eat", and if a gas, -breathe".

Other Ways of Constructing Syntactic Representations:

A number of more r;cent generators use rules to construct explicit syntactic representations

of sentences; in a second pass, the' substitute wordts and produce the text. For example.

Tree Adjoining Grammars (see [.Joshi 87]. [Kroch & .Joshi 861) (Oi,,ain rules for n, , iru( ting

and vrinhedi ing s\ntax trees in ways thait produce vlid s Iid titnc-,. %VonI'L, ril,.;t in ,re

liIitl tenerator in [Wong 751.

The riii-t (lvanv',l gtfneiritor of this tvi,' i'. N'IBLE ('N, D, all 8 811. N.M,-

Doinad & Pu.tjo,,kv S51). Entiti, calevd rcalhzatof, nrd .s.. (cmrr-.ttiii ri,,lhlv to

1
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8.1.2 What shall I say?
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planner iiut etfect iv-1y -'.aii thle spa(it eof poib'.tle loititioiis which is n5ot it practic'able

so~lution toj the problem. Ini later w~ork. MlcDonald argues toget her withI the psychol illgl ists
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Other Planning- Related Work:
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theoretical contribution of ERMA is not clear. Certainly we are a long way from being able

to assess all the claims made about the work.

This brings us to PAULINE (which has been called -a parameterization of ERMA" [Mc-

Donald, personal communication, 861). PAULINE was inspired by the work of McGuire

*(see [McGuire 751). who first worked on what eventually became the Carter-Kennedy ex-

ample. PATLINE was built to illustrate the utility of pragmatic information in making

planning and realization decisions that are otherwise not decidable.

8.2 Conclusion: Doing it Better Next Time

One of the strong points of PAULINE is the use of a phra-sal lexicon, in which, as described

l. in chapter 6. words, phrases. and formative syntactic information associated with phrase
A structure symbols are contained in homogeneous form. The lexicon should, however, contain

even more information. It is a serious handicap to 'he planner that lexicon elements do

not. for the most part. contain explicitly represented rhetorical information. That is to say,

'A. for example, that the phra-sal pattern 'not only X but Y does not explicitly provide the

planner the facts that it is moderately formal, quite complex (containing two predicates,

and inverting word order). and an affect-enhancer in which the first filler, X. must hold

some affect for the speaker. ('urrently. much of this type of information is procedurally

enco led, into d iscriminat ion nets. soijiet hing that makes both planning and the addition of

new lexicon elenlnts difficult.

Adding all such inforniati(,n to th, lex on explicitlv requires. first, the formulation of a

set of terns,. bael on the program's rhetorical goalk andt strategies, which the l)lanner can

manipulate to (ontrict plans, and second, the reformulation of the planner and monitor

(described in chapter 7). As it is. th, pleiriiir ik extrimily straivlitforward: it simply tries

to a(hieve' (a(h ai tivatit rh,,ril A ,l. jr,.rrimri ii (,iflict. the icoals least satisfied

so far. It hi;s no reo r,l of t lt inijnler ,f tinic, a t a hori, al .al ;t- t uit1lv t hiwarted or

blocked, and is thus unahle to recogni/ th,, lieed to repair niitak,. Including rhe.torical

p informati on explicitlv in the Iexiconl hoth about gwals a(hieved and about voals thwarted

.4
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- will enable the planner to know when to perform repairs. Of course, the planner must

then also have repair strategies and be able to decide what strategies are required. This

problem is now being attacked in the general planning and execution monitoring literature

in Al; see, for example, [Doyle, Atkinson & Doshi 86]). The issue of limited-comnitment

planning under multiple goals is a very interesting research topic.

The most obvious shortcoming of the theory presented here is the lack of sophistication

of the pragmatic features used in PAULINE. Each feature - hearer knowledge, opinion,

emotional interpersonal relation, relative social status - is a field of study in itself. How-

ever, this is not the most serious shortcoming, because the rhetorical goals posited here

provide a satisfactory level of organization of information, midway between the airy world

of pragmatics and the concrete requirements of generators. That is to say, any generator

that can realize a given input in different ways requires reasons for choosing one way over

another, and these reasons will always pertain to the stylistic and opinion-based consid-

erations - the rhetorical goals and strategies - discussed in this work. On the other

hand, any system that manipulates information of pragmatic nature and wishes to use

this information to guide a generator will always do so using intermediate strategies that

correspond to the rhetorical goals. The clumsiness of the rhetorical strategies and of the

goals' activation conditions, as described here, is due to the unsophisticated, nature of the

terms used to characterize pragmatic information and generator decisions; increasing the

level of sophistication, and experimenting with combinations of strategies to form different

rhetorical goals, should be the focus of continued research.

.9i
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Appendix A

A Short Annotated Example

In order to illustrate the interleaving of prescriptive and restrictive planning and text re-

alization, this appendix contains an annotated trace of PAULINE's generation of a shan-

tvtown text. In the example, PAULINE is a protester trying to convince its audience at a

meeting: though it is somewhat formal, it is not pressed for time:

AS A REMINDER TO YALE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES

DOING BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA, A LARGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS

CONSTRUCTED A SHANTYTOWN --- NAMED WINNIE MANDELA CITY --- ON

BEINECKE PLAZA IN EARLY APRIL. AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14, YALE HAD

OFFICIALS DESTROY IT; ALSO, AT THAT TIME, THE POLICE ARRESTED 76

STUDENTS. A LARGE NUMBER OF LOCAL POLITICIANS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

EXPRESSED CRITICISM OF YALE'S ACTION. FINALLY, THE UNIVERSITY

GAVE THE STUDENTS PERMISSION TO REASSEMBLE IT.

Initially tile conversation conditions are set up. The input topics are the building of

the shantytown (CONSTRICT- 1). the demolishing (cONSTRIVt;-2). and Yale's permission

for its reconstruction (MTRANS-8). As sympathies. PAULINE is given the protesters' goal

to have Yale divest from companies witi business in Souti Africa ((;OA L- 1). The hearer,

a pred, ined pro-*ale person. ha.s a.s s- nipathi s Yale's goals to keep the university orderly

((;OAL-2) and to be reasonalle in the fact- of argumnent ((;0.\m-3):

212
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SPEAKER'S INTERPERSONAL GOALS:

Speaker's conversation with UNIV

about (CONSTRUCT-I CONSTRUCT-2 MTRANS-8)

CONVERSATION SETTING:

Setting:

- Available time: MUCH

- Tone: FORMAL

- Conditions (noise. etc.): GOOD

Speaker:

- Sympathies: (GOAL-I)

- Antipathies: (GOAL-2 GOAL-3)

- Knowledge level: EXPERT

- Interest level: STRONG

- Emotional state: NORMAL

Hearer:

- Sympathies: (GOAL-2 GOAL-3)

- Antipathies: (GOAL-i)

- Knowledge level: STUDENT

- Interest level: SOME

- Emotional state: CALM

- Language ability: NORMAL

Relationship:

- Extent of acquaintance: STRANGER

- Hearer's social status relative to Speaker: EQUAL

- Emotion between interlocutors: LIKE

SPEAKER'S GOALS:

- Topic collection plan: *CONVINCE-PLAN*

- Conversation time: MUCH

Desired effect on Hearer's Knowledge and Beliefs:

- Hearer knowledge level: TEACH-TALK

- Hearer opinions: SWITCH

4' Desired effect on Hearer's Goals and Emotions:

v - Alter Hearer's goals: SWITCH

- Hearer's emotional state: NORMAL
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Desired effect on Hearer's Relationship to Speaker:

- Distance between interlocutor.: NORMAL

- Hearer emotion toward Speaker: LIKE

- Relative status between interlocutors: EQUAL

Next, of course, the rhetorical goals are activated:

Setting up rhetorical goals from interpersonal goals...

SPEAKER: PROTESTER

HEARER: YALIE

SPEAKER'S RHETORICAL GOALS:

AFFECT GOAL -- *CONVINCE-GOAL* KNOWLEDGE GOAL -- C)

TOPIC SLANT PLAN -- *OPINION-PLAN* TOPIC COLLECTION PLAN -- *CONVINCE-PLAN*

FORMALITY -- HI DETAIL -- MED

FORCE -- MED HASTE -- MED-LO

TIMIDITY -- LO PARTIALITY -- MED

SPEAKER-REF -- HI HEARER-REF -- MED

COLOR -- HI FLORIDITY -- MED

RESPECT -- MED-HI SIMPLICITY -- MED

WARMTH -- HI VERBOSITY -- MED

AGGRESSION -- MED INCITEMENT -- MED

In order to elaborate on the input and produce better text, the program can search for

additional topics. Of course, such topics will be related to the input in some way; thus to

know where to find likely candidates, PAULINE follows the prescriptive instructions of one

of its topic-collection plans. As described in chapter 4, since its sympathies differ from those

of the hearer, the program selects the CONVINCE plan. (First, however, it must check

whether (a) it has time to do topic collection, and (b) whether the hearer's opinions about

some aspect of the topic disagree with its own, otherwise there is nothing to dispute!):

------

Topic collector considering new topic: CONSTRUCT-i

PRAGS: level of HASTE for extent of topic collection

-->checking rhet goal: RG:HASTE

Searching for a topic-expansion plan for goal CONVINCE-GOAL

Deciding whether to convince about CONSTRUCT-I's affect

-- checking whether I agree with hearer on all its aspects

;. ... . -. - .¢ 4 . . - . ..- '.,.-.. , ,.,",
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Working out *SELF*'s affect for SHANTYTOWN-1 . none

Working out *UNIV*'s affect for SHANTYTOWN-1 . none

Working out *SELF*'s affect for STUDENTS-1 .none

Working out *UNIV*'s affect for STUDENTS-1 .none

Working out *SELF**s affect for SBG:CONS1-GI .. GOOD

Working out *UNIV*'s affect for SBG:CONS1-G1 ..BAD

.,. no: we differ about its RELATIONS (SBG:CONSI-GI)

Checking amount to be said ... there is enough to say

CONVINCE-PLAN is appropriate

Now applying *CONVINCE-PLAN*'s steps to CONSTRUCT-1

- trying plan step to find worse example

- trying plan step to find good (or not bad) result

- trying plan step to find good goal

found the following: -> GOAL-I is the SUBGOAL-TO of CONSTRUCT-i

p' - trying plan step to find good (or not bad) relations to concepts

found the following:

-> GOAL-i is a SUBGOAL-TO relation of CONSTRUCT-i

-> SUPPORT-i is a RESULT relation of CONSTRUCT-i

- trying plan step to find good side-effect

- trying plan step to find appeal to authority

- trying plan step to find suitably slanted affect

found the following: -> CONSTRUCT-I can be 3aid with suitable slant

CONSTRUCT-I spawned the following topics: (SUPPORT-i GOAL-i CONSTRUCT-1)

Since the speaker and hearer have different opinions about GOAL- 1 (the protesters' goal

to have Yale divest), tile CONVINCE plan can be applied to the input topic; this directed

search produces two additional topics: GOAL- 1 and SUPPORT- 1 (the support given the

protesters by the local coninvinity).

At this point. (CONS.-IO'CTr- I has been examined and can be said directly --- that is,

the' realization pha.se can begin. Indeed, if the rhetorical goal RG:haste had the value

J res.ur ,, thi., is what would happen. althouigh this would inean that the program could not
1)erforzn further topic organization task,, (such as interpretat ion adl(l phra.sal juxtaposition)

since it would have no additional topics. This Ik the first point at which interleaving

between planning and realization could occur. Hluwever, since tile prc rai is not hasty,

S.
• w ,r
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it can continue the search for additional topics in order to facilitate such planning. Thus,

after checking RG:haste, PAULINE examines SUPPORT- I next; it finds the CONVINCE

plan appropriate but collects no new sentence topics. Throughout, the states of satisfaction

of certain rhetorical goals are updated, in order to enable appropriate restrictive planning.

PRAGS: start topic organization yet? (checking haste and topic derivation)

-->checking rhet goal: RG:HASTE

... no

Topic collector considering new topic: SUPPORT-1

Deciding whether to convince about SUPPORT-I's affect

CONVINCE-PLAN is appropriate

Now applying *CONVINCE-PLAN*'s steps to SUPPORT-i

SUPPORT-i spawned the following topics: (GOAL-i SUPPORT-i)

Similarly, GOAL- I provides no new topics either. Now all the topics off CONSTRUCT- 1

have been examined, and, rather than continue collecting topics off the other inputs (which

occurs under conditions that call for extremely well planned, complex, unpressured text),

the program can start the topic organization phase. Three syntax goals are created, one

for each candidate sentence topic:

Topic collector sending to planner:

<Goal to express CONSTRUCT-i

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL; Derivation: original topic>

<Goal to express SUPPORT-i

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL; Derivation: " rent CONSTRUCT-i; Role: RESULT>

<Goal to express GOAL-1

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL; Derivation: Parent CONSTRUCT-i; Role: SUBGOAL-TO>

The topic organization phase includes the following tasks (some of which can be ignored

under certain conditions): topic reordering, insertion of explicit opinions, interpretation,

)hrasal juxtaposition, new topic inclusion. The first task, reordering, is achieved un(ler

guidance of a (prescriptive) paragraph construction plan (of which PAULINE ha.s two). In

order to open a paragraph, this plan prescribes using the initial topic and the goal it serves:

42-
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Starting to organize topics into phrases...

Reordering input topics

PRAGS: is there time to do REORDERING-INPUT? ... yes

Final order is: (CONSTRUCT-I SUPPORT-I GOAL-i)

...................................................................

Proceeding to next stage of paragraph...

Grouping together topics suitable for introducing initial topic

Using topics (CONSTRUCT-1 GOAL-i)

PRAGS: is there time to do SLANTING with (CONSTRUCT-1 GOAL-i)? ...yes

Getting affect of CONSTRUCT-I (slanting strategy is ENHANCE)

Getting affect of GOAL-I (slanting strategy in NONE)

Starting to build phrases with CONSTRUCT-i

Next, the planner checks whether the rhetorical goals of opinion call for the inclusion

" of a sentence of explicit opinion (such as "I am angry about Yale's actions"). and if so

whether conditions allow the insertion of such a sentence. This is a restrictive task. Since,

however, conditions are not favorable (amongst others, no text has been produced yet, and

the rhetorical goal RG:timidity prevails during monitor conflict resolution), no sentence

is included...

Checking active opinion strategies (COMMENT) on CONSTRUCT-1

Rhet goal conflict resolution...

-->checking rhet goal: RG:FORCE RG:VERBOSITY RG:TIMIDITY RG:PARTIALITY

Chosen to satisfy RG:TIMIDITY

No applicable strategy found

Following this, the program checks whether the rhetorical goals have activated any

interpretation inferences. As explained in chapter 3, this task is executed both bottom-up

and top-down. Three possible interpretations are found bottomn-up, but none of them are

affectively suitable (remember. the program is speaking as a protester!):

Checking active opinion strategies (INTERPRETATION) on CONST.UCT-i

Found possible interpretations:

'.
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[<CONFIG-TAKE-CONTROL> on CONSTRUCT-1

[ACTOR STUDENTS-1 (- ?X)]

[INSTR INTO-PLAZA-i1

[TO STUDENTS-i (- ?X)]

Working out *SELF*'e affe'ct for INTERP-TAKE-CONTROL.434: no applicable strategy

[<CONFIG-CONFRONTATION> on CONSTRUCT-i

[ACTOR : STUDENTS-1 (- ?X)]

[RELATIONS SBG:CONS1-G1]

[CONC2 GOAL-i (- ?Y)]

[RELATIONS OPPO:Gi-G2]

(CONC2 GOAL-2 ( ?Z)]

[ACTOR YALE ( ?W)]

[OPPOSITES: ) (= ?W) ( ?X)]

[RELATIONS OPPO:GI-G2]

[CONCI : GOAL-I (- ?Y))]

Working out *SELF*'s affect for STUDENTS-1

Working out *SELF*'s affect for INTERP-CONFRONT-CONCEPT.436: no applicable strat

[<CONFIG-PUNISH> on CONSTRUCT-1 :

[ISA CONSTRUCT (- T) (- ?P))

[ACTOR STUDENTS-i (- ?X)]

[RELATIONS SBG:CONS1-Gi]

[CONC2 GOAL-i (- ?Y)]

[RELATIONS OPPO:Gi-G2]

[CONC2 GOAL-2 (= ?Z)]

[ACTOR YALE ( ?W)]

[OPPOSITES: () (= ?W) ( ?X)]

[RELATIONS OPPO:Gi-C7]

[CONCI GOAL-i (= ?Y)]

[RELATIONS SBG:CONS2-G2]

[CONC2 GOAL-2 (= ?Z)]

[CONCI CONSTRUCT-2 (= T)-

[ISA CONSTRUCT (- ?P))]

Working out *SELF-'a affect for INTERP-PUNISH-CONCEPT.438: no applicable strateg

PAULINE checks whether memory contains another instance of a (iONS'I'VC' to be

used as a reminding, and then tries to use a multi-predicate enhancer or mitigator phrase.
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Since, however, the hearer doesn't share the program's opinion of (O.AL- 1, such a phrase

may not have the intei(led effect; thus the program (eci(les not to slant c()NSTRI('T- I in

this way.

Starting to work on remindings similar to CONSTRUCT-1

PRAGS: include a reminding? yes

Checking if CONSTRUCT-I is very similar to other topics in memory ... not really

Starting to build affect phrase around CONSTRUCT-i

PRAGS: should use a phrase to ENHANCE the topic'

-->checking rhet goal: RG:PARTIALITY RG:SIMPLICITY

... yes

PRAGS: slant topics on own bias only?

Rhet goal conflict resolution...

-->checking rhet goal: RG:PARTIALITY RG:SIMFLICITY RG:AGGRESSION RG:TIMIDITY

Chosen to satisfy RG:SIMPLICITY

... no

Found no suitable other topic

Finally, though, a strategy does work: the program finds that the relation between its

two topics -- SUBGOAL-TO - can be expressed as an enhancer by using the linking phrase
-as a reminder to". (Since this phrase requires the use of the desired state, not of the goal

itself, PAULINE changes the topic to DIVESTED- 1).

Starting to cast topic CONSTRUCT-I into relational phrase

Searching for another topic from

- Goals: (GOAL-i)

PRAGS: is CONSTRUCT-I simple enough to be conjoined? ... yes

Will use GOAL-i (a SUBGOAL-TO relation of CONSTRUCT-i) to build a phrase

Checking active opinion strategies (LINK-PHRASE-GOAL) on CONSTRUCT-i

(slanting strategy on CONSTRUCT-1 is ENHANCE)

Running strategy to use phrase <PHRASE 7AS-A-REMINDER>

(altering topic from GOAL-i to DIVESTED-I)

Strategy successful

The prograni lias now assemlled the composite syntax goal to build the first sentence.

starting with the protesters' goal, and then stating their action:

VI .a~a
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Finished organizing topic CONSTRUCT-i, built up syntax goals

(<Goal to express DIVESTED-I

Nomination Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan, role is SUBGOAL-TO

Derivation Parent CONSTRUCT-i via relations (GOOD-GOALS *CONVINCE-PLAN*)

Affect: Desired affect is GOOD; Goals call for () strategy

With preceding words (*DOT* AS A REMINDER TO)

Followed by

(<Goal to express CONSTRUCT-1

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan; role is INITIAL-TOPIC

Derivation: original topic

Affect: Desired affect is GOOD; Goals call for ENHANCE strategy

With preceding words (*CMA*)>)>)

The phase of topic organization is now complete: each syntax goal has enough informa-

tion associated with each sentence topic to enable realization to begin. The other two input

topics, CONSTRUCT-2 and MTRANS-8, are still waiting for topic collection and subsequent

organization, and consequently have almost no information associated with them yet. At

this point, realization interleaves with planning: the program continues planning to satisfy

its rhetorical goals while realizing the syntax goal it has assembled.

The program starts by deciding what type of sentence - a description, an event, or a

relation - to build. Complex sentences such as relations and sentences containing nom-

inalized actions satisfy goals of low simplicity and high formality; here, their satisfaction

state (restrictively) selects a normal event sentence. The linking phrase is first:

Generator starting to produce text...

Sentence top: setting up DIVESTED-I with modifiers (GOOD-GOALS COMPL INFINIT)

PRAGS: Lnminalize DIVESTED-I? ...no

PRAGS: include pre-sentence adverbial clauses?

Rhet goal conflict resolution...

-->checking rhet goal: RG:FORMALITY RG-SIMPLICITY

Not satisfying any of these goals

.,. building a normal event sentence

.9 ,.V
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Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

....> -DOT-

--- > AS

> A

---- > REMINDER

*Next, the t)rogral1 imist sclect all appropriate sentence suIJect. Of the two candidates,

the one nost interesting (central inI the story). N ALF.. is selected. Then tht rhetorical goals

of opinion are chieckedi to see if opinions shoul Ihe d, 11(1 the ioun grolup I- built:

Searching for a subject for sentence about DIVESTED-1

PRAGS: which slot to select from (ACTOR OBJECT) as SUBJECT?

Rhet goal conflict resolution.

-- >checking rhet goal: RG:HASTE RG:SIMPLICITY RG:FORMALITY

Ordering (ACTOR OBJECT) of DIVESTED-i ... order is (ACTOR OBJECT)

Found sentence subject: YALE

Building noun group of YALE

Checkiag active opinion strategies on YALE

Checking whether to include a personal opinion about YALE

PRAGS: should say ng stress on YALE in NG-OPINION?

Rhet goal conflict resolution...
*I

-->checking rhet goal: RG:PARTIALITY RG:AGGRESSION

Working out *UNIV*'s affect for YALE

...no

Searching for head noun of YALE

Checking active opinion strategies (HEAD-NOUN) on YALE

No applicable strategy found

Checking whether to include hearer's opinion about YALE

PRAGS: mention YALE's role for hearer in NG-ROLE?

Rhet goal conflict resolution...

-->checking rhet goal: RG:HEARER-REF RG:AGGRESSION

Chosen to satisfy RG:AGGRESSION

.. no

Building up noun group of form (ROLE ART PRE HEAD POST)

N,
v,
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> TO

--.. > YALE

-- > UNIVERSITY

At thi.- 1 -,rit. a verh rnu-t he ), .. ,l,(td. ),,cai verb, ,.trr,ino e the natturv ,f the

,rl iate, A, dt'-(rie1- in ( hapter 6. the Ivitiioirv itwork 1. var(lied for a pragmativ aly

-.1it al vvre: also. ,L-pect. of th' tolic that rImayh I ini ld il t he prelirate art, te.Ted
: 1-nt the rhetorical goatk.

Building predicate with DIVESTED-i

Searching for a verb to express DIVESTED-1

Searching concept hierarchy (against AFFECT) DIVESTED-I DIVESTED

Found verb DIVEST

Filtering aspects of DIVESTED-I to build sentence predicate

(using (VERB (OBJ RECIP FROM) (POST-SENT () (RECIP))))

PRAGS: can COMPANIES-SA, (the RECIP of DIVESTED-I). be said7

PRAGS: does affect rule allow COMPANIES-SA?

(relating affect of COMPANIES-SA to current AFFECT GOAL)

Working out *SELF*'s affect for COMPANIES-SA

... yes

PRAGS: does interest rule allow COMPANIES-SA?

Examining hearer KNOWLEDGE

-->checking rhet goal: RG:HASTE

-->checking hearer interest level

-->checking own interest level

... yes

Now planning to say:

(<Goal to expand DIVEST using #{Procedure 63 SAY-VERB)

and instrs (GOOD-GOALS GOOD-RELATIONS COMPL INFINIT)>

<Goal to expand COMPANIES-SA using #{Procedure 84 SAY-OBJECT)

and Instrs (GOOD-GOALS GOOD-RELATIONS COMPL INFINIT)>

<Goal to expand DIVESTED-i using #{Procedure 65 SAY-SENT-END)

and Instre (GOOD-GOALS GOOD-RELATIONS COMPL INFINIT)>)

The syntax goals that realize into tlt, predi(;,t,; irE, tr.t., in r :

.
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Computing appropriate stress for DIVESTED-1 itself

Checking active opinion strategies (MITIGATING-HAVE-AUX-VERB) on DIVESTED-i

No applicable stratey found

--- > TO

>... DIVEST

Building noun group of COMPANIES-SA

Checking active opinion strategies on COMPANIES-SA

Checking whether to include a personal opinion about COMPANIES-SA

PRAGS should say ng stress on COMPANIES-SA in KG-OPINION'

Working out *UNIV.'s affect for COMPANIES-SA

no

Searching for head noun of COMPANIES-SA

Checking active opinion strategies (HEAD-NOUN) on COMPANIES-SA

No applicable strategy found

Checking whether to include hearer's opinion about COMPANIES-SA

PRAGS mention COMPANIES-SA's role for hearer in NG-ROLE7

Rhaet goal conflict resolution

-->checking rhet goal RG HEARER-REF RG AGGRESSION

Chosen to satisfy RG AGGRESSION

no

Building up noun group of form (ROLE ART PRE HEAD POST)

= > FROM

PRAGS how many of COMPANIES-SA's 1 aspects to say

as PRE-NOUN-MODS7

-->checking rhet goal RG HASTE RG SIMPLICITY RG FORMALITY

will say I aspects

Computing appropriate stress for COMPANIES-SA's filler of NUMBER

Checking active opinion strategies (ADJECTIVE-NUMBER) on COMPANIES-SA

No applicable strategy found W

.... > COMPANIES 

. DOING

....> BUSINESS

--.. > IN
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-- > SOUTH

.> AFRICA

Next. tilie runl-oii sentence i st arted. As before, PAU ILINE nlitist check wvhat type of

sentence the active rhetorical goals call for ..

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sentence top setting up CONSTRUCT-i with modifiers (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COHPL)

PRAGS: nominalize CONSTRUCT-i?

PRAGS include pre-sentence adverbial clauses?

Rhet goal conflict resolution..

-->checking rhet goal. RG:FORI4ALITY RG.SIMPLICITY

Not satisfying any of these goals

-->checking rhet goal RG FLORIDITY

..building a normal event sentence

Setting up word. or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

---> *CMA*,

Building noun group of STUDENTS-i

Checking active opinion strategies on STUDENTS-I '

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -'-

Searching for a subject for sentence about CONSTRUCT-i

Found sentence subject: STUDENTS-i

Checking whether to include a personal opinion of STUDENTS-i

*Searching for head noun of STUDENTS-i

Checking active opinion strategies (HEAD-NOUN) on STUDENTS-i

No applicable strategy found

Building up noun group of form (ROLE ART PRE HEAD POST)

Checking whether to include hearer's opinion about STUDENTS-i

PRAGS: mention STUDENTS-i's role for hearer in NG-ROLE?

PRAGS: can PLUR, (the NUMBER of STUDENTS-i). be said?

,.Will say 1 aspects l

W\hile building the noii] group~. I (restrictive) strategy of opno thet statg to -

maxinilze the wnitner of poople perforiing (;()() ;ti-t ons fi re,:%
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Checking active opinion strategies (ADJECTIVE-NUMBER) on STUDENTS-I

Running strategy to slant claimed support

%: Found MAXIMIZE

S"----> A

....> LARGE

--- > NUMBER

. > OF

. > STUDENTS

Building predicate with CONSTRUCT-1

Searching for a verb to express CONSTRUCT-1

*Searching concept hierarchy (against AFFECT): CONSTRUCT-i CONSTRUCT

Found verb CONSTRUCT

Filtering aspects of CONSTRUCT-1 to build sentence predicate

% ,Now planning to say:

(<Goal to expand CONSTRUCT using #{Procedure 63 SAY-VERB}

and instrs (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)>

<Goal to expand SHANTYTOWN-I using #{Procedure 84 SAY-OBJECT}

and instrs (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)> (

<Goal to expand INTO-PLAZA-i using #{Procedure 66 SAY-INSTR}

and instre (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)>

<Goal to expand BEINECKE-PLAZA-i using #{Procedure 66 SAY-LOC}

and instre (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)>

<Goal to expand TIME-1 using #{Procedure 68 SAY-TIME}

and instrs (INITIAL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)>

<Goal to expand CONSTRUCT-I using #{Procedure 65 SAY-SENT-END}

and instre (INITIL-TOPIC ENHANCE COMPL)>))

Before saying the verb, the program checks whether any restrictive strategies are appli-

cabhle: though the strategy to mitigate the verb using "have" could apply,. it is not found to

be appropriate:

NChecking active opinion strategies (MITIGATING-HAVE-AUX-VERB) on CONSTRUCT-i

No applicable strategy found

1
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'--

Building noun group of SHANTYTOWN-I

Checking active opinion strategies on SHANTYTOWN-i

Checking whether to include a personal opinion about SHANTYTOWN-I

PRAGS: should say ng stress on SHANTYTOWN-I in NG-OPINION? ...no

Checking active opinion strategies (HEAD-NOUN) on SHANTYTOWN-i

No applicable strategy found

Checking whether to include hearer's opinion about SHANTYTOWN-i

Building up noun group of form (ROLE ART PRE HEAD POST)

===> A

. > SHANTYTOWN

PRAGS: say (WINNIE MANDELA CITY), (the NAME of SHANTYTOWN-I)? ... yes

.-=> NAMED

=..> WINNIE

* -=> MANDELA

= CITY

.. > s ---
==="> ON

==> BEINECKE

5/ .... > PLAZA

-=-> IN

==> EARLY

====> APRIL

And so the first sentence ends. At this stage, PAULINE has satisfied, to varying degree,

its rhetorical goals; now it gets the opportunity to do so using plans of a more prescriptive

nature. More topics must be found. PAULINE still has the two input topics CONSTRUCT- 2

and MTRANS-8. As with CONSTRUCT-1, the program finds that the CONVINCE plan is

appropriate: when applied to CONSTRUCT-2, it finds the topics (':OAL-2, SUIPPORT-2 (the

local community's outrage at Yale's action), and ARREST- 1 (the arrest of the students).

For example:
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Topic collector considering new topic: ARREST-i

CONVINCE-PLAN is appropriate

Now applying *CONVINCE-PLAN*'s steps to ARREST-1

Topic ARREST-i spawned the following topics: (GOAL-2 SUPPORT-2 ARREST-I)

Eventually, when nothing more is found, the topic organization phase is begun. After
supervising the reordering of the topics, the paragraph construction plan groups together

the topics suited to state and expound a subsequent topic. Then, as before, the presence

of rhetorical goals of opinion that suggest the inclusion of sentences with explicit opinions

is checked:

Starting to organize topics into phrases...

Reordering input topics

Final order is: (CONSTRUCT-2 ARREST-1 SUPPORT-2 GOAL-1 GOAL-2)

Proceeding to next stage of paragraph...

Grouping together topics suitable for stating and expounding a subsequent topic N

-->checking rhet goal: RG:VERBOSITY I

Using topics (CONSTRUCT-2 ARREST-i SUPPORT-2)

...................................................................

PRAGS: is there time to do TOPIC-ORG with CONSTRUCT-2? ...yes

Starting to build phrases with CONSTRUCT-2

Checking active opinion strategies (COMMENT) on CONSTRUCT-2

No applicable strategy found

Following this, PAULINE succeeds in interpreting CONSTR1UCT-2 as an instance of

someone (Yale) making somebody else (the officials) do their dirty work (the demolish-

ing). This new interpretation is added into meinory, and it replaces the original candidate

seltence topic: ":."

Checking active opinion strategies (INTERPRET) on CONSTRUCT-2 ..-

Found interpretations:

I
,:-:N
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[<CONFIG-CAUSE-CONCEPT> on CONSTRUCT-2

(ACTOR : OFFICIALS (- ?X)]

[RELATIONS SBG:CONS2-G2]

[CONC2 GOAL-2]

[ACTOR : YALE (= ?Y)]]

Working out ,SELF*'s a-fect for OFFICIALS

Working out *SELF*'s affect for INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.585

Running strategy to interpret as CAUSE-CONCEPT

Strategy successful

Found that CAUSE-CONCEPT is a new interpretation of CONSTRUCT-2

and related concepts

...building new concept INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.585 about it

Indexing INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.585 under high-level concept CAUSE

Adding back-links from CONSTRUCT-2 to <CONFIG-CAUSE-CONCEPT>

Starting to work on remindings similar to CONSTRUCT-2

Found no reindings from ()
Checking if CONSTRUCT-2 is very similar to other topics .not really

Starting to build affect phrase around CONSTRUCT-2

Found no suitable other topic

Starting to cast topic CONSTRUCT-2 into relational phrase

Searching for another topic from

- Goals. (GOAL-2)

- Similar topics: (GOAL-2 ARREST-I SUPPORT-2)

Will use ARREST-i (a SIBLING rclation of CONSTRUCT-2) to build a phrase

-->checking rhet goal: RG:FORMALITY with phrase <PHRASE %AND1>

Checking active opinion strategies (COMMENT) on CONSTRUCT-2

No applicable strategy found

Finished organizing topic CONSTRUCT-2; built up syntax goals:

(<Goal to express INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473

Nomination. Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan; role is INITIAL-TOPIC

Derivation original topic

Affect: Desired affect is BAD, Goals call for ENHANCE strategy

%.
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Expression: Phrase/verb HAVE

Followed by

(<Goal to express ARREST-1

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan; role is RESULT

Derivation: Parent INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473 via relations

(GOOD-RELATIONS *CONVINCE-PLAN*)

k'ect: Desired affect is BAD; Goals call for ENHANCE strategy

With preceding words (*SEM* ALSO *CMA* AT THAT TIME *CMA*)>)>)

Though, under certain circumstances, realization of this goal could begin immediately.

- the program proceeds with organizing the next candidate topics...

PRAGS: start realization? (checking haste and topic derivation)

-->checking rhet goal: RG:HASTE

...no

Considering SUPPORT-2

Checking active opinion strategies (COMMENT) on SUPPORT-2

No applicable strategy found

Checking active opinion strategies (INTERPRET) on SUPPORT-2

4' as INTERP-CONFRONT-CONCEPT.475: no applicable strategy found

Checking active opinion strategies (COMMENT) on SUPPORT-2

No applicable strategy found

Finished organizing topic SUPPORT-2; built up syntax goals:

(<Goal to express SUPPORT-2

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan; role is RESULT

Derivation: Parent INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473 via relations

(GOOD-RELATIONS *CONVINCE-PLAN-)

Affect. Desired affect is GOOD; Goals call for () strategy>)

At this point, the two syntax goals that derived from CONSTRIUCT- 2 have been com-

pleted, and are sent to the realizer. Still waiting to be handled is the goal to generate

MTIVANS-8 together with whatever topics can be suitably collected.

'

Generator starting to produce text...

.5.,6i
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Sentence top: setting up INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473 with modifiers (ENHANCE)

,,. building a normal event sentence

Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

.... > *DOT*

Searching for pre-subject clauses for INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473

. > AT

> 5:30

===> AM

===> ON

==-> APRIL

==> 14

===> *C} A*

Searching for a subject for sentence about INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473

===> YALE

Searching for a verb to express INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473

Using preselected verb HAVE

Building a sentence predicate with HAVE

Filtering aspects of INTERP-CAUSE-CONCEPT.473 to build predicate

-->checking hearer's language ability

-->checking conversational conditions

=...> HAD

...................................................................

Sentence top: setting up CONSTRUCT-2 with modifiers (COMPL REPORTED ROOT ENHANCE)

... building a normal event sentence

...................................................................

Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

Searching for a subject for sentence about CONSTRUCT-2

Searching for head noun of OFFICIALS

Checking active opinion strategies (HEAD-NOUN) on CONSTRUCT-2

Checking active opinion strategies (ADJECTIVE-NUMBER) on CONSTRUCT-2

-=-=> OFFICIALS

Searching for a verb to express CONSTRUCT-2

Building a sentence predicate with DESTROY

=> DESTROY

-. a. 4 - - - - -W -- . - - -

Aai.%
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Searching for head noun of SHANTYTOWN-i

-=-> IT

Sentence top: setting up ARREST-i with modifiers (GOOD-RELATIONS ENHANCE COMPL)

... building a normal event sentence

Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

-==> *SEM*

===> ALSO

==> *C?4A*

-=-> AT

-==-> THAT

-==> TIME

-=--> *C] U*

Searching for a subject for sentence about ARREST-i

Found sentence subject: POLICE

-=-- THE

s==> POLICE

Searching for a verb to express ARREST-i

Building a sentence predicate with ARREST

--- > ARRESTED

Searching for head noun of STUDENTS-2

==>78

* ...> STUDENTS

- ,Sentence top: setting up SUPPORT-2

... building a normal event sentence

...................................................................-

Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

#=...> *DOT*

Searching for pre-subject clauses for SUPPORT-2

Searching for a subject for sentence about SUPPORT-2

-4a'e Checking active opinion strategies (ADJECTIVE-NUMBER) on COMMUNITY-2

Running strategy to slant claimed support

Found MAXIMIZE

,,. ..... > A

.=. > LARGE

% %
I%
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==> NUMBER

....> OF

- - LOCAL

--- > POLITICIANS

-.-.> AND

... > FACULTY

. > MEMBERS

Searching for a verb to express SUPPORT-2

Searching for a suitable MTRANS verb

Building & sentence predicate with EXPRESS

--- > EXPRESSED

Searching for head noun of CRITICISM

==-> CRITICISM

==> OF

....> YALE'S

---- > ACTION

Finally, the program gets to the last topic, MTRANS-8. No new additional topics are

found, and hence no interpretations or phrasal juxtapositions occur. Realization is straight-

forward.

Topic collector considering new topic: GOAL-I

Topic GOAL-I spawned the following topics: (GOAL-2 GOAL-1)

Ctarting to organize topics into phrases,...

Finished organizing topic MTRANS-8; built up goals:

(<Goal to express MTRANS-8

Nomination: Goal CONVINCE-GOAL activated plan; role is INITIAL-TOPIC

Derivation: original topic

Affect: Desired affect is GOOD; Goals call for () strategy>)

Sentence top: setting up MTRANS-8

... building a normpl event sentence

Setting up words or phrases linking new sentence to previous one

-s> *DOT-

> FINALLY

sass> *CMA,

" %-
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-- => THE

....> UNIVERSITY

Searching for a verb to express MTRANS-8

Searching for a verb to express ALLOW-3

Building a sentence predicate with GIVE

....> GAVE

....> THE

=ff> STUDENTS

--=-> PERMISSION

Searching for a verb to express CONSTRUCT-3

--- > TO

....> REASSEMBLE

==> IT

..........

Whole story:

AS A REMINDER TO YALE UNIVERSITY TO DIVEST FROM COMPANIES DOING

BUSINESS IN SOUTH AFRICA, A LARGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS CONSTRUCTED

A SHANTYTOWN --- NAMED WINNIE MANDELA CITY --- ON BEINECKE PLAZA

ON EARLY APRIL. AT 5:30 AM ON APRIL 14. YALE HAD OFFICIALS DESTROY

IT; ALSO, AT THAT TIME, THE POLICE ARRESTED 76 STUDENTS. A LARGE

NUMBER OF LOCAL POLITICIANS AND FACULTY MEMBERS EXPRESSED CRITICISM

OF YALE'S ACTION. FINALLY, THE UNIVERSITY GAVE THE STUDENTS PERMISSION

TO REASSEMBLE IT.

At the end, PAULINE displays the final satisfaction statuses of the rhetorical goals.
Note the relatively large number of times the most important goals in this setting

partiality, timidity. formality, and aggression are satisfied:

Satisfaction of current rhetorical goals:

FORMALITY 29 DETAIL. 8

FORCE: 10 HASTE 34

'e.

".4
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TIMIDITY: 62 PARTIALITY: 36

SPEAKER-REF: 3 HEARER-REF: 14

COLOR: 4 FLORIDITY: 8

RESPECT: 0 SIMPLICITY: 9

WARMTH: 2 VERBOSITY: 13

AGGRESSION: 20 INCITEMENT: 19

LI

55

5-

.5



App endix B

A Phrasal Grammar

As described in chapter 6, PAULINE's grammar consists of a set of phrases. They are

listed in this appendix.

The phrases can be arranged in a rough hierarchy depending on how much effect they

have on the final text. At the level of largest effect, the phrases control the formation of

multi-predicate sentences, such as enhancer and mitigator phrases and relations between

topics. At the next level, the phrases determine sentence content and organization to

form various types of sentences (questions, imperatives). At lower levels, the content and

organization of predicates, adverbial clauses, and noun groups are determined.

e PAULINE's phrasal lexicon contains a large number of multi-predicate patterns.

When appropriate, depending on the relationships between the sentence topics, the

program's planner casts the topics into these patterns. Multi-predicate patterns are

used to express the following:

- Slanting phrases such as -Not only X. but Y" and ]X. however, Y-

- Reminding phrases such s "X, which re.minds me of Y-

- Goal-relationship phrases such as - X in order to Y" and -X so that Y-

- Result-relationship phrases such as -X. As a resilt. Y- and -Y lecailse X"

- Other relationship phrases such a;s "X is larger than " and "After X, Y-

235
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*SAY-SENT-TOPI - This specialist deteriiiine whic~h tN'l)e of senten1ce, to ma1;ke ;11i1

builds the appjrol)riate svyntax goal. The (Iei-ion is ba.-'ed on the inpit: olbjt'

and states are described by SNNAY TXITI? III - SENT, relat ions between concep~ts by SA, -

RELATION - L.NT aiid events and~ st ate change., Lv SAY - 1V N -A I If 1iiii peiit ed

in PATl LINE. sy-itivx I1Kand SAY - 1'SION would be includedI here.

*SAY - RELAT ION -SENT - Bilds, a -sentence to express the relation between two con- 4

cepts. The input is the concel)t rep~resenting the relation, which continis at imary

earler/ateceent/lose)part and a secontla ry part. Th is sp(c i lt Lu ills one of

the s'entence p)atterns

S.XY-PIZE-SENT SAY-('OM1II. SAY-lINK SAXY-III? -SKNT sAY-COM111

L SY-LIN SA-comi'L sY(NI

where each (ON! ['I. s ecIAIit 1i5 associted~ with one part of the relation. From the re-

lationconep~t, the SAY -1.1NK specialist can find a suit able relation wvordl. PAITLINE's

rneniorv contains the followi ng relations bet ween enitities:

1. Causal: CAUSE or PRECONDITION (exjpressed bY Bwas.~~fue) E-

SITLT or ENABLE (expressed by bhecause . -enal&-

2. Temporal: AFTER (expressed by -after-. -later". -then-): BEFORE ( -c.

fore- . 'prior to- ): DITRIN(G ( -while-. "luiring4

3. Spatial: ABOV)\E ( h;iove- -on to1 ) of-):; BELO W ("iunder-, -b"elow- -be-

neath" ): PROX ( 'next to- Thesidle- .-~adjoin III

4. Comparative: CR EATER (numeric1l): SN AL LER:

MUITI T ALLY-EX(TLI SIVE-.

5. Intergoal: SITBGOAL-T() (ain act or ai goal servves a gol;SITBSV7MIN(; )

inver-e relation): OPPOSING (goak, withI ol)oite de~ire,)

* - VII It-SFN'I' Tljw ~cialkt expamnls Into lhe lidt of jw( Via't-.

after solectiig from th~e inpuot aind the rhetorical] goak, whuichlii o t f the Iiijut to
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describe. If tile input is an object. the attribute is an adjective: if an action, an

adverb: if a state, a degree: if a state-change, an adverb or a degree. The attribute

can be said in various ways:

- -the bag is re(l

- -the color is red"

- -tile bag's color is red"

- -the color of the bag is red-

- -red is tile color of the bag"

- -the bag has a color"

- the bag has a red color"

e SAY-EVENT-SENT - This specialist expands into the sequence

- [ SAY-PRE-SENT SAY-SUBJECT SAY-PREDICATE ]

after finding which aspect of the input to make the sentence subject.

To choose the subject. the specialist queries the activated rhetorical goal strategies

to find the pragmatically most interesting aspect of the input. If. for example. the

goal RG:haste ha-s the value pressured, no time is wasted on evaluating the affects

of various candidates: the ACTOR (or. failing that, the INSTR) aspect is selected

directly. Otherwise. the candidates for sentence subject are ordered by affect (svrnpa-

betic to tilie hearer, when not being agres.sive or inciting); by their relation to the

central topic: an I by the ailou t of information represented for each one. Strategies

of focus. such a.s ,1ecrihe, in {.bcKwii 82 anil tised in chapter 6. have not bemi,
-ONiipm nehm nte,l in PA.TTLJNE.

The choice of the sulbject is al-) ri,'tel to the vet,. Some gmr;itor, always select

tht, verb first, at tlii; st;ave of tte r,,aliz;tion r(es, (,c., for exam ple,, !Dauilo 84]).

otherwise, th. gnerat,,r mn;y- ,tim , tr,,u , I t : fr xamnple. onic pre-

sente ,ec lues may I,, pr, ,iit,, 1,v th,. %,r. (tiIl t , I .... 'n) or niav get from

it a mim, -- t irl, s iri<,o I . Tl -,. vC 1 , ( nei st , ;itb,, th' i"e,, t the exa,' t

w ,rd,- thit pr,,( , , it, lIi viditi . of ur-,,, %I,, hI I,, , t',v '1 1 i ii 1 hich

-.%.A

- .................
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aspect of the input they prefer as subject. PAULINE iiually chooses the verb only

when it builds the predicate, because this corresponds to the way people usually

speak: we often only choose a verb at 'verb time', after the subject has been said.

and any idiosyncratic constraints a verb may have either disqualifies the verb or

causes a re-start of the sentence. (Why else does the longest intr,'sentential pause

occur just before the verb? Why else (to we so often start the sentence again, using

a different subject, at that point'.)) But, of course, we are able to choose the verb

before. (Sometimes we have to. For example, in French, the only way to say "Pete

misses 'Mary" is -Mary manque h Pete-; this selection of a non-ACTOR as subject

is required by "manquer". However, PAULINE can choose a verb before starting

realization (it does so after the interpretation of topics, as described in chapter 3, for

example): in such cases, the only action taken is a check of the the features of the verb

in order to ensure a valid subject ha-s been chosen (otherwise. for example. if the verb

"beat- has been chosen, and the ACTOR is Kennedy. then the simplistic strategy

of choosing the actor would produce -Kennedy beat Kennedy-). These and similar

arguments against straightforward l,.ft-to-riglit generation are made in [Dailos 86).

" SAY-COMPI- Builds a sentence without the SAY- PIlE-SENT specialist, for use in

" cases such as "(He said that) thoy went to New York-; i.e., expands into

- [ SAY-SUBJECT SAY- PIFI)ICATE ]

" SAY-REL-CI..ISE - Builds a relative clause. The input marks which aspect is shared

by the surrounding syntactic environment, this a.spect is a.ssociated with the SAY-RE!.-

PRONOUN specialist, and the rest is treated like a sentence

- SAY- PRED [CATE This specialist builds a sentence predicate from its input. I n less

a verb has already been chosen by rhetorical planniing, it selct- a verb. To get a

predicate pattern, it checks the verb,: if no idiovncratic pattern is found. th,, taniard

pattern is used:

. SAAI -V.Il S..\ -O 3JE( " 5 '- .. I)X ,I* \-1-I1'()YI-S \I

In the lexicon, the fornmativ, pattrn ;.s )i;,tl with o r, i-v o li-r ; ,, unit-. F;mch

unit gives the position of its corresponding entitY in th, lpr, ic;t,. Th,. ,,h,-,nc, 4

04
'5 " * ", "' ' . ", -, " " .r , -" ,( r ~ . -%, - ,. - , . . .,./, ..- * .. ' - ..* ,,' * A., 5.."
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an aspect in the pattern means that the aspect cannot be said: a required aspect is

marked mandatory. This information is used for the inclusion decisions. The ordering

is given in the pattern: when various orders are possible. the pattern itself is written as

a specialist function that queries the rhetorical strategies for assistance (for example.

the typical adverbial clauses of time. instrument, and location are handled by SAY-

POST-SENT). The casting function is done by associating specialists and aspects of

the input, as prescribed by each unit in the pattern. A unit can consist of singles.

pairs, or triplets:

- A single element (or the first one of a pair or triplet) is a keyword that indicates

which specialist is to provide the syntactic environment of that entry. If the

element is not the name of a specialist function, it is taken to be a literal - part

of a frozen phrase - which must be said.

- The second element of a pair or triplet indicates which aspect of the input is

to be used by the activated specialist function. For example, the pair (SAY-

OBJECT object) indicates that the filler of the OBJECT aspect of the input is

to be generated as an accusative case noun phrase.

- The third element of a triplet is the preposition to be used in a preposition

group. For example, (S.AY-LOC to to) indicates that the specialist SAY-LOC is to

use the TO aspect filler with the preposition "to.

- The keyword SAY-POST-SFNT indicates all the adverbial clauses that can nor-

-: ma liv be said in an Englil Iredicat,. each of wi hi has a specialist (SAY-INST'I.

*i S.-AY-TIME. SAY- LOt . SAY-'I' . S \N -FIM}M, etc.).

- The presence of a literal in the lrlicate pattern imticates that it rnim.t be said.
;*- A .sp,.ciali t fI i -ti ,i kvword iiilictt,, its Im.itini if it 1 w le imchleul (se-

.. ja 11tally, if it,. t perr , in the itiit. nil l:12i;ti tl1v. if th, rh torical

1 ,,,1, :ll,)x ). Sm ,,pr,,,lli tor, plitr,.ri- r.t ir,, -ph. r,-i.on ,f. Yii.v tawthc ,nvir, m1-

". m ,.l- i : ti , 1, i11,1 l i d 1't. % 1~. f,,1urrh ,, r v in ll li 1 ,,1111X 1-,% u11.10'r 1 11'ri

l! i ,i ). 'npm,, ... . ,tt,.rh a ' 2, i - tI.,t hiI~ \ .1\ t Pii iit th ,, 1, lf-

.5

,e". VP

*0 %. : '.:
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fer from the subject, these parts are also appropriately marked (otherwise, the

generator may produce -Pete gave the book to John from Pete").

For example, to express the Conceptual Dependency representation primitive

MTRANS, PAULINE has more than 20 words. (MTRANS stands for transfer of in-

formation: the aspect OBJECT contains the message and the aspect TO the hearer;

see [Schank 72, 75]). Some of these words are -tell" (two versions) and "say":
i - "tell" :

SAY-VERB [SAY-OBJECT (aspect TO)] SAY-ADVERB SAY-POST-SENT

that [SAY-COMPL (aspect OBJECT)]]

-He told her quietly yesterday that [she should see the film]"

- "tell- 1":

[SAY-VERB [SAY-OBJECT (aspect TO)] SAY-ADVERB SAY-POST-SENT

[SAY-PRED (aspect OBJECT) infinitive]

-He told her quietly yesterday [to see the film]"

-"say":

SAY-VERB [SAY-OBJECT (aspect TO) to] SAY-POST-SENT that
5,

[SAY-CO,'.IPL (aspect OBJECT)]]

-He said to her yesterday that [she should see the film]"

As discussed before, the verb is chosen when SAY- PREDICATE builds the predicate.

Linking into the lexicon from the type of the input concept, PAULINE searches the

memory hierarchy until it finds a WORD aspect. which either directly indexes words

or provides a discrimination net which indexes other concepts or words. At the top

of the hierarchv, elaborate discrimination nets are associated with tie conceptual

dependency and other primitives to ensure that some verb will always be found.

S..\Y-ILINK-\WORI) This specialist controls the use of words said at the beginning

(of a sentence to link it to the previous sentelce, for example -a" "but'. -as a

resilt-. -so-. The question of when to include SAY-1NIK-\WOE I) in the expanion

stre,'am illustrates the gen.ral problem of where t, plan how much of the text.

"'5.
9,.
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One argument calls for including SAY-LINK-WORD at a relatively high level - say,

before SAY-SENT-TOP. The rationale is that these functions, on or just below the

level of the planner, are the only ones with the requisite breadth of view to decide on

proper link words, and are therefore in the position to plan for them. For example, in

JUDGE example, if the top-level say-function decides to say the final result after the

fight itself, it can plan on saying "FINAL-ACTION and finally FINAL-RESULT".

There is a problem with this: sometimes FINAL-ACTION and FINAL-RESULT are

too different to compare comfortably with "and", for example in "Sam hit Jim. His

action was justified, and finally Jim died." The top-level function would have to

pre-plan all the way down to the justification to handle this.

The other alternative is to make SAY-LINK-WORD much more intelligent. It must

be able to compare the previous and current sentences and decide what link words

', are appropriate. The simplest version would just say "and" for everything - much

as small children do - and a more sophisticated one may still produce sentences

such as "She liked the lawn and gardening". This sentence is an example of faulty

parallel construction, a topic that receives much attention in stylistic handbooks (this

example is from [Baker 66, p 106]). The fact that people require explicit training in

this matter suggests that the decision to make SAY-LINK-WORD do the work is the

right one.

PAULINE's construction of all argument and its indication of the relations among

parts leaves much to be desired. It does not construct some type of argument graph,

as discussed in chapter 6 and in [Birnbaum 85], from which this specialist can choose

linking words with which to preface each sentence. In fact, by the time that SAY-

LINK-WORD is expanded, most records of the derivation of the situation have vanished

and tile specialist has to discriminate among its options by whatever residues are

left. PAULINE adds sone topic collection information (typically, what relation the

sentence topic bears to its ancestor in the collection process. as used in the topic

collection plans described in chapter 6) to the syntax goal, to enable SAY-I[INK-."
S\wOR I) to use phrases such as "one result is- an(l "a good example is". The work on

rhetorical structure theorv ([Mann & Thomtpson 85]) Call be extended and used bv

SO.

.@ . . . . . . . . .
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this specialk, t.

%* SAY-PRE-SENT-(I.AISES - Returns the ,ipecialists of all the pre-subject clauses.

Check pragmatic strategies to see how many aspects to include, and how many to in-

clude before the subject. (As described in chapter 5, the values complex for the rhetor-

ical goal RG:simplicity and highfa/itin for RG:formality require many clauses in

this positIon)

o S - vPR[P(; Ho P Returns [preposition SAY-NOUN-GROUP]

" SAY-SV'IJECT, SAY-o BJI.CT, SA'- P0SSESSIV'E - Set the case of the syntax goal to

nominative. accugatite. and yenitive. respectively, and returns

4, SAY-NOUN-CROU'P

" SAY-ACT-AS-OBJECT Builds a noun group of an event or state change (for example,

-Sam's shot" if the input has been said before; ".John's being shot by Sam", passive

for pro-victim affects: -Sam's shooting John" otherwise)

" SAY-NOUN-C;ROUP -- Decides whether to prononinalize or not: if not. selects a head

noun an( returns

-[ SAY-APT SAY-PRE-NOUN-MOI)S SAY-IIEAI)-NOI'N SAY-POS-T-NO'N-MODS ]

Sets up the context for the noun group: number, case, gender (the latter are used in

languages with case and gender declension), etc.

To find a suitable head noun for the input. PAULINE executes a series of tests. If

it has just been speaking about the input topic then it can simply say its name or

word. It rhl ks the rhetorical goals whether all opinion should be chosen as the head

no, II (prolucinTg "that jerk. Kennedy"). If not, from all the aspects of the input.

it exfciiIdt(s those not su ito le for the head noun, those that have no defined word.

;nd tho.... that h;ve be,-en said. and then orders then by the rhetorical strategies and

u-,es th, prftrrid ;i,,It. If pragn;mitics produce no lreforInces, it iie s a predefined
£, ,!,fan~t iril-riig.

¢2.'r.._... -,,,."-............................... ....... ......... ..
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PAULINE has four pronomninalization strategies:

1. A simple most-recent rule, based on the fact that, in English, pronouns carry

vt- number and gender information: when PAULINE says a representation element,

it stores a triplet -- the input, its number, its gender - on a list. The next time

PAULINE references an element, it checks whether the most recent entry on the

reference list with the same number and gender is the same input element: if so,

it prononinalizes. This simple-minded strategy is often described in grammar

books. Of course, it doesn't always work: "Pete and John went to the shop. He

came back first" -- where ie is John: or, better: "P-te saw Mike in the store.

He..." The lie", according to this strategy, refers to Mlike. But in "Pete saw

Mike in the store. He told him about Mary", people quite naturally assume

subject-subject and object-ol)ject correspondence.

2. The obvious case-correspondence strategy: if the current sentence subject (ob-

ject) is the same as the previous sentence subject (object). pronominalize. Then

in -Pete saw Mike in the store. He..." -he" refers to Pete. For this strategy,

PAULINE obviously also stores ca-se information on the reference list.

3. The conjunction of the above two strategies. This is stricter than either of them:

-, it only allows prononinalization when the input entity corresponds to the most

recent match of number, gender, ad case.

4. The disjunction of the above two strategies. This is less strict than either of

them. This strategy gives the most natural text, since it denies pronouns only

in cases such as "Pet, saw Mike in the store. He told Pete about Mary, where

the sulj ect and ohiject - p and thev have the sam' nue nii r and g-ender.

'.The miost re,it strat,,'y i, cheairlv inadeuiate, and the c(orreston(diig-case is better

but not vet -atlfautorv. A letter trate,,%, would take into account .onl(,thing like the

lotioml of focuis o)f mt'utjl Ii n u..... in chatper 6, a s worked out lv (;'osz [(,rosz 77],

Sidnor Sil,1r 79'. awl M, K, 'owt "2 . w'hich allows you to proiiominalize

the iiliit if it i- the fhirrlm,1it f',,( i- (If ;itt,ntiol amd ha.s beeI sai,. However. to do

proper proioininalizati'in, vil rf'juire umulirmited use of the whole infe-rence capabil-

4
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it, of the system. And that is a big engine to run everv tinie yol want to (ecide

whether to say a pronoun or not (see ]Applt SO] for a serious attenlt at doing

this). Though people ohviouslv sonlietines (to it. we probably often use sonie shortcut

strategy instead. The disjunction strategv is one such shortcut. Since people usually

pronominalize as much as possile in normal circumstances. this strategy produces

the most natural text.

* The following build parts of noun groups: .S'AY-AH. SAY- HEAD- NOUN. SAY-PE-

NOUN-MODS. SAY- POST-NOI'N-MOI)S, SAY-I'IONOIN, SAY-PI.-'RONOh1N. Pre- and

post-nominal modifiers are selected bv the rhetorical strategies from the aspects of

the input. and ordered bv their affective preference. If noiie exists, a default order

is used. Some modifiers cal onily appear before or after the head noun; of the rest.

PAULINE places eqiually many in each tposition, uiless required to (1o otherwise by

the strategies described in chapters 3 to 5.

* SAY-VERB -- Selects the appropriate tense form and auxiliary verbs and conjugates

the selected verb

* SAY-PRE.-VEI3J-MO[)S Modify the verb by saying either of INTENT AILSO ].

as in "NMike also hit Jmi"; if the action has )een represent ed as intentional. say so:

otherwise. STRESS call be said

S5..kY- AkDVIB Modify the verb bv saying any or all of

a" [ I>I ,I-:I'-m())II:Y N('- VE',11 STRIESS AI)VI.;Mt 0III;'.VTI'IIR I (K .(.I

a.s in -Jim knocked Mike down verv hard again-: for example:

- IN'IN'IT "tbrp osely" . l'ilt i dlIonah . --oilfunllx" "n turl -,,". /

::: -~ac( idcitllyt un n nillyly- b ;ccidlt--

- A [s.,O to

.°'.. .' ~~~~~~- q i I'€ : ' ) l Ii, t,~ i~, ' .. . wr . r ,- ...i i., ri ~ rh , o w

it th-

.5

4.
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- ACK/.-\AIN: -back" / "again"

- ADVERB: any adverb

The prepositions -down" and -into" in the sentences

-Jim knocked Mike down again"

-"Jim bumped into Mike again"

derive from different sources: -down" modifies the verb "knock" - Jim could cer-

tainly have knocked Mike over, or to the floor, or under the table. However, Tbump

into- is a frozen phrase - you cannot change the preposition to "bump to- or "bump

over" and retain the meaning. This difference is reflected in the generator's represen-

tation for the two cases. In the former, the specialist SAY-ADVERB finds the semantic

equivalent of -down" in the input representation and says -down"; it could just as

ea.ily have found -up" or -ovei. In the latter, the -into" is part of the sentence form

for the verb Tbump into", and the OBJECT must be said with the preposition.

Most of the specialists listed above correspond to traditional phrase structure symbols

such a.- NOUN (ROUP and PREDICATE. But, just as specialists may be used to build multi-

predicate sentences, they may be used for other purposes. For example, people talk about

money in various highly idioniatic ways. All PAULINE's phrasal knowledge relating to

money is grouped together in a single specialist. The phrasal lexicon contains the following

Sspecialists:

* NAY-MONEY -- Realize the phrases -the neas-.lv $15" (as head noun): -the ,rc book-

(as pre-nominal i modifier): and -a green truck worth 300 bucks" (as post-nominal

.O modifier). As with all the other variations. options are selected by referring to the

relevant ir;agrmaitic criteria: for examleh. -ick-" is not selecte(d when l)rnimatics call

for be.ing very formal.

e Th, spri,,lits 1 \Y-\MA ll NT ;11 il - I)II[IIIV '.xl)rs other iiulnerical aniounts.

'fh, f)rziier hlll tw li pa~ttcrn

o.
W%' , %4 .. _ 1_
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"[amiount] [un It]-

-the most/fewest/X number of [unit]"

the latter expresses the numerical difference between two amounts.

" The following are adverbial clause specialists: SAY-SOURCE, SAY-RECIPIENT, SAY-

TO. SAY-FROM, SAY-TIME, SAY-LOC, SAY-INSTRUMENT, SAY-PRE-INSTR, SAY-

MEASURE. Each specialist is able to produce various English forms. For example,

depending on the nature of the input it receives, SAY-TIME can produce:

"now / today / tomorrow / yesterday": input is a predefined day concept

- 'at 5 o'clock today / yesterday": input is a MEASURE concept

- "in the future / past": input is the concept FUTURE or PAST

- "15 hours from now": input is a MEASURE, WHEN aspect is FUTURE or PAST

- "at 3 o'clock": input is an INSTANCE

" The following specialists are all used to build noun groups: SAY-NAME, SAY-AGE,

SAY-(;ENDER, SAY-NUMBER, SAY-TITLE, SAY-NATION, SAY-RESID, SAY-WEARING,

SAY-OCCUP. SAY-DESCRIP, SAY-SIZE, SAY-COLOR, SAY-OWNER, SAY-OPINION, SAY-

ROLE. SAY-MONEY. Each specialist must be able to produce various forms, depending

.-- on its position. For example. SAY-AGE can produce the following forms:
5.'--

predicate: "?. is 28years old"

head-noun: -the fat hut pretty 28-year-old from Irkutsk"

pre-head-noun: "the 28-year-old fat woman, Marta-

post-head-noun: "Marta, a 28-year-old,...

and SA..Y-(;ENI)ER the following:

predicate: ". ts fernale"

head-noun: -the green man from Mars"

pre-head-noun: -the large male dinoaiur

post-head-noun: -the tudent who s male.

The inchiPin and ordhring oii of topic l:, ('t,,, ar,, all ma,lc hv the rhetorical

S S'" strate'gies. ~5 (lesrill, in ch l,t,.r, 3. 4. awl 5.

d5

I.-..
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